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Abstract
Since the inception of Robotics, visual information has been incorporated in order to allow
the robots to perform tasks that require an interaction with their environment, particularly
when it is a changing environment. Depth perception is a most useful information for a mobile
robot to navigate in its environment and interact with its surroundings. Among the dierent
methods capable of measuring the distance to the objects in the scene, stereo vision is the most
advantageous for a small, mobile robot with limited energy and computational power.
Stereoscopy implies a low power consumption because it uses passive sensors and it does not
require the robot to move. Furthermore, it is more robust, because it does not require a com-
plex optic system with moving elements. On the other hand, stereo vision is computationally
intensive. Objects in the scene have to be detected and matched across images.
Biological sensory systems are based on simple computational elements that process infor-
mation in parallel and communicate among them. Analog VLSI chips are an ideal substrate to
mimic the massive parallelism and collective computation present in biological nervous systems.
For mobile robotics they have the added advantage of low power consumption and high compu-
tational power, thus freeing the CPU for other tasks.
This dissertation discusses two stereoscopic methods that are based on simple, parallel cal-
culations requiring communication only among neighboring processing units (local communica-
tion). Algorithms with these properties are easy to implement in analog VLSI and they are also
very convenient for digital systems.
The rst algorithm is phase-based. Disparity, i.e., the spatial shift between left and right
images, is recovered as a phase shift in the spatial-frequency domain. Gabor functions are used
to recover the frequency spectrum of the image because of their optimum joint spatial and
spatial-frequency properties.
The Gabor-based algorithm is discussed and tested on a Khepera miniature mobile robot.
Two further approximations are introduced to ease the analog VLSI and digital implementations.
The second stereoscopic algorithm is dierence-based. Disparity is recovered by a simple
calculation using the image dierences and their spatial derivatives. The algorithm is simulated
on a digital system and an analog VLSI implementation is proposed and discussed.
The thesis concludes with the description of some tools used in this research project. A
stereo vision system has been developed for the Webots mobile robotics simulator, to simplify
the testing of dierent stereo algorithms. Similarly, two stereo vision turrets have been built for
the Khepera robot.
iv
Version Abregee
Depuis les origines de la robotique, l'information visuelle a ete incorporee pour permettre aux
robots d'interagir avec leur environnement, en particulier lors qu'il s'agit d'un environnement
changeant. La perception de la profondeur, i.e., de la distance, est une information tres utile
pour un robot qui doit naviguer dans son environnement et interagir avec son milieu. Parmi les
dierentes methodes pour mesurer la distance aux objets d'une scene, la vision stereoscopique
est la plus avantageuse pour un petit robot mobile avec une energie et une puissance de calcul
limitees.
La stereoscopie implique une moindre consommation de puissance, parce qu'elle utilise des
capteurs passifs et qu'elle n'exige pas que le robot soit en mouvement. Qui plus est, elle est
plus robuste, car elle ne necessite pas d'une optique complexe avec des elements mobiles. En re-
vanche, la vision stereoscopique est tres gourmande en puissance de calcul puisqu'il faut detecter
les objets dans la scene et les apparier avec ses correspondants sur l'autre image.
Les systemes sensoriels biologiques se basent sur des elements de calcul simples, qui tra
^
itent
l'information en parallele et communiquent entre eux. Les chips de VLSI analogique sont un
substrat ideale pour recreer le parallelisme massif et le calcul collectif present dans les systemes
nerveux biologiques. Pour la robotique mobile ils ont l'avantage ajoute d'une faible consomma-
tion de puissance et une grande puissance de calcul, liberant ainsi le processeur central pour
d'autres ta^ches.
Cette these presente deux methodes de vision stereoscopique qui se basent sur des calculs
simples et paralleles qui necessitent uniquement de la communication entre unites de calcul
voisines. Des algorithmes avec des telles proprietes sont plus facilement mis en uvre en VLSI
analogique et ils sont aussi tres avantageux pour les systemes digitaux.
Le premier algorithme est base sur la phase. La disparite, c'est a dire, le decalage spatial
entre les images gauche et droite, est extraite comme un decalage de phase dans le domaine
des frequences spatiales. Des fonctions de Gabor sont employees pour obtenir le spectre de
frequences des images, en raison de leurs proprietes optimales a la fois dans le domaine spatial
et des frequences spatiales.
L'algorithme de Gabor est presente et verie sur un petit robot mobile Khepera. Deux
approximations qui visent a faciliter la mise en uvre en systemes analogiques et digitaux sont
proposees.
Le second algorithme stereoscopique est base sur des dierences. La disparite est recuperee
par un calcul simple qui utilise la dierence des images et leur derivee. L'algorithme est simule
sur un systeme digital et une mise en uvre en VLSI analogique est proposee et decrite.
vi
La these se termine avec la description de quelques outils employes dans ce projet de
recherche. Un systeme de vision stereo a ete developpe pour le simulateur de robots mobiles
Webots. Il simplie la verication des algorithmes stereoscopiques. Pareillement, deux tourelles
de vision stereoscopique on ete developpees pour le robot Khepera.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Autonomous Robotics
In the near future, mobile, autonomous robotics can be expected to nd its rst mainstream
industrial applications. After the rst successful applications for exploratory missions such as
the Dante II robot on Mt. Spurr, Alaska, and the Sojourner rover on Mars, mobile robots are
starting to nd commercial applications such as Husqvarna's SolarMower autonomous lawn-
mowers and Electrolux's robotic vacuum cleaner. Other applications with recent success are
entertainment robots, such as the Sony Aibo dog or the LEGO Mindstorms.
Because they are mobile, these robots are increasingly autonomous. First, they must be
energetically autonomous, for mobility complicates the conveying of energy to the robot. Some
robots, e.g., the Dante II, are tethered, and the power lines can be sent with the tether. In other
robots, such as the Sojourner rover, the remoteness requires an energy autonomy. Most robots,
however, dispense with tethers for practical reasons: they would end up tangled in the cables or
the tethers would jam on other objects in the environment.
The second kind of autonomy that mobile robots increasingly possess is decisional auton-
omy. The etymological meaning of autonomous is \capable of making its own laws" [Ste95],
that is, of taking its own decisions. Remotely operated robots need to take some decisions by
themselves, as the transmission delay can put them in jeopardy before the human operator is
aware of it. The time delay for the Sojourner rover was between 10 and 20 minutes
1
; if the
operator reacts instantly to a danger signal |a crater hole, a rock, a Martian pedestrian| the
command to stop will arrive 30 minutes too late. Therefore shorter, reactive sensorimotor loops
are implemented to let the robot take its own decisions when its security is at stake.
To operate these short sensorimotor loops, robots not only need enough computational power,
but also the adequate sensors. Computational power seems to be readily available in the micro-
processor market, but power consumption and volume can compromise the energetic autonomy
of the robot. As for the choice of sensors, it depends on the application, of course, but in general,
vision sensors are the most adequate for mobile robots.
1
It depends on the position of Mars with respect to the Earth.
2 Introduction
Vision
If the robot is to detect the obstacles in advance or to look for an object, contact sensors
|\whiskers", contact switches, pressure meters| are not a satisfying solution. Sensors that
provide information of a distant object or area, i.e., remote sensors
2
, oer a better solution.
They can be divided into active or passive sensors, depending on whether some type of energy
|electromagnetic energy or pressure| has to be emitted for the sensor to read the incoming
energy. Active sensors include sonar, laser range-nders, laser strips, radar, lidar, and infrared
sensors. They are very eÆcient, and some are very impressive in their accuracy, but, because
they are active, they require spending extra energy, an energy a mobile robot may not have.
They are also necessarily bulkier, since they consist of an emitter and a sensor properly speaking.
Passive sensors include cameras and microphones. Cameras or vision sensors are the most
convenient, because in most settings there is an external light source: the sun, the moon or
the uorescent lamps in an oÆce. Another advantage of vision sensors is that they produce an
information that can be interpreted by humans. This simplies human intervention in the pro-
gramming of the sensorimotor loop
3
and produces human-readable information. If the ultimate
goal is for humans to see what the robot is looking at, it would be advantageous if the robot
could navigate using the same camera that remote operators use to view the scene.
Still, most commercial vision sensors, based on CCD cameras, require too much power for
an energetically autonomous robot, because they require additional circuitry for the image ac-
quisition (a frame grabber) and of course, the subsequent processor to analyze the image. This
is not only power-consuming, but bulky too.
Neuromorphic analog VLSI
Small insects, like ies or bees, are perfectly capable of ying, avoiding obstacles and pursuers
without possessing a complicated and voluminous vision system. What is their secret? The
secret lies in task-specic sensors, integrating sensing and processing as much as possible, and
using a specic paradigm called neural computation. Animal sensors are adapted to the tasks
that are the most important for a particular species. For instance, y eyes concentrate on sens-
ing motion, and the y becomes blind when it stops moving. Processing is embedded in the
sensor itself. The human brain does not receive a raw image as it is sensed in the retina, the
light-sensitive area in the eye. On the contrary, the retina performs a gain adaptation, ltering,
and selects the relevant information |motion, color, edges| to be sent to the brain. Processing
on the visual pathway takes place in multiple, simple, computational units that process the
nervous signals in a massively parallel way.
In the early 1980s, Professor Carver Mead began to investigate the use of silicon fabrication
techniques to recreate these principles of neural circuits. Analog VLSI was found to be the
most suitable medium to emulate these circuits, because it emulates the elementary physical
phenomena in the nervous system while submitting to similar constraints : wiring costs, nite
and continuous magnitudes, etc. Moreover, they were able to integrate, on the same silicon
2
Sometimes erroneously called \distal sensors".
3
Although, as [M

ac99] argues, it may also complicate the task by imposing an anthropomorphic image analysis
on a machine.
1.1 Purpose of this thesis 3
substrate, sensors and processors |just as in biological systems. This new discipline, called
neuromorphic engineering prots from a fertile interaction between engineers and neurobiolo-
gists. The former gain insight into the mechanisms of nervous systems, and are able to apply
them to solve engineering problems; the latter obtain a test bed to simulate and verify their
models of neural computation.
Over time, several successful circuits have been developed [Tan89], [Mah94] , [Mea89],
and a corpus of knowledge has developed, not only for neural modeling, but also for engineering
applications. Industrial applications of analog VLSI have appeared in the last ve years [Arr96]
[Ven97]. These low-power, compact and robust analog VLSI circuits can provide adequate
solutions for the sensor needs of autonomous, mobile robots.
1.1 Purpose of this thesis
In the last ve years, analog VLSI circuit designers and particularly neuromorphic engineers,
have become very interested in mobile, autonomous robotics, as a means of putting their cir-
cuit designs into test [Koc94]. Mobile robots oer a platform that mimics some of the motor
capabilities of animals and thus yield an opportunity to simulate complete sensorimotor loops.
Analog circuit designers, therefore, start in most cases with a solution, the analog sensor, and
then nd a robotic problem to which it can apply.
The purpose of this thesis is to interest roboticists and particularly mobile-robot researchers
in analog VLSI circuits, so that an analog sensor will be developed to solve a previously existing
robotic problem. The contributions toward this goal are:
 To discuss the benets and inconvenients of analog VLSI vision sensors for mobile robotics.
 To introduce roboticists to the structural elements that make up an analog VLSI sensor
and illustrate these by their use in some robotics applications.
 To identify and analyze a particular robotic problem that requires vision sensors: 3-D
perception by stereoscopy.
 To examine two stereoscopic algorithms that are likely to be implemented in analog VLSI,
but that can also benet simple digital systems.
1.2 Structure of the thesis
The thesis \est omnis divisa in partes tres" [JC87]. Part I tries to place the subject of this
thesis against the background of current scientic research. Chapter 2 introduces the reader to
analog VLSI circuits; their advantages, inconvenients and basic elements are discussed and their
application to mobile robotics illustrated by some examples. Chapter 3 addresses the topic of
stereo vision and describes the mechanisms found in Nature and reviews stereoscopy solutions
used in Computer Vision.
Part II focuses on two stereoscopic algorithms. Chapter 4 dwells on an algorithm based on
the phase of the Gabor functions. The algorithm is developed and tested on a Khepera mobile
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robot. Chapter 5 introduces a dierential stereo algorithm, which is simpler, and provides ex-
perimental data and a proposed analog VLSI implementation.
The smaller part III, blurred in the foreground, describes some of the hardware and software
tools that have been developed in this project. Chapter 6 describes a simulated analog retina
that has been incorporated to a mobile robotics simulator, and chapter 7 illustrates two vision
systems developed for a small mobile robot.
Chapter 8 concludes the main material and draws an overall conclusion on the achievements
of this project and the further problems that deserve to be explored.
This thesis nds itself at the conuence of three rivers: mobile robotics, analog electronics
and signal processing. Since it is diÆcult to deftly navigate through the rapids and white water of
all three of them, a glossary has been provided at the end of the document, with brief denitions
of the most important terminology in the text. The glossary terms are typed in italic face the
rst time they appear at the beginning of each chapter.
Part I
Background

Chapter 2
On VLSI Vision Sensors for Mobile
Robotics
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2.1 Introduction
Mobile, autonomous robots rely strongly on their sensing capabilities to attain their goals. Be-
cause of their mobility, they often operate in highly dynamic environments, interacting with
other robots or humans and therefore need to sense the changes in their surroundings. Sensors
transduce, that is transform, a physical quantity (light, pressure, temperature, etc) into an elec-
trical magnitude (voltage, current or charge) that can be processed by the robot. Depending on
their needs, robots are equipped with light sensors or cameras, temperature sensors, pressure
or contact sensors, radioactivity sensors, distance sensors (sonar, laser range-nders, infrared
sensors), and many others.
Vision sensors are key among the possible sensors used for robots, because of their parallel
with human perception and the distal information they provide. They produce a signal that
engineers can directly interpret and understand, by comparing it with the image they are seeing
themselves. This in turn is perceived as an advantage for the subsequent image analysis. But
the main feature of vision sensors is their ability to provide information on distant objects, thus
allowing the robot to plan its behavior well in advance.
This chapter discusses a particular type of sensors, analog VLSI vision sensors, within the
frame of mobile robotics. The benets and inconveniences of such sensors are presented, followed
by some examples and applications found in literature.
2.2 Benets from Analog VLSI
VLSI sensors are integrated circuits (ICs) that transduce a physical quantity, such as light, by
exploiting the properties of the medium, silicon, and the elementary IC device, the transistor.
The current state of technology aords a huge density (transistors/mm
2
) [Pig98], and therefore
we speak about Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) processes.
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VLSI circuits, as any other circuit, can be discrete or continuous in time and operate with
discrete or continuous signals [Sar98], depending on the way the information is processed and
stored.
Whereas most of the current VLSI circuits, such as microprocessors and memories, are digital,
analog circuits have a niche market, particularly in the eld of sensors. In the next subsection I
will review the reasons that make it so, focusing on the particular advantages that analog VLSI
can oer to mobile, autonomous robotics.
2.2.1 Real-time sensing
Physical magnitudes that we are interested in sensing, and among them light intensity, are con-
tinuous in time, and indeed they can have a temporal variation (frequency) of several kilohertz.
Thus, only a continuous system is able to sense these magnitudes without suering from artifacts
due to aliasing.
2.2.2 Low power consumption
Compared to other electronic systems, and particularly digital VLSI, A-VLSI sensors oer a
lower power consumption.
Power consumption in digital circuits
Power consumption in digital systems is modelled by the following equation [Pig98]:
P
D
= a  f  C  V
2
DD
+ I
sc
 f  V
DD
+ I
leak
 V
DD
(2.1)
The rst term describes the dynamic power dissipation, the power dissipated at each transi-
tion of the system, where f is the system frequency, C is the average load capacitance per gate,
a is the number of gates switching per clock period and V
DD
is the power supply voltage. The
second term is the direct current consumption which is due to the short circuit current I
sc
and
is less then 10% of dynamic power for high supply voltages [Pig98]. The last term is the static
power dissipation which is caused by the average leakage current I
leak
= I
s
 e
 V
T
=nU
T
.
Power consumption in analog circuits
Power dissipation in an analog circuits is generally lower than in digital ones, for low precision
levels. Analog circuits dissipate much less switching energy, and the static power dissipation is
proportional to V dd.
A comparison established in [Kem97] between similar image sensors, one digital (CCD
1
camera with CDS
2
) and the other analog (APS
3
) shows the dierence in power consumption.
For the same pixel size (74 m) and resolution (640x480 pixels) the CCD array has a 60 mW
consumption and the CMOS
4
array 110 mW. However, when the peripheral circuits required
1
CCD: Charge-Coupled Device. See glossary.
2
CDS: Correlated Double Sampling. See glossary.
3
APS: Active Pixel Sensor. See glossary.
4
CMOS: Complementary Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor. See glossary.
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to access the data (timer, driver, automatic gain control and ADC for the CCD chip and timer
and ADC for the CMOS) are accounted, the analog chip dissipates 270 mW against 800 mW
by the CCD.
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Figure 2.1: Power vs. SNR in digital and analog systems. From [Sar98].
Figure 2.1 shows the power dissipation as a function of the system precision (Signal-to-Noise
Ratio) for digital and analog systems. As it can be seen, for low precision requirements, as it
is usually the case in perceptive tasks, analog systems dissipate less power than digital ones.
However, for high precision tasks such as restitution, digital is more convenient [Arr97]. The
crossover point, where analog and digital systems dissipate the same power for a given precision
depends on the technology and the designer's ability. For common, modern circuits, crossover
is at around 8 bits, that is, a 48 dB SNR [Sar98].
2.2.3 Size
When a low precision is suÆcient, analog circuits also tend to be smaller in size than their
digital equivalents, although it depends on the actual computation being carried. An analog
multiplication using a Gilbert multiplier (cf. page 18) requires 8 transistors whereas a digital
implementation, an 8-bit multiply, needs 3000 transistors [Sar98]. The comparison holds not
only for computation, but also for communication; in the analog domain, one wire can transmit
all the information, whereas in the digital world we need to have as many wires as bits.
The advantage of analog to digital systems varies with the function being implemented, since
some are easily mapped to VLSI (e.g., a sum can be created by connecting two wires) and other
functions are much more diÆcult to map (sine, for instance.) But in general terms, analog
systems require less area for computation and communication [Arr94].
2.2.4 Processing and integration
The limited size of analog systems and the exploitation of the physical relations of their elements
aord the integration of preprocessing in the rst stages of perception. On the contrary, digital
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Figure 2.2: Layouts of (a) a digital and (b) an analog multiplier. (Not at the same scale).
systems tend to separate the actual sensor, the focal array in the case of vision sensors, from the
A/D converter and the processing subsystem, typically a DSP or an application-specic circuit.
This separation is sometimes imposed by technology: most CCD processes are incompatible
with standard CMOS processes, and therefore no processing circuits can be integrated in the
same wafer as the sensor [Kem97]. All this leads to digital systems being multichip ones, which
are necessarily bulkier and more prone to interconnection problems than single-chip systems.
Analog sensors that are single-chip systems have a further advantage for mobile robotics:
since part of the signal processing can take place on the sensor itself, they can relieve the robot's
main processor from some burdensome computation, freeing it for more complicated tasks, or
allowing it to switch into an idle mode.
2.2.5 Costs
It is very diÆcult to compare costs between digital and analog VLSI sensors, since most of
the latter have been developed in academia, where cost was not an issue. However, several
arguments can be brought forward, as well as an example.
Development costs
Analog VLSI circuits are developed by exploiting the features, the physical properties of the ba-
sic VLSI component, the transistor. For two dierent problems, dierent transistor properties
may be used, thus leading to dierent designs. If we need a switch, we will use a transistor in
saturation mode (cf. section 2.4.1), but if we want to generate a log() function we will use it
in weak inversion and it would then have a dierent size and other physical properties. Such
an opportunistic design method precludes the development of advanced, automated electronic
design (EDA) tools capable of dealing with analog circuits, be it from the point of view of
layout, modeling, testing or hardware description languages. Digital design, on the contrary,
benets from a high level of design automation (through VHDL) and reusability (through the
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standard-cell libraries), and therefore development costs are much lower.
Opportunistic design is not the only reason for the higher development costs of analog VLSI
systems. As most of the VLSI circuits developed since the 70s are digital, it is normal that
digital electronics design tools should be ahead of their analog counterparts.
Production costs
Production costs for analog vision sensors are lower than those for CCD-based digital cam-
eras. The CMOS microprocessor fabrication processes are quite similar to the image-sensor
ones and therefore benet from a mainstream process which is supported by a large number of
fabs (around 1000 [Die97]), as opposed to the around 15 fabs oering the CCD process.
However, color ltering and microlens deposition require additional steps that are not present
in the standard CMOS process, and most foundries need to have an implant optimization to
improve sensor quality. Nonetheless, for most CMOS circuits the advantages outweigh the
limitations.
Industrial examples.
A successful example of a CMOS sensor-based industrial application does exist. Logitech SA
(Romanel, Switzerland) has currently a whole line of trackball pointing devices based on the
Marble system [Arr96]. These devices use the \inverted mouse" paradigm, whereby a red ball
with dark spots is moved by the user's ngers, and a CMOS sensor and processor senses the 2D
direction of motion and outputs a value proportional to the displacement. The sensor was devel-
oped at CSEM SA (Neucha^tel, Switzerland) and it has certainly benetted from the economies
of scale of mice production.
Figure 2.3: The Logitech Marble Mouse, a successful industrial application of A-VLSI technology.
Another example of industrial if not commercial CMOS camera is the VTS camera [IME97],
implemented in CMOS APS technology by IMEC (Leuven, Belgium). It was launched in October
30th, 1997 on board the Ariane 502 mission, and it was responsible for tracking the payload
separation.
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2.2.6 Neuromorphism
A secondary advantage of analog VLSI, but which is of utmost importance in some academic
research circles, is A-VLSI's ability to mimic some features of biological neurons, such as mas-
sive parallelism, real-time processing and collective computation. This aords a very interest-
ing exchange between engineering and biology, whereby biologists can verify their models of
neural computation on silicon, and engineers can apply the extremely eÆcient algorithms of
neural systems to electronics. For instance, the neurophysiological model of the retina [Bea94]
[Car81] has been used to embody vision sensors with the light-adaptation properties of the
latter [Mah92] [Mea89] [And95]. Similarly, researchers are applying the known facts about
the working of the brain [Hub94] [Chu92] to VLSI processing [Ind97].
2.3 Disadvantages of analog systems
Notwithstanding all the previously discussed advantages, analog sensors do have some diÆculties
that have to be weighted when choosing between an analog (CMOS) or digital (CCD) sensor.
2.3.1 Lack of precision
The main drawback, the one that most often comes out, is analog circuits' lack of precision. As
it can be seen in gure 2.1, analog systems have an asymptotic limit due to 1=f noise, whereas
digital systems can keep increasing the number of bits, therefore improving the precision (SNR),
albeit at a great power and area cost.
It can be argued, however, that perceptive tasks do not need a great precision [Arr94], and
therefore analog circuits are suitable for them.
2.3.2 Lack of exibility
Analog VLSI circuits are etched and deposited on the silicon wafers used in CMOS fabrication.
The circuit is \hardwired" and it cannot be modied nor recongured. Thus, an A-VLSI motion
detector can not be used for edge detection. Digital systems based on microprocessors and DSPs
can be modied by reprogramming the processing unit. At most, analog systems can tuned, that
is their parameters can modied. These parameters are usually dened by reference currents
or voltages, and they can control such aspects as cuto frequencies in lters, velocity ranges in
motion detectors or thresholds of activation in edge detectors.
The lack of exibility in A-VLSI is also present in the access to signals. Because of the pack-
aging technique, analog VLSI sensors are used as \boxes", with clearly dened outputs. Internal
signals, (e.g., the photodetector outputs) can not be accessed unless an access was foreseen for
that purpose. Thus inspection of \intermediate variables", as in computer programming, is
impossible.
2.3.3 Interface
Almost all current mobile robots are digital, if only to control the motors and actuators. Inter-
facing analog sensors with these digital systems can be somewhat diÆcult.
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DiÆculties arise from three points. First, an analog subcircuit has to be dealt with, and
that imposes some constrains on the circuit board design, since separate ground lines and a
clean power supply are needed. Second, at a certain point an A/D converter is needed, but it is
rarely very complicated, as it rarely exceeds 8 bits. In fact, as mentioned in section 2.2.4, A/D
converters can be integrated in the sensor itself, giving it a digital output. Third, analog circuits
require bias or reference currents (more often than voltages) that complicate the interface, as
they are often in the microampere range. It has to be kept in mind however, that CCDs require
several power supplies, which complicate interfacing too.
2.4 A-VLSI building blocks
Digital VLSI systems have been in use for nearly three decades now, and this has lead to the
development of standard techniques and software tools for circuit design. Digital systems use
transistors in strong-inversion, which can be viewed as boolean switches. Thus boolean logic is
used to describe the function to be synthesized as a combination of simpler subfunctions that can
be boolean operators such as AND or NOT. Each of these operators has an optimized structure
that can be reused for the next design. These basic elements which can be used and connected
together to make up the desired function are called standard cells.
None of this exists in analog VLSI circuit design. We take advantage of dierent transistor
properties and therefore we need to design the transistors accordingly. Since these properties
depend on physical and technological variables, the designs can be rarely reused. However,
some basic structures can be found time and again in literature that produce some interesting
functions. These analog VLSI building blocks shall be reviewed in the following sections.
2.4.1 The elementary brick: the transistor
The MOS
5
transistor is the most elementary device in VLSI circuits, and the most important. It
can be an N-channel or P-channel transistor, depending on the type of carriers owing through
the channel.
In N-channel transistors such as the one shown in gure 2.4, electrons ow from source (S)
to drain (D) according to the potentials present at the source, drain and gate (G). The drain
current I
D
is expressed as the dierence of two currents (cf. equations 2.2 and 2.3).
I
D
= I
F
  I
R
= I
S
 (f(V
G
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S
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G
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(2.3)
where V
T0
is the gate threshold voltage with a typical value of 0.5 to 1.2 volts. U
T
is a
constant equal to
kT
q
= 26mV at 300
o
K. Parameter n is the slope factor, with a typical value of
1.2 to 1.6 [Vit96] and I
S
is the specic current of the transistor, which depends on technological
factors according to
I
S
= 2nC
ox
 U
2
T

W
L
(2.4)
5
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Figure 2.4: (a) Cross-section of an N-channel MOS transistor and (b) its layout.
where  is the carrier mobility in the channel, C
ox
is the gate oxide capacitance per unit area
and W and L are the width and length of the channel. Typical specic currents for minimum-
size transistors are in the 20 nA to 200 nA range.
N-channel transistors are represented in circuit schematics by the symbol in gure 2.5a. A
symmetrical device, the P-channel transistor (cf. gure 2.5b) exists, and it abides by the same
equation 2.3.
D
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.5: Schematic symbols of (a) N-channel MOS transistor and (b) P-channel MOS transistor.
The MOS transistors can be in four modes of operation:
1. In conduction: When both terms in equation 2.3 are in strong inversion mode, also called
above threshold mode. This happens when V
S
and V
D
are below the pinch-o voltage
V
P
=
V
G
 V
TO
n
. Under these circumstances, equation 2.3 can be rewritten as
I
D
=
I
S
2nU
2
T
(V
D
  V
S
)

V
G
  V
T0
 
n
2
(V
D
+ V
S
)

(2.5)
2. In saturation: when one of the terms in equation 2.3 is in strong inversion and the other
is negligible, the drain current becomes
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D
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P
< V
S
.
3. In weak inversion: When both terms in equation 2.3 are in weak inversion mode [Vit94],
also called subthreshold mode [Mea89]. This happens when both V
S
and V
D
are greater
than V
P
. In this situation, equation 2.3 becomes
I
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= I
S
 e
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
(2.8)
This mode is particularly interesting because of the exponential relationship between I
D
and V
G
, V
S
, V
D
. Weak inversion is therefore the most common mode of operation in
analog, neuromorphic VLSI circuits.
4. Blocked: When both current components are smaller than leakage currents, the transistor
is said to be blocked.
2.4.2 Simple operators
Signals in VLSI circuits are represented by physical magnitudes such as voltage, current, charge
or frequency. Each representation has its advantages and drawbacks. Voltage is very easy to
distribute or copy, since it suÆces to pass a wire. On the other hand, it consumes a large amount
of energy because it need to charge and discharge the node parasitic capacitance and it is very
diÆcult to add or subtract.
Current is of course easier to add; Kirchho's law states that just connecting two wires is
enough to do so. However, current distribution is complicated, since it requires copying.
Charge is also a signal easy to process with switched-capacitors. Its main drawback is that
these circuits introduce time-sampling, which is undesirable in most cases.
A fourth possible representation is pulse-frequency or pulse-width modulation. This tech-
nique is very convenient for communication systems and it has the additional interest of being
the most common in biological neural systems, but it also introduces time sampling and a com-
plicated circuitry [Vit94].
Most of the building blocks discussed in the following subsections are current mode circuits.
Nonetheless, voltage-mode equivalents of most of them do exist.
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Weighted copy
The weighted-copy operation is needed for current-mode signals, since their distribution requires
the replication of a given current. The structure that performs this operation, called current
mirror is shown in gure 2.6.
I1 I2 I I3 4
T
T T T
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2 3 4
Figure 2.6: NMOS current mirror: Currents I
2
, I
3
and I
4
are a copy of the positive part of I
1
.
If transistor T
2
is in saturation (V
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=
(W=L)
2
(W=L)
1
(2.9)
Thus, by setting up the widths and lengths of the transistors accordingly we can dene the
weight of the copy, which can only be a rational number. This is however prone to errors, par-
ticularly in weak inversion, because of mismatches in threshold voltages (V
T0
) and, to a lesser
degree, device dimensions. It is recommended to use identical transistors, connecting them in
parallel to reach the desired ratio [Vit94].
T1 T2
I1 I2
V 1S VS2
Figure 2.7: NMOS current mirror with variable weight (source bias).
Current mirrors such as those in gure 2.6 imply a lack of exibility, since the current ratio
cannot be changed at \run-time" as in a ne tuning. An alternative architecture exists, the
current mirror with source bias, whereby the transistors have dierent source voltages, as shown
in gure 2.7. In this case, the weight is controlled by the source voltages according to
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I
2
I
1
= e
V
S2
 V
S1
U
T
(2.10)
provided that V
S1
> V
S2
.
Addition
Addition in current mode is as simple as connecting the input wires to the output wire at a
common node. However, in some cases it is desirable to do so without changing the voltage at
the common input node. A circuit called current conveyor (gure 2.8) combines some current
mirrors to replicate the input current while keeping the input node at a xed potential [Vit94].
A simplied two-transistor current conveyor is proposed in [And91].
Multiplication
Multiplication, that is, variable amplication, can be achieved by several circuits. In the next
pages two such solutions will be described.
Transconductance amplier The rst one, called transconductance amplier, is based on a
dierential pair : two transistors with a common source are biased with a constant, total current
(cf. lower half of gure 2.9a). If both transistors are in weak inversion and saturated, the
current owing through each one is exponentially dependent on the gate voltage and we obtain
the following equation:
I
1
  I
2
= I
b
 tanh(
V
1
  V
2
2nU
T
) (2.11)
If the dierential voltage is suÆciently small compared to 2nU
T
, then tanh(x)  x and
equation 2.11 can be approximated as
I
1
  I
2
= I
b

V
1
  V
2
2nU
T
(2.12)
which yields a multiplication of current I
b
by the dierential voltage V = (V
1
  V
2
). To
obtain the desired current dierence we use a current mirror (cf. top of gure 2.9a) so that
I
o
= I
3
  I
2
= I
1
  I
2
.
Transconductance ampliers are indeed very practical structures, but they present some ma-
jor drawbacks. The linear region of operation can be very small, and the output voltage range
is not symmetrical. The maximum output voltage can reach the supply voltage V
dd
, but the
minimum output cannot reach  V
dd
due to device mismatch.
Even in the case of an ideal transconductance amplier, the multiplication can not be signed,
since I
b
can only have positive values. If a fully-signed multiplication (also called four-quadrant
multiplication) is required, a circuit called Gilbert multiplier [Mea89] [Gra93] should be used.
The Gilbert multiplier separates each signal in positive and negative components, producing two
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I in Iout
Figure 2.8: Current conveyor
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Figure 2.9: Transconductance amplier: (a) structure and (b) schematic symbol.
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Figure 2.10: Transconductance amplier response. The central, linear region
(V << 0:1) can be used for multiplication/amplication, whereas the saturation
region (V >> 0:1) can be used for output clamping or to obtain the signum
function.
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Figure 2.11: The four-quadrant or Gilbert multiplier can be used to obtain signed multiplication.
separate multiplications whose results are subtracted to obtain the total result.
The behavior of the Gilbert multiplier in gure 2.11 is described by
I
out
= I
b
 tanh(
V
1
  V
2
2nU
T
)  tanh(
V
3
  V
4
2nU
T
)
n
V
1
  V
2
 1
V
3
  V
4
 1
o
=) I
out
= I
b

V
1
  V
2
2nU
T

V
3
  V
4
2nU
T
(2.13)
Translinear loop The second structure that can be used to obtain a multiplication is called
translinear loop; this is a closed loop of CMOS transistors in weak inversion mode, working as
translinear devices, that is devices having a linear relationship between transconductance and
current [And91]. Figure 2.12 shows such a structure, with the following Kirchho's voltage law:
V
1
+ V
2
+ V
3
+ V
4
= 0 (2.14)
By replacing the subthreshold drain current (cf. eq. 2.8) into each of the gate-source voltages
in equation 2.14 we have
V
T0
+ nU
T
 ln(
I
x
I
s
) + V
T0
+ nU
T
 ln(
I
y
I
s
)  V
T0
  nU
T
 ln(
I
w
I
s
)  V
T0
  nU
T
 ln(
I
z
I
s
) = 0 (2.15)
which simplies to
ln(
I
x
I
s
) + ln(
I
y
I
s
)  ln(
I
w
I
s
)  ln(
I
z
I
s
) = 0 (2.16)
Therefore, the translinear loop has the following equation:
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Figure 2.12: A translinear loop performs a multiplication/division operation.
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I
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I
x
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(2.17)
This makes the translinear loop a fully current-mode operator, as both inputs and outputs
are currents.
Division
Current-mode division can be accomplished in two ways. The direct one is by using the translin-
ear loop discussed above. The indirect one uses a feed-back loop to turn the division into a
multiplication. If we want to obtain the following division
A
B
= C (2.18)
we can turn the equation into
A = B  C ) A B  C = error (2.19)
The feedback loop makes the error signal tend to zero. Such a stratagem has been success-
fully used in Tanner and Mead's motion detector [Tan89], and Moore and Koch's variant of the
latter [Moo91].
2.4.3 Nonlinear operators
Based on equation 2.3 it follows that a single transistor can generate nonlinear functions such as
square, square-root, exponential, and logarithm functions [Vit94]. Indeed, in strong inversion
the transfer function I(V
g
) is quadratic (cf. equation 2.6) and a square root voltage can be
obtained by imposing a current I through the transistor. Conversely, a square current can be
obtained by imposing the gate voltage. In weak inversion the transfer function is of exponential
nature, and therefore an exponential current or a logarithmic voltage can be obtained.
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2.4.4 Resistive networks
Resistive networks are current-mode, linear circuits made up of arrays of resistors and current
sources whose input signals are \diused" throughout the circuit. Resistors can be created in
silicon by using metal or better, silicon oxide layers. This is however not very practical, because
the resistance cannot be electrically controlled. Moreover, very long resistive paths would be
needed to obtain the desired values, because of the low square-resistance of the silicon masks in
current processes.
Pseudoconductance
CMOS transistors have a nice relationship between the gate voltage and the current owing
through them. If we dene an articial voltage, a pseudovoltage
V

=  V
o
 f(V; V
G
) (2.20)
with a scaling voltage V
o
then we can write equation 2.2 as
I
D
= I
S
 (f(V
G
; V
S
)  f(V
G
; V
D
)) = I
S


 
V

S
V
o
+
V

D
V
o

=
I
S
V
o
(V

D
  V

S
) (2.21)
which becomes
I
D
= g

(V

D
  V

S
) (2.22)
Equation 2.22 is Ohm's law, a linear relationship between the current through a resistor and
voltage across it. The ratio I/V denes the resistor's conductance. Since we have an articially
created resistor we shall refer to the transistor's pseudoconductance g

=
I
S
V
o
[Vit94].
Some interesting properties follow from equation 2.22:
1. In a resistor network, we can replace the resistors with transistors interconnected by their
sources and drains with a common gate voltage and obtain a linear circuit with respect to
the currents [Vit94].
2. Since function f(V; V
G
) in equation 2.3 is monotonically decreasing and nonnegative we can
conclude that pseudovoltage V

cannot change sign, and pseudoground 0

will be reached
for large (saturating) values of the real voltage V .
3. The existence of such pseudoground aords the measurement of the current owing through
the pseudoresistor by means of a current mirror [Vit94] [Mea89].
4. Normally the pseudoconductance depends on physical parameters of the transistor, since
g

/ I
S
/W=L.
5. All transistors must have a common function f(V; V
G
) and therefore they must all have a
common gate voltage V
G
.
In weak inversion, or subthreshold region, f(V; V
G
) = e
V
G
 V
T0
nU
T
 e
 
V
U
T
and therefore the
pseudovoltage and pseudoconductance can be redened as
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 
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(2.23)
g

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 e
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 V
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nU
T
(2.24)
Equation 2.22 remains valid (and linear in currents) but now the pseudoconductance g

is
variable and controlled by V
G
. Since all transistors have a common reference 0

that does not
depend on g

, gate voltages can be changed independently: the variable pseudoresistor is born.
The resistance of this pseudodevice is dened by
R

=
V
o
2nU
2
T
C
ox
 e
V
T0
nU
T
 e
 
V
G
nU
T
(2.25)
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Figure 2.13: A linear resistive network can be replaced by a transistor net-
work. For currents only, transistors in weak-inversion mode behave as resistors
with pseudoresistance R

dened by equation 2.25.
In the following subsections, resistive networks in general will be discussed. For simplicity,
supportive gures will show resistors, but they correspond to actual transistors in the imple-
mentations.
Resistive diusion networks: analysis
The most common application of VLSI pseudoresistors are resistive diusion networks. The
simplest example of diusion network is shown in gure 2.14.
In a given network section like in gure 2.15 we have the following equations:
i[n] R = v[n]  v[n+ 1] (2.26)
G  v[n+ 1] = i[n]  i[n+ 1] + i
in
[n+ 1] (2.27)
By applying the Z-transform we obtain
IR = V   V  z (2.28)
GV  z = I   I  z + I
in
 z (2.29)
By replacing eq. 2.28 into eq. 2.29 we obtain the characteristic equation
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Figure 2.14: A generic resistive network: The output currents I
o
are measured
on the vertical (G) resistors. They are due to the diusion of the current I
in
injected at each node through the horizontal (R) and vertical resistors.
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Figure 2.15: A section of a generic resistive network.
V
h
z
2
+ (2 +RG)z + 1
i
= 0 (2.30)
whose solution is
z = 1 +
1
2
2
 
1

r
1 +
1
4
2
(2.31)
where  =
1
p
RG
.
If we place a current source i
in
at the origin, the output current i
o
[n] measured n nodes away
will have the form
i
o
[n] = G  v[n] = G  (v[0]z
n
) = G  (i
in
[0]R
in
z
n
) (2.32)
i
o
[n]
i
in
[0]
/ z
n
= e
n ln z
(2.33)
Applying the Taylor approximation ln(1+x)  x for small x to the logarithm of eq. 2.31 we
have
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ln(z) 
1
2
2
 
1

r
1 +
1
4
2
  
1

(2.34)
for large values of . Hence the transfer function of a resistive network approximates
i
o
[n]
i
in
[0]
/ z
jnj
= e
 
jnj

(2.35)
where  is the diusion length, which can be electrically controlled by the gate voltages of
the vertical and horizontal pseudoresistors, according to eq. 2.25.
Resistive diusion networks: lters
Since diusion networks are linear circuits, we can apply the superposition principle to equa-
tion 2.35 to obtain the response of the diusion network in gure 2.14
I
o
(n) = GR
in
X
k
e
 
jk nj

I
in
(k) (2.36)
Equation 2.36 has a spatial low-pass ltering prole with cut-o frequency
1

, which can be
electronically varied. It produces a local average, a smoothed version of the input signal. As
such, it is often used to approximate the gaussian lter, the most common smoothing lter used
in computer vision [Row96] [Mar82] [Mea89] [Moi96].
Diusion networks can be combined to obtain other lter responses. Thus for instance the
subtraction of two smoothed-out responses yields a band-pass lter whose impulse response is
the well-known Mexican hat function [And95]. Such a response has been detected in the outer
plexiform layer (OPL) of the retina [Bea94] [Kra99] and it is referred in neurophysiological
literature as center on-surround o response (gure 2.16).
-0.5
0
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1
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-4 -2 0 2 4
Figure 2.16: The center on-surround o response, also known as Mexican hat
function, can be obtained by subtracting the output of two resistive networks.
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A highpass version of the input signal can be obtained by subtracting the lowpass output
from the original image, as in Mead's \Silicon Retina" [Mea89].
Vg
Vr
Iin
Iout
Vg
Vr
Iin
Iout
Figure 2.17: Pseudoconductance implementation of a highpass lter. From [Vit96].
A particularly interesting resistive network appears when G = 0 and we measure the current
owing at the extremities by means of current mirrors [Ven96]. Suppose we have a circuit made
of N horizontal resistors R, as in gure 2.18. At each node a current J
i
is injected, and the
current source 'sees' an input resistance R
1i
to the left and R
2i
to the right. The current at the
right extremity will be
I
o2
=
X
i
V
i
R
2i
=
X
i
V
i
R(N   x
i
)
=
X
i
1
R(N   x
i
)
J
i
R
1i
+R
2i
R
1i
R
2i
= (2.37)
=
X
i
1
R(N   x
i
)
J
i
Rx
i
R(N   x
i
)
Rx
i
+R(N   x
i
)
=
X
i
J
i
x
i
N
(2.38)
(2.39)
and of course, Kirchho's law states that
I
o1
+ I
o2
=
X
i
J
i
(2.40)
1 2
Ji
R R R R R
Io Io
Figure 2.18: Resistive network that calculates the center of gravity of the input
distribution J(i). From [Ven96].
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Therefore the output current ratio
I
o2
I
o1
+ I
o2
=
1
N
P
i
J
i
x
i
P
i
J
i
(2.41)
yields the center of gravity of the signal distribution J(i).
2.4.5 Collective computation
If there is a class of operations at which analog VLSI clearly excels above digital or even digital
VLSI implementations, it certainly is collective computation. Collective can be described as the
calculation of a single value, usually the output, based on several inputs by means of feedback
loops between the individual sources and output value. The feedback loops allow for a constant
\correction" of the input values, until a satisfying solution is found.
In general, collective computation circuits consist of a number of cells that share a certain
number of signals. A voltage is therefore the common signal, since it is simple to propagate to
each cell. The common voltage V
c
is a function of the output currents x
i
of each cell. In turn,
the cell's output current is a function of the common voltage and the cell's input voltage or
current y
i
. Mathematically we have
V
c
= f(~x) (2.42)
~x = ~g(V
c
; ~y) (2.43)
which implies
V
c
= f(~g(V
c
; ~y)) = h(V
c
; ~y) (2.44)
The circuit solves equation 2.44, which resembles a xed-point iteration problem. VLSI
oers, of course, the advantage of real-time constraint satisfaction. These principles of collective
computation will be made clear by the examples that follow.
Weighted average: Follower aggregation
Weighted averaging is a very common operation when processing data. It can be used to lter
out noisy data, to take a decision based on multiple experts, or to calculate the center of gravity
of a signal. Such an operation can be performed in analog VLSI by means of the follower
aggregation circuit, shown in gure 2.19.
Each cell in circuit 2.19 injects into the output node V
o
a current proportional to the asso-
ciated input voltage V
i
. A feedback mechanism is present because the current is inuenced by
V
o
. By applying Kirchho's law we have
I
o
= 0 =
X
i
G
i
 (V
o
  V
i
) = V
o
X
i
G
i
 
X
i
G
i
V
i
(2.45)
which implies
V
o
=
P
i
G
i
V
i
P
i
G
i
(2.46)
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Figure 2.19: The follower aggregation circuit calculates the average of input signals V
i
The conductances G
i
are usually implemented as transconductance ampliers (cf. sec-
tion 2.4.2), allowing for the weights G
i
to be electrically changed by means of the ampliers'
bias currents I
b
.
Winner-take-all
A very common operation in sensory data processing is picking the biggest value out of a set.
In mobile robotics it may take place in a motion detection vision system: the fastest-moving
target has to be picked out in order to react to the fastest-moving obstacle. This is not a max()
function, since we are not interested in the actual value of the input, but rather the position (the
index) of the maximum value. Such an operation is called Winner-take-all because it is imple-
mented as a competition among input data whereby the greater value chokes o the other inputs.
Vdd
Io
Iout Iout Iout1 2 3
Iin Iin Iin1 2 3
Vg Vg Vg1 2 3
Ix1 Ix2 Ix3
Figure 2.20: The Winner-take-all network identies the cell with the highest
input by setting I
outi
= I
o
for the cell I
inijmax
The original implementation by Lazzaro et al. [Laz88] is shown in gure 2.20, but more
evolved variants are discussed in [Ind97]. In the former circuit, the input currents I
ini
drive
the gate voltages V
gi
down, draining more current I
xi
. The cell with the highest input current
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will drain more current, driving V
g
lower, and draining in turn more current I
xi
. This positive-
feedback condition will stop when the winner's I
x
reaches the limiting current I
o
, chocking the
other cells' I
x
. At that point, the winner cell will have I
out
(winner) = I
o
and all the other
outputs will be I
out
= 0.
2.5 A-VLSI Sensor Components
Most analog VLSI vision sensors have a common structure, irrespective of their functionality.
In this section, the typical sensor components will be overviewed and discussed.
2.5.1 Optics and Sensing
For practical reasons, most A-VLSI sensors use standard optics. Therefore, standard CS or C
mount optics are used. In some cases, such as the EDI retina [Lan96] special optics have been
developed because of the panoramic view of the chip (cf. sec. 7.3).
By passing through the optics, input light is focused on the silicon surface, where pho-
todetectors convert the photon ow into a ow of electrons, i.e., current. Any N/P junction
is capable of transducing light into current, and therefore several types of photodetectors are
available in standard CMOS processes, all of them actually based on parasitic devices [Moi96].
The simplest one is the photodiode, which comes in several \avors" (n
+
to p substrate, p
+
to
n-well, etc.) and has the disadvantage of having a low sensitivity. Phototransistors are parasitic
vertical bipolar devices (pnp junctions); they have a higher sensitivity albeit a slower response.
New types of photodetectors have been developed in the last years by incorporating some
photocurrent amplifying capabilities at each pixel site [CMO98]. These devices are called active
photodetectors or APS (Active pixel sensors). Among them we can nd active photodiodes,
active phototransistors and charge-modulated devices (CMD), a hybrid between CMOS and
CCD sensors [Kem97]. These active pixels require a larger area per pixel, and they are mostly
used in pure imagers (without specic processing) that compete with CCD cameras.
2.5.2 Adaptation and normalization
Lightning conditions can change suddenly, more so on a mobile robot that can move from dark
to light areas, a change of some 10 orders of magnitude. Some mechanism capable of adapting
the sensor operating point is needed.
One adaptation mechanism consists in applying a logarithmic compression to the photocur-
rent. This is feasible in the subthreshold region, because of the exponential characteristic be-
tween voltage and current. A circuit such as in gure 2.21 produces a voltage that depends on
the logarithm of the light intensity [Moi96].
This technique has the advantage of facilitating the extraction of invariant information in
the image: contrast. Light intensity in an image is made of background illumination I
bg
plus a
small signal i that depends on the objects' reectivity. Contrast is dened as the ratio of the
signal to the background (c =
i
I
bg
), and it can be recovered from the variation in the output of
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Figure 2.21: Photoreceptor with a voltage output proportional to the log of light intensity.
a logarithmic photodetector [Del96]. (See eq. 2.47.)
@ log(I) =
@I
I
=
i
I
bg
(2.47)
Still, a simple logarithmic photodetector has some problems such as slow response and device
mismatch that preclude its use in less than ideal conditions. The best solution is the addition
of a feedback loop capable of adapting the photodetector operating point. Delbruck's adaptive
photodetector is described in detail in [Del96] and it has been successfully used in several cir-
cuits [Har98a] [Kra98].
Another solution to recover the contrast information without using an adaptive photode-
tector is to apply some processing further down the processing chain. This technique is called
algorithmic adaptation by Moini [Moi96]. Since contrast is a ratio between the signal and the
average intensity, one solution consists in dividing the photocurrent by the average photocur-
rent, as in [Lan96]. This technique fails when there is a bright spot on the image, since it biases
the average. This can be improved by using the local average, by means of a resistive lter (cf.
section 2.4.4) as in [Ven97].
2.5.3 Filtering and processing
The next element in an analog VLSI chip would be the processing itself, which can be purely
spatial (e.g., edge detection [Ven97], object detection [Ven96], stereo matching [Mah89]),
spatio-temporal ( motion detection [Kra96], focus-of-expansion detection [Sar96], optic ow
[Sto98]) or purely temporal. An overview of analog VLSI vision chips can be found in [Moi96].
2.5.4 Output
After processing the image on the sensor itself, the information has to be passed on to another
element in the system. This can be, either another analog-VLSI chip that performs some further
processing (as in the brain's cortex) or else a digital microprocessor, such as the robot's CPU,
that will use the sensor information to command the motors.
In the rst case, it is desirable to communicate while remaining in the analog domain,
because this avoids conversion overhead while conserving analog VLSI's advantages (cf. sec-
tion 2.2). Wiring (area) costs in VLSI chips impose serial communication as the best solution.
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This is facilitated by the sparse amount of data to be transmitted in some cases (eg. edges oc-
cupy a small percentage of an image area). Therefore, some asynchronous serial communication
protocols have been proposed. A non-arbitrated version is proposed in [Mor94] and one using
a bus arbiter in [Mah94].
In mobile robotics, however, the most common situation will be to access the vision sensor
or the second-stage analog processing (\brain") with a digital processor, most probably with
the robot's main CPU. Therefore some kind of analog-to-digital converter will be needed. In
some cases an external ADC is used to convert an analog output. The main drawbacks of this
approach are the increased noise in the measure because an analog signal has to be brought
into a digital (noisy) environment, the diÆculty in generating the adequate reference current or
voltage (since the analog signal may run in the nanoamperes or microvolts) and the increased
size that an additional chip supposes.
The most convenient solution for mobile robotics is the embedding of the ADC into the
chip as in [Mey98] [Lan96]. As discussed in section 2.2.2, analog systems have lower power
consumption and size than digital ones up to a certain level of precision (cf. gure 2.1) which
is around 8 to 10 bits. In most cases therefore, an 8-bit ADC should be enough. It should be
designed taking particular care not to consume much power and area (lest we loose the benets
of using A-VLSI) and avoiding deteriorating the image quality because of crosstalk or hot spots
[Fos98].
2.6 Examples
This chapter is completed by an overview of some applications of VLSI vision sensors to mobile
robotics. The purpose is twofold: to show how the elements discussed in the previous sections
(particularly sections 2.4 and 2.5) can be combined, and to see how mobile robots have benetted
from such sensors.
2.6.1 A y-like motion-detecting retina
The y's eyes consist of some 3000 pixels, each one containing eight photodetectors and its own
lens. Because of this structure they are said to be compound eyes. The photodetectors are con-
nected with their 7 neighbors in the pixel or facet which in turn is connected to the surrounding
facets [Fra92]. These lateral interactions among photodetectors lead to a directionally-selective
motion-detection mechanism that has been actually identied on the H1 neuron, located in the
3
rd
optic ganglion. A sequential stimulation of the photoreceptors in the preferred direction
produces an activation of this neuron. The y's eye is therefore said to be made of elemen-
tary motion detectors (EMD). The ies use this motion information (the angular speed of the
contrast point) together with its own motion to determine the distance to the contrast point.
Objects with low angular velocity are considered to be farther away than objects with higher
angular velocity. Such a technique is called motion parallax.
Franceschini et al. modeled these EMDs with Reichardt cells, that correlate a photoreceptor
input with a delayed version of the neighboring photoreceptor. The EMDs were implemented
with discrete analog circuits, and they had a nonuniform distribution, with a ner spacing to-
wards the front, as in the y. Such a distribution seems to compensate a sine law in the optic
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Figure 2.22: The principle of motion parallax: If velocity V is known, the distance
R to the detected object can be calculated from the angle  under which the object
is seen.
ow equation [Fra92]. They placed an array of 100 such EMDs on a Real World Interface
robot that moved around in small rectilinear steps at 50 cm/s. Such a motion allowed the robot
to recover the translational component of the optic ow eld and move freely in a cluttered
environment.
In 1997 Harrison and Koch built a VLSI circuit based on the same model of the y's motion
detection. The structure of their EMD is shown in gure 2.23.
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Figure 2.23: An Elementary Motion Detector inspired from the y's eye. From [Har98b].
The EMDs are composed of two processing chains starting with photoreceptors separated by
an angle . Next, a temporal highpass lter as the one described in page 26 is used to detect
moving edges (contrast or luminance changes). The output of the highpass lter is multiplied
with a delayed version of the neighboring signal. The delay is approximated by the inherent
phase-lag of a temporal lowpass lter that can be tuned by means of an external bias volt-
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age. The multiplier circuits shown in gure 2.23 are oating-gate FET
6
[Dio99] versions of the
translinear loop multiplier covered in section 2.4.2. The output of both multipliers is subtracted,
in order to avoid detecting purely temporal variations such as icker [Har98b].
To test the vision chip, it was mounted on a Koala robot, facing forward [Har98a][Tel98].
The EMD outputs were spatially integrated (summed) across the retina, obtaining a single
voltage proportional to the average motion in the image. This voltage was read through an
analog input pin of the robot and the motors were commanded to rotate the robot in order to
compensate the visual signal. The robot was placed on a platform in front of an unconstrained
oÆce scene and the platform rotated. Up to moderate angular speeds, the robot was able to
stabilize itself.
2.6.2 Edge-tracking retina
The circuit discussed in this example does not model a particular animal, but it uses some mech-
anisms that are inspired from biology. The purpose of the vision chip is to select a feature of
interest and track it. Changes in contrast, i.e., edges, were selected as features to be considered,
and the feature of interest is the one with the highest dark-to-bright or bright-to-dark variation.
The circuit structure, described in [Kra96], is shown in gure 2.24. As a rst stage it uses
Delbruck's adaptive photoreceptors [Del96] (cf. sec. 2.5.2), whose output is smoothed out by
a resistive network (cf. sec 2.4.4). The second stage is an array of transconductance ampliers
(cf. sec. 2.4.2) that carry out a spatial derivative of the signal by subtracting each node from
its neighbor. At the output of the amplier array a series of gates aord the selection of rising
edges (positive output current) or falling edges (negative output current) or both. Thus, edge
polarity can be externally selected by opening the desired gates. The output currents are in
turn fed into a Winner-take-all circuit (cf. sec. 2.4.5) that selects the edge (rising or falling)
with the highest slope. This circuit is a hysteretic WTA [Ind97]; it has lateral resistive cou-
pling between individual cells that allow the circuit to lock onto the highest input, even if this
one is moving. The amount of locking can be externally controlled. The last stage is a cen-
troid circuit [Dew92] that outputs a voltage proportional to the winner's position. The circuit
consists of an array of voltage followers in parallel, where only one of them will be on at a
given time (because of the WTA). Since it is an array of voltage followers, it will set V
out
to
the value of the input voltage V
i
, which in turn is proportional to the distance to the extremities.
The edge tracking retina was mounted on a Koala robot, centered at the front with a 60
o
depression so that it could sense the oor 10 cm in front of the robot [Kra96] [Tel98]. A
black electrical cord lying on the oor was used to generate the line to be followed. The chip
output voltage V
out
was connected to one of the robot's analog inputs and converted with 8-
bit resolution. The rotational component of the motor commands is proportional to the edge
displacement from the center position, and the forward component has a Gaussian prole, with
the maximum speed occurring when the edge is centered in the visual eld. By using such a
simple control algorithm, the robot was able to follow the black line in real time.
6
FET: Field-Eect Transistor. See glossary.
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Figure 2.24: Block diagram of an A-VLSI tracking retina. V
out
is proportional
to the position of the strongest edge on the image. From [Kra96].
2.7 Summary
This chapter has discussed some advantages and inconvenients of analog VLSI circuits. Au-
tonomous mobile robotics can benet from the sensing and processing capabilities of A-VLSI.
The key advantages for mobile robots are the sensors small size, integration, real-time processing
capabilities and low power consumption. Neuromorphism is advantageous too, for it brings to
mobile robots some principles that make biological systems so eÆcient.
Analog circuits have some drawbacks. For the end user, Reduced precision is the most im-
portant of them, but in most cases it is not a serious obstacle. On one hand perception systems
do not require a high degree of precision, as communication or storage systems do. On the
other hand, some coding techniques, such as place coding [Lan98] can improve precision. Other
drawbacks of analog systems are lack of exibility and diÆcult, almost handmade design.
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Algorithms that can be decomposed into the parallel computation of numerous simple units
with limited intercommunication are easier to map into a silicon substrate. Although the compu-
tational units are simple, highly complex and nonlinear behaviors can be obtained by establishing
interactions among units and between units and common signals.
Design is based on several building blocks capable of computing linear and nonlinear opera-
tions. These building blocks have been discussed to introduce the reader to kind of operations
that can be solved on analog VLSI, but the list is far from exhaustive. The building blocks were
chosen for their relevance in image sensing and spatial processing. Other building blocks could
be dened for time-domain processing, such as sound processing, or pulse-based coding.
Three examples of A-VLSI applications for mobile robotics are described. Except for Frances-
chini's project, robots were only used as a test bench or showcase for the analog retinas, and
not as an integral part of the project. Analog VLSI circuits have yet to reach the point where
they are developed as a solution to a mobile robotics problem, and not the other way around.
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Chapter 3
Stereoscopic vision in animals and
robots
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3.1 Introduction
Depth perception is one of the most important visual processes in human and upper vertebrates,
since it allows these animals to perform high-precision visuomotor tasks such as prey catching
and grasping. Depth perception in animals is usually achieved by several visual mechanisms.
1. Accommodation of the optic system is one of them. For a given focal setup, given a short
depth of eld, objects at a given distance appear sharp and those in the foreground or
the background appear fuzzy. This monotonic relationship between focus and distance is
exploited to provide depth from focus cues.
2. Other cues that can be used extract depth from motion. The reader has certainly noticed,
while traveling by train, that distant objects appear to be static, whereas nearby objects
seem to move faster (and indeed their retinal projections do move faster.) Such an eect,
called motion parallax can be exploited to obtain the object's distance. If the velocity is
known, absolute distance can be calculated. If it is unknown, the ratio distance/velocity,
known as time-to-contact, can be obtained. Such a scheme can be found in the y's visual
system [Fra92].
3. Cognitive cues are also known to be exploited, particularly in humans. A priori knowledge
of an object's size can be used to calculate the distance based on the objects subtended
angle. Knowledge of the objects' shape can be used to recover their relative depth based
on occlusions, the partial covering of an object by another in the foreground.
4. The most common process for depth perception in upper vertebrates is binocular stere-
oscopy or stereopsis. Stereoscopy comes from the Greek words o&
1
, solid and o,
to view. It is therefore, the ability to see, to perceive solids, volumes. Stereopsis is the
ability to measure distances based on the simultaneous perception of the same scene from
two (or more) points of view. Distant objects have the same or very similar retinal pro-
jections in both eyes, whereas nearby objects have widely dierent retinal projections.
Each of these depth-perception mechanisms have their own particular drawbacks or limi-
tations. Depth from focus implies a mobile optic system with a limited depth of eld. Depth
from motion not only requires constant motion in order to measure distances, but it also has a
bothersome \blind region" straight ahead that must be compensated by some lateral motion.
1
Not to be mistaken with !, to exhaust, to wear out.
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Cognitive cues need a previous learning stage as well as an object recognition mechanism (not
to mention a partially-occluded object recognition mechanism.) Finally, stereoscopy has a very
complex mechanism to match object across images. Therefore, most animals seem to combine
some of these mechanisms. Frogs use focal accommodation and stereopsis [Hou89], pigeons use
stereopsis and motion parallax [Zei93] and human use stereopsis and cognitive cues [Chu92].
Method Advantages Disadvantages
Depth from focus Monocular vision Mobile optics, needs low depth of eld
Depth from motion Monocular vision Need to know own speed, blind region
Cognitive cues Monocular vision Needs learning, lacks robustness
Stereoscopy Robust, fully static Binocular vision, computationally intensive
Table 3.1: Summary of depth-perception methods available in nature, with their
advantages and disadvantages.
Nonetheless, the most powerful and most important depth-perception mechanism is stere-
oscopy, and that is the reason why this research project has focused on it. This chapter shall
cover several aspects of stereoscopic vision. Section 3.2 will discuss the geometry of stereopsis
and introduce several related terms that will appear later in this and the following chapters.
Section 3.3 will cover some known facts about the structure and performance of stereoscopic
vision in animals. The chapter will be closed with some examples of stereopsis applied to robots.
3.2 Some denitions on stereoscopy
This section starts with a geometrical description of stereoscopic vision that will lead to a state-
ment of the stereopsis problem.
3.2.1 The epipolar constraint or, where did we loose the third dimension?
Suppose a binocular vision system consisting of two retinas or phototransducing arrays with
their optic axes lying on the same plane and focusing on the xation point F as in gure 3.1.
For each point in the scene we would have 2 projections on the left and right retinas. It follows
from gure 3.1 that any point lying in the segment PF in the scene will have its projection on
segments p
l
f
l
and p
r
f
r
and any point in segment PD will be projected on segments p
l
d
l
and p
r
d
r
.
The principle that information about one projected segment is related to information on an
analogous projected segment is known as the epipolar constraint, and the two related segments
are known as epipolar lines. Thus, to nd the depth of segment PF we only need to consider
the epipolar lines p
l
f
l
and p
r
f
r
. By extension, the depth of any point lying on the plane dened
by the optic axes (if they are rendered coplanar by xating on a point F ) can be extracted from
the two horizontal epipolar lines, and the vertical projection can be ignored. If the point of
interest is above or below the plane of the optic axes, as point D in gure 3.1, the corresponding
epipolar lines will be slanted, but they can be determined by calibration [Aya89b][Kon98] and
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Figure 3.1: The epipolar lines for a given point in space are the projections of the
planes formed by the optic axes and that point. To recover the depth coordinate of
the point of interest only its two epipolar lines need to be considered. For instance,
to measure the distance of point D, only the projected lines f
l
d
l
and f
r
d
r
need to
be considered.
rotated into horizontal lines.
The problem of stereopsis can be treated as a 2D problem or a set of 2D problems [Pra85].
Hence, in this chapter and the following ones, only the information lying on horizontal, epipo-
lar lines will be considered, ignoring the vertical coordinates of the projected scene. Such an
approach is very common in robotic vision, because of the nature of the vision systems and the
image contents. Indeed, for vision systems with parallel optic axes all epipolar lines are horizon-
tal, and they coincide with the raster lines of CCD cameras [Rui96][Kon98]. Moreover, many
robotics applications deal with indoor or oÆce environments, where the vertical frequencies of
the scene are very low, further justifying the use of a single horizontal line [Sri96].
3.2.2 The geometry of stereoscopy
If we consider the epipolar constraint on the setup in gure 3.1, we obtain a 2D projection that
can be described by the diagram in gure 3.2. We have two eyes or vision sensors separated a
distance B, called baseline distance. The optic axes, drawn in dashed lines, have a rotation of 
and  degrees around the y-axis, therefore crossing at a point F called xation point. The angle
 =    is called vergence angle. A point P in the space in front of the eyes will be projected
under an angle Æ on the right eye and  on the left one. Angles Æ and  are measured relative
to the optic axes, increasing clockwise.
In the situation described in gure 3.2, the goal is to calculate the depth z and the cyclopean
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Figure 3.2: Geometric diagram of stereoscopic vision on the plane of the optic axes.
angle , the angle to an imaginary eye placed in the center of the baseline. We can dene the
equations for the lines of sight C and A:
z cos(

2
 (+)) (x+
B
2
) sin(

2
 (+)) = 0 =) z sin(+) (x+
B
2
) cos(+) = 0 (3.1)
z cos(

2
  (+ Æ))  (x 
B
2
) sin(

2
  + Æ) = 0 =) z sin( + Æ)  (x 
B
2
) cos( + Æ) = 0 (3.2)
From eq. 3.1 we can isolate
z = (x+
B
2
) 
1
tan(+ )
(3.3)
and from eq. 3.2 we obtain
z = (x 
B
2
) 
1
tan( + Æ)
(3.4)
By replacing eq. 3.4 into eq. 3.3 we have
x =
B
2

tan(+ ) + tan( + Æ)
tan(+ )  tan( + Æ)
(3.5)
which can be also written as
x =
B
2

sin(+  +  + Æ)
sin(+       Æ)
(3.6)
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Depth and cyclopean angle
We can replace equation 3.5 into eq. 3.4 to compute depth
z =
B
2

1 +
tan(+ ) + tan( + Æ)
tan(+ )  tan( + Æ)


1
tan(+ )
=
B
2
2
tan(+ )  tan( + Æ)
=) (3.7)
z =
B
tan(+ )  tan( + Æ)
(3.8)
For the particular case when the optic axes are parallel (i.e., there is no vergence), the
previous equation simplies to
z =
B
tan()  tan(Æ)
(3.9)
The second variable of interest is the cyclopean angle
tan() =
x
z
=
B
2

tan(+)+tan(+Æ)
tan(+) tan(+Æ)
B
tan(+) tan(+Æ)
(3.10)
which simplies to
tan() =
tan(+ ) + tan( + Æ)
2
(3.11)
Most authors [Mah92][Mah89][Hen97a][Mar82] further simplify it by saying  =
+++Æ
2
which is only true for frontal objects facing a vision system with small vergence, so that
tan( + )   +  and tan( + Æ)   + Æ. While most of the aforementioned works
did use a vision setup with small or nonexistent vergence, it is still a gross approximation for
slightly peripheral objects. As it can be seen in gure 3.3, such an approximation reaches a
40 % error for objects lying at 40 degrees from the optic axes.
From equation 3.8 it follows that vision systems need to measure the angle under which they
perceive the dierent points in the scene. Figure 3.4 shows the structure of a pinhole camera,
consisting of a lens at a focal distance f from a focal plane, where the light transducers lie.
The angle  can be recovered from the position of the point's projection L
p
on the focal
plane, according to equation
tan() =
L
p
f
(3.12)
This result can be applied to eq. 3.9, yielding (for 2 cameras)
z =
B
L
p
f
 
R
p
f
=
B  f
L
p
 R
p
(3.13)
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Figure 3.3: Error in the target's angular position due to the cyclopean angle approximation.
where L
p
and R
p
are the projections of point P on the left and right retinas respectively.
If the vision system has a small vergence and the objects lie at a small angle (tan()  ),
equation 3.12 is applied to the more general eq. 3.8, obtaining
z =
B
(+
L
p
f
)  ( +
R
p
f
)
=
B  f
(L
p
 R
p
) +   f
(3.14)
In case of higher vergence angle the relationship is nonlinear, but still analytically solvable.
Focal plane
Lens
Focal distance (f)
Lens
P
Optic axis Optic axis
δβ
Focal plane
L PP R
B
O
Figure 3.4: The pinhole camera: the angles  and Æ under which point P is
viewed can be calculated from its projections L
p
and R
p
and the focal distance f .
The optic axes are parallel, making  =  = 0.
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Disparity
Equation 3.13 tells us that depth z, i.e., the component of distance OP orthogonal to the base-
line B (see gure 3.4), can be computed from the focal length f and the baseline distance B
(two intrinsic parameters) and the relative dierence in retinal coordinates L
p
  R
p
. We call
disparity this relative dierence of projections of any point P in the scene on the two eyes or
cameras. If the baseline and focal length are known (they may be hardwired or learned during
training or calibration), the absolute depth can be obtained. In the absence of this information,
only a measure of relative depth can be recovered.
Horopter
In this second case, only 3 depths are considered: the points lying at the same depth as the
xation point (zero disparity), those lying behind it (uncrossed disparity) and those lying closer
than the xation point (crossed disparity) [Mar76]. The last two cases are sometimes referred
as positive and negative disparities, but these terms should be avoided, since disparity can be
evaluated as L
p
 R
p
or R
p
  L
p
depending on the author.
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Figure 3.5: A stereoscopic vision system has the sensors at coordinates (-18,0,0)
and (18,0,0). Its optic axes cross at a vergence angle  on the horizontal plane
y = const: The locus of points with disparity zero, called horopter, has a circular
section on the plane of the optic axes. The gure shows the horopters for three
possible vergence angles.
The locus of zero disparity is a 3D surface called horopter. That means that all points on the
horopter have a constant relative dierence in retinal projections equal to zero, or equivalently,
that they are all seen under the same relative angle. On the plane formed by the optic axes,
the section of the horopter is a circle, called Vieth-Muller circle, as shown in gure 3.5. The
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derivation of the equations for the Vieth-Muller circle can be found in appendix A.
3.2.3 Stereopsis. Statement of the problem
From equation 3.13 it follows that the problem in stereoscopic vision can be decomposed in two
steps or processes. The rst one is the determination of the retinal projections of the points of
interest in the scene, and the second one is the matching of the projections of the same point.
The rst process is rather straightforward since most points in the 3D scene will have a pro-
jection on the retina. Nonetheless, a question arises about what are the most pertinent primitives
that can yield projective invariants that will simplify the subsequent matching. Direct image
intensity is not a good solution, since dierences in lightning conditions or receptor sensitiv-
ity between left and right eyes could render the retinal projections diÆcult to match. Julesz's
experiments [Jul71] with random-dot-stereograms (see gure 3.6) have shown that indeed hu-
mans are able to have depth perception in spite of illumination dierences. Neurophysiological
data have shown that oriented edges may be those invariants that produce a response in the
cortex binocular neurons [Pra85]. It must also be mentioned that Julesz's experiments have
demonstrated that object recognition is not necessary for stereoscopic perception, and indeed
it seems that higher levels of processing are only applied on the combined image [Chu92][Pet72].
Figure 3.6: A random-dot stereogram. Place yourself in front of the image, at
about 30 cm and try to fuse the two images into one by slightly squinting. A
square area should raise above the background.
The second process, known as the correspondence problem, is by far the most diÆcult. If
there are N feature points in the scene, N
2
possible matches will be generated and
(N
2
)!
N !(N
2
 N)!
possible congurations will need to be considered. Most of these congurations will be discarded
because they are geometrically impossible, but still, in some cases more than one valid solution
can be found, as in gure 3.7. The task is further complicated by the presence of occlusions
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that is, points in the scene that are only projected on one of the retinas, be it because they are
partially hidden by an object, or because the noise on the retina prevents their detection. Target
points that are correctly detected and matched can be fused to produce a single, cyclopean view
of the scene.
Figure 3.7: Two congurations in the real world lead to the same retinal projec-
tions. Which world are we really facing?
Unfortunately, only a partial knowledge of the functioning of stereoscopy has been gained,
and it has lead to many dierent computational models, but there is not, up to date, a unied,
complete explanation of this mechanism. The next two sections will cover some of these facts
and discuss some computational models of particular relevance for mobile robots.
3.3 Stereoscopy in Nature
In the last twenty years robotics research has shown an interest in Nature as an inspiration for
the robot structure and functionalities [And90] [Bro86] [Fra92]. In this section some facts
of stereoscopy in animals and humans will be discussed. As mentioned in previous section, our
knowledge about stereoscopic vision is very incomplete, and therefore a complete model can not
be proposed for robotics applications. Nonetheless it can be interesting to know some facts and
principles of stereopsis that may help roboticists in the design of their systems.
A second goal of this section is to show that in nature animals use stereoscopic vision in
varying degrees, because their vision systems have evolved to meet the needs of their ecological
niche. In general, herbivores typically have their eyes laterally placed, so as to have the widest
eld of view. They are thus able to detect predators coming from behind, but the small overlap
between their elds of view precludes any depth perception from stereoscopy. On the other hand,
most hunters, carnivores, have a good depth perception that allows them to detect their prey in
spite of their camouage techniques. Nonetheless, there are many variations inside these classes,
and stereopsis should not be seen as a high level capacity of elite species [McF93]. Similarly,
robots should show vision capabilities that are adapted to their tasks.
Two stereoscopic mechanisms have been distinguished in humans as well as animals [McF93].
Local stereopsis estimates the depth of unambiguous, matched points with respect to the xation
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point. It considers only 3 cases: the point lies at the same distance as the xation point, behind
it or in front of it [Chu92]. Global stereo is the mechanism whereby a quantitative measure of
depth for each point in the scene is obtained, in spite of the ambiguities that may arise, as in
Julesz's stereograms (Figure 3.6). To do so, global stereopsis has to consider global information
coming from the whole image.
To explore the dierent structures and working principles, stereoscopy in humans will be
described and compared it with that of animals.
3.3.1 Humans
Primates and humans possess the most eÆcient stereoscopic vision system in nature, and for
obvious reasons, the most studied one, in particular from the psychophysics point of view. This
section will overview the particularities of human stereopsis, from physiological to psychophysical
results.
From eyes to brain: the optic chiasm
The images are formed in the retina, the phototransducing structure at the back of the eyeballs.
For stereoscopic vision, the information coming from the fovea, the central, high-resolution,
color-sensitive area [Bea94] at the center of the retina is the most important. Visual informa-
tion leaves the eyes through the optic nerve, which conveys it to the brain.
For the brain to process the binocular information, the output from each eye has to be com-
bined at a certain point. Anatomical analysis had shown that the optic nerves cross at the optic
chiasm before entering the brain proper (see gure 3.8), but it was only in 1682 that Newton
correctly hypothesized the presence of this exchange of information at the chiasm [Pet72]. New-
ton's concept of partial decussation, which was only veried last century, states that only some
percentage of the nerve bers cross at the chiasm, so that retinal information corresponding
to the projection of the same area of the 3D scene enters the brain together. Thus, the bers
corresponding to nasal region of one retina are crossed (they are said to be contralateral bers)
to the other hemisphere, to join the ipsilateral bers coming from the temporal
2
region of the
other retina [Bus92].
The ratio of ipsilateral to contralateral bers is proportional to the overlap between the reti-
nal visual elds, reaching the value of 50 % for humans, slightly less for primates and decreasing
sharply for other mammals.
Cortical organization
As shown in gure 3.8, the rst waypoint for visual information in the brain is the Lateral
geniculate nucleus (LGN). In spite of the availability of information from both eyes, inputs com-
ing from dierent eyes are not combined in any way. Cells in the LGN respond exclusively to
monocular stimulus, and they are separated in layers according to the origin of the stimulus.
2
As opposed to nasal.
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Figure 3.8: Schematic view of the stereoscopic visual pathway in the human
brain. Feedback connections are not shown.
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Figure 3.9: The visual cortex is divided into areas V1, V2, V3, V4 and MT.
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Figure 3.10: A section of the brain showing the optic chiasm, the white spot in
the center where the optic nerves cross. Taken from [LSP98]
The area of the brain responsible for visual processing, and hence stereoscopy, is the visual
cortex, which lies at the back of the brain, as shown in diagram 3.8. The cortex is divided in
several areas, called V1 (primary visual cortex or striate cortex), V2, V3, V4 and MT (middle
temporal area). See gure 3.9.
Area V1 is the entry-point of the visual cortex and together with V2 is the most directly
related to stereoscopic processing. \Simple" cortical cells in area V1 of the cortex respond to
stimuli with a particular orientation and polarity (eg. a dark to bright transition at 45
o
). These
simple cells are organized in ocular dominance columns, so that columns with monocular re-
ceptive elds (i.e., they respond to input from mostly one eye) alternate and are separated by
columns responding to both eyes [Hub94] (c.f. gure 3.11). Each column in turn, groups the
neurons responding to the same orientation, and some neurons respond only for targets at a
given retinal position [Pet72]. \Complex" cells combine the signals from the neurons in each
column and convey it to other cortical areas for further processing and possibly for fusion with
other clues. The picture is of course overly simplied, because the processing is not strictly feed-
forward. At all these levels feed-back connections are running and for instance, there are ten
times more feedback connections from the cortex to the LGN than feed-forward ones [Chu92].
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Figure 3.11: Diagram of the ocular dominance columns in the visual cortex (V1 area).
This topological organization simplies the task of comparing inputs from both eyes, and
indeed cells tuned to a given depth (i.e., disparity) have been detected in the V1 and V2 areas
of visual cortex. Four classes of such neurons have been found, according to their response.
tuned cells respond maximally to stimuli at the point of xation, and their response decays very
sharply when disparity is not zero. Near cells respond to stimuli lying in front of the horopter
or surface of zero disparity, and far cells are activated by uncrossed stimuli. The fourth type of
cells, called disparity at cells seem to respond with identical strength across a wide range of
disparities [Pog84].
The limits of stereopsis
Articial and natural stereoscopic vision systems show some limits to their depth-resolving
capabilities. Some of these limiting factors arise from the geometry of stereoscopy, while others
depend on the physical substrate of the photodetectors and the neural structure subserving the
mechanism of fusion, and they are reected on psychophysical experiments. In the following
paragraphs some of these limits will be overviewed , since most of them also apply to robotic
stereovision.
Panum's fusional area. Psychophysical experiments have shown that humans can only have
stereoscopic perception in a small area around the horopter. This area is called Panum's fusional
area and it has a variable depth of 0.16 to 0.33 degrees. Therefore our perception of a full-depth
3D world can only be obtained by scanning the scene, changing the xation point. In humans,
this scanning takes place every 200 ms [Chu92].
Stereoacuity. acuity is the reciprocal of the smallest resolvable distance between two dier-
ent, spatially separated points in the scene, measured in either angle units or retinal coordinate
units. It is the accuracy in spatial position perception [Kro86]. Acuity is of course dependent
on the minimum distance between photoreceptors, that is, resolution. However psychophysical
experiments, such as aligning two thin lines on a plane, measuring 1D acuity (called Vernier
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Horopter
Panum’s
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Figure 3.12: Panum's fusional area: stereopsis can only be achieved on a narrow
area around the horopter.
acuity) show that humans can resolve a dierence of 0.016
o
[Kro86].
Stereoacuity is the measure of the smallest resolvable depth, and it can be calculated with a
similar psychophysical experiment. In humans, it is estimated to be around 500 10
 6
degrees (2
seconds of arc), way below the intercone distance in the fovea, which is at least 5:5 10
 3
degrees.
Such a condition, where acuity surpasses sensor resolution, is called hyperacuity [Nak85]. The
mechanism of stereo hyperacuity appears to be based on place coding techniques [Lan98] applied
on a population of near, far and tuned disparity cells. The resulting disparity is calculated as
the average disparity of the excited cells, weighted by their intensity, and therefore it can reach
any intermediate value. In this way, a subpixel accuracy can be obtained.
Disparity gradient. In most biological (and some articial) systems, when two points with
sharply dierent depth (and hence disparity) have very close cyclopean angles their depth po-
sition may not be correctly resolved. The system is then said to tolerate a maximum disparity
gradient
@z
@
(see gure 3.2). In humans the disparity gradient is around one [Mah92].
3.3.2 Stereoscopy in vertebrates
Vertebrates, as humans, have two eyes, but their stereoscopic capabilities vary from species to
species. For one thing, some animals have their eyes placed more laterally that others, favoring
panoramic view to binocular view. Also, not all of them are capable of moving their eyes as
it would be needed to xate on dierent points. Another important factor is the structure of
the retina, which may not always be optimized for stereoscopic vision. Birds retinas in particu-
lar present the greatest variability, including double foveated retinas and zooming mechanisms
[Zei93] [Wal90]. Finally, the nervous systems dier too, and some animals such as the frog
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[Hou89], incapable of stereoscopic fusion, see double images but yet perceive depth.
Therefore, it must be stressed that binocular vision and stereopsis are not unitary phenom-
ena [McF93]. Stereopsis does require binocular vision, but binocular vision does not imply
stereopsis.
Fish, reptiles and amphibians
In sh and reptiles, the chiasm has only contralateral connections, that is, all the bers of the
optic nerves cross. Furthermore, their eyes are either immobile or they can be moved indepen-
dently, making it impossible to dene a degree of binocular overlap [Bus92].
Frogs also have exclusively contralateral connections in the chiasm, but ipsilateral connec-
tions exist in the thalamus and corpus geniculatum, since binocular neurons have been detected
there [Hou89]. Frogs do not have vergence movements, but they do show a 60
o
binocular over-
lap, which combined with broad disparity-tuned cells in tectum and thalamus aord them to
use binocular cues to catch prey and detect obstacles.
Birds
In birds, the chiasm is also completely crossed [Bus92], but they have a binocular overlap of
their elds of view and stereopsis has been demonstrated behaviorally in some birds [Cas93]
[McF93]. The binocular overlap can only be studied in resting position, because many species
have eye movements, and even nonconjugate eye movements, that change the eective visual
overlap [Mar93]. According to this binocular eld, birds can be classied into three groups:
 Granivores and insectivores are characterized by their narrow heads and lateral eyes,
as in pigeons, domestic fowl and sparrows. They have a wide eld of view in each eye,
around 165
o
but their optic axes are separated by approximately 165
o
, thus yielding a
binocular overlap of slightly less than 30
o
[Bus92].
In pigeons, stereoacuity for local stereopsis (without object recognition) is around 0.016
o
,
which is approximately the monocular acuity, approaching the hyperacuity range [McF93].
Global stereoscopy however, has a stereoacuity of 0.158
o
.
 Diurnal predators such as swallows, falcons and eagles, have around 140
o
of monocular
eld of view, placed with their optic axes at 90
o
of each other, and therefore these birds
can reach 40 to 60 degrees of binocular overlap.
 Nocturnal predators such as owls, have immobile eyes, with a smaller eld of view
(approx. 70
o
). Their optic axes are separated 50
o
, producing a 60
o
binocular overlap.
A comparison of binocular capabilities of dierent animals can be seen in table 3.2 in page 53.
Mammals
The same way as birds, mammals also present various degrees of stereoscopic capabilities. How-
ever, contrary to birds, they have more complex eye movements and structure. Scanning move-
ments are conjugate, and therefore the angle between optic axes can be maintained. The second
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Animal Cyclopean Binocular Ipsilateral
eld of view overlap bers
Pigeon 320
o
30
o
0 %
Eagle 220
o
40-60
o
0 %
Owl 160
o
60
o
0 %
Rabbit 360
o
10-20
o
10 %
Horse 360
o
65
o
20 %
Cat 190
o
100
o
40 %
Human 200
o
140
o
50 %
Table 3.2: Variation in binocular capabilities in animals. From [Bus92]
movement is that of vergence, that allows the optic axes to cross at a xation point, but in turn
complicates the measurement of the binocular eld. The second characteristic that separates
them from lower vertebrates is the partial decussation of the retinal projections at the optic
chiasm.
Rodents (mouse, rat) and lagomorphs (rabbit, hare) have lateral eyes, with a wide eld of
view. For instance, rabbits have eyes of 190
o
of monocular view, separated 160
o
from each other,
producing a cyclopean view of 360
o
and a binocular overlap of 15
o
. Their optic chiasm shows
10% of ipsilateral connections [Bus92].
Cats have frontal eyes with almost no divergence (7
o
) and 143
o
of monocular view angle.
As a result, cats have 186
o
of cyclopean view and 98
o
of binocular overlap. They have a lower
degree of decussation, with 40% of the optic nerve bers having ipsilateral connections.
A general pattern can be concluded from these data. Prey, herbivorous animals such as the
rabbit have developed a vision system that covers all 360
o
, allowing them to detect the approach
of their natural enemies. On the other hand, predators such as cats and primates have evolved
a vision system with a larger binocular view that allows them to detect a camouaged prey
[Pet90] and to display a very skilled visuomotor aiming [Bus92].
Figure 3.13: Only stereopsis can help a cheetah to pick out a zebra's neck out there.
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3.4 Robot stereoscopy
Stereoscopic vision has been a subject of special interest for mobile robotics from almost its
inception. As in biological systems, several methods are available for robots to perceive depth:
motion parallax, range nding, depth-from-focus and stereoscopy, but stereo has important ad-
vantages. Contrary to motion parallax, it can yield a depth information even when the robot is
static. It provides a measure of depth over a broader view than depth-from-focus, and it pro-
vides a richer, albeit less accurate information than range-nding devices, because the resulting
cyclopean image can be further processed to obtain, for instance, object recognition.
Thus, many stereoscopic algorithms have been proposed in computer vision and robotics lit-
erature. This section will attempt to classify them and discuss the operation, results, advantages
and inconvenients of the most important ones.
3.4.1 Constraints
As stated in section 3.2.3, solving the correspondence problem implies considering many possible
matches, and only a small part of them will be correct. Researchers in computer vision have
therefore tried to nd some additional constraints to reduce the search space.
 Epipolar constraint : See section 3.2.1.
 Compatibility constraint [Mah92]. The strongest and the most self-evident of the con-
straints, it states that only similar features can be matched across images. Thus positive
(raising) edges can only match positive edges, because edge polarity is a projection invari-
ant.
 Continuity constraint [Mar82]. Objects in the scene are continuous, and disparity in the
depth image can only vary smoothly, except at the object boundaries. The strict appli-
cation of this principle favors solutions based on frontoparallel surfaces that is, surfaces
parallel to the baseline.
A serious criticism of this constraint can be made. The most common features used in re-
lated literature [Rui96] [Kon98] [Mah89] are edges, i.e., changes in pixel contrast, which
mostly appear at object boundaries. Therefore, the very features we are manipulating are
located at sharp disparity changes.
A weaker version of this constrain has been proposed by Prazdny under the name of co-
herence principle [Pra85] to account for transparent surfaces where disparity can change.
He states that \a discontinuous disparity eld may be a superposition of several interlaced
continuous disparity elds each corresponding to a piecewise smooth surface."
 Uniqueness constraint [Aya89b]. Each feature in the monocular images can be assigned
at most one disparity. In other words, a feature in one image can be matched with one and
only one feature in the other image. This constraint is in contradiction with transparent
surfaces in the scene, as well as at occlusion points, where two points in the scene may
project on the same retinal position.
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 Ordering constraint [Rui96]. In systems with parallel optic axes the horopter nds itself
at innity, and therefore all disparities will be crossed. This means that any point in the
scene lying left of a given point will be projected on both retinas left of the given point's
projections.
 Symmetry constraint. If feature i on the left image best matches with feature j on right
image, then feature j should match feature i. In other words, the algorithm should be
symmetric, and the solution should be the same (to a sign reversal) if the left and right
images are swapped.
This denition that I put forth has never been formally stated under such a name, but it
is widely used in stereoscopic algorithms. In [Kon98] and [Pra85] those matches that do
not comply with the constraint are deemed ambiguous and either eliminated or sent to a
further processing stage. In [NAM95] it is used to calculate a condence value for each
pixel.
3.4.2 Classication
From an engineering standpoint, stereoscopy can be decomposed in two separate problems: fea-
ture extraction and stereo correspondence. The structure of the human brain seems to indicate
that these problems are separately treated in the brain. But the existence of numerous feedback
connections between dierent areas in the cortex may imply that these steps are not indepen-
dent. Despite these facts, stereoscopic systems in computer vision and robotics seem to consider
these problems as separate and independent.
Hence in the section that follows, when discussing the classication of computational stere-
opsis algorithms, the focus will be brought on stereomatching algorithms and the discussion on
feature extraction will be left aside, except on particular occasions.
Feature-based methods
Feature-based methods follow in the strictest sense the task decomposition given above. A rst
processing stage extracts projective invariants, that is, image characteristics that are constant
across images. This simplies the subsequent correspondence problem, because the number of
features in an image is small compared to the image size.
There are many cues that can be used as features, but the most common ones in computer
vision are edges, that is changes in color or light intensity. Several lters capable of detecting
changes can be found in literature. Examples include the Sobel lter [Mey98], Canny-Deriche
[Rui96], time derivative [Mah89], Laplacian of Gaussian (LOG) [Kon98] and Gabor logons
[P

ol96].
According to the type of lters in use, their number and the presence of any thresholding
stages, features can be numeric (i.e., binary, scalar or vector) or symbolic. In the rst case,
algorithms found in computer vision and robotic vision literature can be roughly classied into:
1. Correlation-based stereo
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A measure of distance in feature space is dened, so that the correspondence between two
features can be numerically evaluated. Next, the feature images are correlated by using
the feature distance: closer features receive a higher correlation value. Of course this yields
all possible feature combinations.
By applying a threshold on the correlated image, the solution formed by the matches of
highest correlation is obtained. Such an approach has been taken in [Mey98] and [Kon98].
Because of its interest for mobile robotics, the latter will be described in page 58. These
correlation-based techniques are reliable only if features are robustly detected and they
are easy to discriminate from each other.
If it is not the case, some of the constraints in section 3.4.1 must be applied. Prazdny thus
applies the continuity constraint to add support to those matches whose close neighbors
agree in disparity [Pra85]. Each correlation unit i receives a support s(i; j) from each
other unit j that is inversely proportional to the distance ji jj and the disparity dierence
jd
i
  d
j
j. The activation of each match is
A(i; j) = Corr(Left(i); Right(j)) + max
j
(s(i; j)) (3.15)
He further uses the symmetry constraint to eliminate ambiguous matches.
In [Hen97a], the uniqueness constraint is applied, and the disparity along each line of sight
is computed as the average disparity of those units that concur on a certain range of values.
Correlation-based stereoscopic algorithms are convenient because of their simplicity and
noniterative computational structure. Nonetheless, they produce many false matches
whose number can only be minimized by the clever application of some constraints. Other
solutions include the addition of contextual information, as in [Kon98] and [P

ol96], which
look for matches in 2D windows instead of isolated epipolar lines.
2. Iterative stereo
Iterative stereomatching algorithms resemble the correlation-based ones. An initial guess
is made by calculating the correlation between both feature images. This time however, a
global \energy" evaluating the incoherence or entropy of the solution is dened. A suitable
optimization algorithm is applied to iteratively eliminate false matches, bringing down the
energy and reaching a (hopefully) stable incoherence minimum. Many optimization pro-
cedure can be used to do so.
The Marr and Poggio [Mar76] is probably the most famous example of such an approach.
It will be described in more detail in section 3.4.3. It is based on a lattice of correla-
tors that interact among them through local inhibitory and excitatory connections that
drive the system to a minimum energy state. Since a match is inuenced by neighboring
matches, it is also called cooperative stereo. Contrary to the previous type of algorithms,
the neighbor's support or feedback is only local, and therefore several iterations must be
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applied for the information to diuse across all the lattice. Of course, in an analog hard-
ware implementation of such algorithm the result would be obtained in real time.
Other optimization algorithms that have been successfully applied to iterative stereo in-
clude Hopeld neural networks [Rui96], simulated annealing [Bab95], cellular neural net-
works (CNN) [Zan98] and relaxation algorithms.
Iterative or cooperative stereo algorithms are robust to false matches and adequate for
implementation on parallel hardware, both analog and digital. When implemented on
sequential machines, they suer from the long convergence time. Their most serious draw-
back, in serial and parallel implementation alike, is that the stability of the solution is not
guaranteed.
3. Constructive stereo
A particular variation of cooperative stereo is based on another optimization technique,
dynamic programming [Oht85]. Under this paradigm, an initial match is selected (typi-
cally by applying the ordering constraint on the image borders) and the nal solution is
constructed by iteratively adding a new possible match to previous ones. Thus, instead
of starting with all possible combinations and eliminating the false ones, these algorithms
start from scratch and add new matches that keep the global incoherence or entropy low.
These algorithms always reach stable and close to optimal solutions. Unfortunately it
is diÆcult to pick the initial right match
3
and the algorithms cannot be parallelized or
elegantly translated into hardware.
Symbolic matching. A special class of feature-based algorithms exists where the order be-
tween object recognition and stereocorrespondence is inverted. In lieu of matching simple fea-
tures, these algorithms deal with higher-level features such as lines, junctions, and bends. Be-
cause of the nonquantitative nature of this information, I have called it symbolic matching. An
example and its robotic application is described in page 59.
Intensity-based methods
Intensity-based methods avoid the problems of feature detection by trying to match image in-
tensities directly. Of course, matching pixel by pixel would produce too many false matches,
and therefore some other information has to be added. Contextual information, in the form of
the neighboring pixels, is used to provide more discriminating information. Since in many cases
the 2D neighbors are used, these methods are referred to as area-based methods [Hen97b].
Nonetheless, they can be interpreted as a particular case of correlation-based stereo algo-
rithms with feature vectors, where the features are the light intensities on a neighborhood around
the pixel of interest. It is a particular case where all pixels have an associated feature, and there-
fore a dense disparity map can be obtained.
3
As it is often the case with the opposite sex.
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As in correlation-based methods, a vector distance is dened. Absolute dierence (L
1
),
square dierence (L
2
) or Hamming distance are the most common ones. Furthermore, stereo
constraints (cf. section 3.4.1) are also applicable.
The main advantage of intensity-based methods is the dense disparity image that can be
obtained. Moreover, by using interpolation techniques, disparity can be calculated to subpixel
resolution. Of course, these two advantages imply a longer calculation time. Intensity-based
methods are not resistant to illumination dierences across images, which prevent their appli-
cation in all but the most controlled situations. Furthermore, psychophysical experiments such
as Julesz's show that the human stereovision system is not based on direct intensities [Jul71].
Phase-based stereo
In the absence of occlusions, the right image is a noisy, shifted version of the left image. The
shift is the disparity that we are looking for. Phase-based maps compute disparity based on
the shift theorem of the Fourier transform, which states that a shift in space (or time) domain
produces a phase shift in the frequency domain [Opp89].
These methods therefore directly compute the disparity as the phase dierence in the fre-
quency spectrum of the left and right images. However the shift is not constant across the image,
and therefore the Fourier transform, which yields a constant phase shift, cannot be applied. In-
stead, other frequency methods capable of computing a local shift are used. These include Gabor
functions [NAM95] [Bis96], windowed Fourier transforms [Aya98], wavelets and Walsh lters
[Adj96].
These methods have the advantage of producing stable solutions in a noniterative way and
yielding dense disparity maps, because the phase can be calculated for each pixel in the images.
Moreover they yield subpixel disparity resolution, since the phase dierence need not be an
integer. On the other hand, these methods can be computationally intensive, particularly when
involving a direct Fourier transform.
These methods are of special interest for biologically-inspired stereo because there is evidence
that neurons in the V1 area have receptive elds with a Gabor-like impulse response [Qia97b].
3.4.3 Examples
In order to show in detail the principles discussed above, some stereoscopic algorithms will be
discussed. These algorithms have been chosen for their relevance in computational stereoscopy,
their applicability on mobile robotic platforms and their suitability for VLSI implementation.
SRI's stereo board [Kon98]
The Stanford Research Institute's Small Vision Module (SVM) [Kon98] is a small stereo system
made of commercially available components. It consists of two cameras and a processor that
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implements SRI's area correlation algorithm.
After applying a calibration algorithm that calculates the epipolar lines, a Laplacian of Gaus-
sian (LOG) lter is applied to both images. Such a lter will enhance the edges by subtracting
the local average illumination, thus rendering the algorithm robust to intensity dierences across
images. The result of this processing can be interpreted as a feature vector made up by the
2D neighbors of a pixel, and therefore I have classied it as a feature-based, correlation kind of
algorithm. In the next step these \features" are correlated across images by using the L
1
norm
(absolute dierences), to nd the shift that produces the minimum distance. Search can be
performed across 16, 24 or 32 disparities, and the result is interpolated by 4 to produce sub-
pixel disparity resolution. The algorithm is further completed by two postprocessing stages.
A \left/right check" [Kon98] is used to verify the symmetry constraint. Those matches that
do not comply are identied as unmatched. The second stage uses an \interest operator" to
eliminate matches in areas of little or no texture, where the resulting disparity may be driven
by image noise. This interest operator requires a threshold that should be set at calibration time.
Two versions of the SVM exist. Both contain two CMOS 320 x 240 imagers (cf. section 2.5)
with low-power A/D converters. The rst version, called SVM+, has two digital signal proces-
sors (DSP) ADSP2181 at 33 MHz, and it has a processing rate of 2.5 frames per second. The
system power consumption is estimated at 600 mW. The second version, SVM II, is based on
a single TMS320C60x Texas Instruments DSP running at 200 MHz. This improved version can
yield up to 30 frames per second.
Because of its size and relative low power, the SVM is very convenient for autonomous, mobile
robotics and indeed it has already been successfully applied on a Pioneer I robot [Cha98].
Ayache's algorithm [Aya89b]
The algorithm described by Nicholas Ayache in [Aya89b] [Aya89a] is an example of a symbolic
matching algorithm. He matches line segments across images. Segments are extracted from the
images using the Canny-Deriche edge detector [Der87]. Next they are linked into polygons and
stored as connected graphs that conserver the topological relationship among segments.
The stereomatching algorithm is of the constructive stereo kind starting with an initial pre-
diction. This match produces a hypothesis propagation to neighboring segments in both graphs
(symbolic images). A third step performs a validation of the previous hypothesis according to
the epipolar, uniqueness, continuity and ordering constraints (cf. section 3.4.1. Some additional
geometric constraints on the segment attributes (length, orientation) are also applied to elimi-
nate false matches. By iteratively applying the prediction, propagation and validation steps, a
solution for matching the left and right graphs is found.
The algorithm was tested on a stereo camera setup intended to be mounted on a mobile
robot. The test scenes were static, indoor ones, taken in an oÆce environment with a commer-
cial CCD camera of 512 x 512 pixels. Preprocessing (segment extraction) by itself required a
couple of minutes on a Sun 3 (1 MIPS) machine. The stereomatching algorithm required 6.7 s
for two images/graphs of 385 and 401 segments on the same Sun 3 computer.
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Figure 3.14: The SRI Small Vision Module. From [SVM].
Figure 3.15: Example of the depth image obtained with the SVM. From [SVM].
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Because of the high degree of discrimination provided by such symbolic features as segments
are, this algorithm was able to yield depth maps with relatively few errors. Nonetheless, the
time required for preprocessing and matching the images preclude it's use in mobile robots with
small processing power.
Ruichek and Postaire's stereo algorithm [Rui96]
Within the framework of a European automated-driving research program, Yassine Ruichek and
Gerard Postaire have developed a stereomatching algorithm for obstacle detection in front of an
unmanned car. It is a feature-based algorithm of the iterative kind.
The algorithm, applied on linear images, begins by applying a Deriche edge detector [Der87]
to extract the features in the image. As a part of this feature extraction, a small threshold
t is applied to eliminate small intensity edges. Based on their sign (polarity) two classes are
considered: raising and falling edges. Each class is separately matched by an iterative procedure,
using a Hopeld neural network. Such a network consists of a lattice of neurons whose activation
state u depends on an external input and the outputs of all the other neurons except itself
according to the formula
u
ik
dt
=  
u
ik

+
X
j
X
l
W
ikjl
E
jl
+ I
ik
(3.16)
where W
ikjl
is the weight interconnecting neurons jl to ik,  is a time constant, I
ik
is the
external driving input and E
jl
is the output of the jl-th neuron, calculated as
E
ik
=
1
2
(1 + tanh(
u
ik

)) (3.17)
A global energy of the network can be dened as
H =  
1
2
X
i
X
k
X
j
X
l
W
ikjl
E
ik
E
jl
 
X
i
X
k
I
ik
E
ik
(3.18)
Ruichek et al. dene the weights W and inputs I according to the the uniqueness, ordering
and continuity constraints (cf. section 3.4.1) plus a geometric constraint, so that minimiz-
ing the energy H is equivalent to satisfying these constraints. Equation 3.16 is solved by the
Runge-Kutta method, iteratively reducing the global energy H. The result is considered to have
converged when there is no update in the neurons. At that point, the most active neurons per
row and column dene the correct matches.
Two linear CCD cameras of 2048 pixels each were placed on top of a car with parallel optic
axes and slightly tilted down so that they intersected the road at about 20 m in front of the car.
The algorithm was implemented on a PC equipped with a 486DX at 33 MHz and two extra i860
processors, obtaining a throughput of 10 frames per second. This allowed them to drive the car
at 100 Km/h while detecting obstacles within a safe distance.
The algorithm provides a fairly good rate for real-time applications, although this has prob-
ably been favored by the relative absence of edges on the pavement. This method has the
advantage of being highly parallelizable and suitable for digital hardware implementations. The
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need for global interconnections make it very diÆcult to implement in A-VLSI. As with most
feature-based systems, it has the drawback of producing sparse disparity maps, because the
space in between features can not be interpolated.
Marr and Poggio's cooperative algorithm [Mar82] [Mah89]
In 1976 Marr and Poggio put forth a stereo matching algorithm based on \parallel, recurrent,
nonlinear interactions, both excitatory and inhibitory" [Mar76]. It is therefore a feature-based,
iterative algorithm.
The matching algorithm uses a square lattice of correlation cells, each receiving input from
a left and a right retinal position. To impose the continuity constraint, cells have an excitatory
connection from neighbors at the same disparity. The uniqueness constraint is realized in the
form of inhibitory connections along the lines of sight. Figure 3.16 shows the structure of the
net. The algorithm calls for an iterative calculation of the individual neuron's activation, until
a stable state is reached which should be close to the correct solution.
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Figure 3.16: Lattice structure of the Marr and Poggio algorithm. Dashed lines
indicate inhibitory connections along lines of sight and solid lines show excitatory
connections across isodisparity surfaces.
Because of the local nature of the excitatory and inhibitory connections, this algorithm
lend itself naturally for an analog VLSI implementation. In 1989, Mahowald and Delbruck pre-
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sented such a chip [Mah89], and it is rather this hardware implementation that will be analyzed.
Local changes in contrast where selected as input features to the stereomatching array.
To detect these changes, a high pass lter implemented as a resistive network was used, as
described in page 26. Pixels brighter than their neighbors produce positive features and those
pixels darker than the local average yield negative feature values. These features are in turn fed
to the correlator array, a biased Gilbert multiplier that calculates the correlation
I
corr
=
I
b
2
(1 + tanh(V
r
) tanh(V
l
)) (3.19)
where V
r
and V
l
are the features expressed as dierential voltages.
Vdd Vdd
Ib
Vdd Vdd
Vdd
−
+
Vdd
−
+
Vdd Vdd
To same disparity To same disparity
Icorr
Vi Vj RL
Vi,j,d
i-th pixel j-th pixel
To neighbor pixel
To neighbor pixel
To neighbor pixel
To neighbor pixel
Figure 3.17: A single cell in Mahowald and Delbruck's implementation of Marr
and Poggio's cooperative stereo algorithm.
It can be easily seen the correlator, shown in the center of gure 3.17, performs a kind of
XOR functions, so that matches involving edges with the same polarity are assigned a value
above
I
b
2
and those involving opposite kind of features produce a low correlation current I
corr
.
This current is laterally diused by means of a resistive network (the horizontal resistors in
gure 3.17), thus producing an excitatory connection to neighboring cells lying at the same
disparity line. The remaining current is used as input to two Winner-Take-All circuits (cf. sec-
tion 2.4.5 that implement the inhibitory, competitive connection with other correlator cells lying
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at the same lines of sight i and j. Voltages V
L
i
and V
R
j
correspond to the common voltages of the
left line-of-sight and right line-of-sight WTA arrays. The output of the chip is taken at nodes V
ijd
.
The resistors that control the coupling along disparity surfaces are variable ones. They help
in suppressing the false matches and lling in the solutions in areas where the retinal input
is too low to generate a match. Therefore, a dense depth map can be obtained if the cou-
pling is moderate to high. If two correlators on the same WTA array produce a similar I
corr
output both will be winners and the result can be interpreted as if they were lying at the av-
erage disparity of these units. Hence subpixel resolution is also available on this implementation.
Mahowald and Delbruck built a chip
4
on 2m CMOS process, with two 40-pixel retinas lying
parallel on the same surface, and the image focused by a single lens. Stereograms were used as
stimuli. When the correlator inputs were too high or too low, driving the correlator to saturation
many false matches occurred, because the WTA could not correctly discriminate them on their
intensities. The same happens on the software version of the Marr and Poggio algorithm if binary
(saturated) features are used. For normal inputs, the chip correctly interpreted the image, al-
though a physical limitation was found whereby only 2 disparity surfaces could be discriminated.
Although the size, real-time processing and power consumption make it ideally suited for a
mobile robotics application, the chip could not be tested on a robot because the baseline was
too small and the single-lens setup prevented it from working on real images.
3.5 Summary
Stereoscopy is not the only method of obtaining a depth perception. Motion parallax and depth
from focus are also used in natural and articial vision systems. Nonetheless, stereopsis is the
most advantageous one, for animals and robots alike. It allows predators to track their prey
while staying motionless [Pet90]. The geometry of the stereoscopic problem shows us the extent
of these advantages, as well as some limitations.
Knowledge of the stereopsis mechanism in biological systems is not complete enough to
produce a model that could be experimentally or analytically validated. This has not pre-
vented the computer vision researchers from producing several algorithms capable of solving the
stereoscopic problem. Independently of their varying degrees of success when confronted with
psychophysical and neurobiological experimental data, they do provide articial vision systems
with some depth perception.
4
Actually two versions were built. The other version used a time derivative circuit to produce features, but
the correlator structure was identical. [Mah89]
Part II
Stereo algorithms for small robots

Preamble
As it can be seen from the previous chapter, several stereoscopic algorithms and models have
been proposed and tried in the eld of computer vision and neurobiology. Each of them has
advantages and inconvenients that make it more adequate for specic applications, and not a
single algorithm can be said to correctly model the mechanism of biological stereovision nor to
have a performance clearly above the others.
The main criterion for the choice of stereoscopic algorithms presented in this chapter is their
applicability to small mobile robots. In particular, the attention has been borne on algorithms
likely to be implemented in analog VLSI so as to fully take advantage of the benets of this
support, discussed in chapter 2. This implies some restrictions on the algorithms:
1. A certain degree of simplicity, since complex, nonlinear calculations are more diÆcult to
map on silicon.
2. Memoryless computation. Any storage of intermediate values such as image buers has
been avoided. Although it is true that analog VLSI circuits can store values by using
capacitors or better yet, oating-gate circuits [Dio99], the complexity of these circuits
together with their limited precision warrant their exclusion at this time.
3. Local processing. In analog VLSI, because of its real-time characteristics, making informa-
tion globally available requires a direct connection from each information source to each
destination. This complicates the design (all these lines must be routed) and increases the
costs by increasing the area. Therefore this research has focused on algorithms that only
require local information, that is, signals from neighboring nodes, and a limited amount
of information about the overall system state.
4. Parallelism. A corollary of the rst and third restrictions. If computation is to be simple
and local, parallelism that is, the use of multiple identical units is the best available solution
to have the necessary total computational power.
An analog VLSI chip has not been built within the scope of this project, but the algorithms
have been simulated and tested on digital systems, but always keeping in mind their likely im-
plementation in A-VLSI. Digital systems benet too from the constraints mentioned heretofore:
memoryless computation reduces the amount of RAM needed, and simplicity allows for the use
of simpler and faster microprocessors, or even Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs).
Chapter 4 will present a phase-based algorithm based on Gabor functions and propose an
implementation both in analog VLSI and digital systems, and show the results when applied to
the Khepera robot. Chapter 5 covers a stereoscopic algorithm based on image dierences, its
analog VLSI implementation and experimental data.
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A stereoscopic algorithm based on
Gabor functions
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4.1 Background
The algorithm described in this chapter belongs to the class of phase-based stereovision algo-
rithms. As discussed in section 3.4.2, these algorithms attempt to recover the disparity or spatial
shift from the phase shift of the signals in the frequency domain.
The actual method that will be described is based on the phase properties of the Gabor
function. A particular care must be taken with the use of the 'Gabor' keyword. Other stereo-
scopic algorithms may employ dierent properties of the Gabor function to measure the depth
from a pair of images. For instance, the algorithm described in [P

ol96] utilizes the Gabor
function as a feature extractor, while performing a correlation to match these features across
images. Also [Duc97] [Sme98] and [Hee88] show how the feature-detection properties of the
Gabor function are employed. On the contrary, in the algorithm that will discussed hereafter,
as in [NAM95], [Qia97a] and [Fle93], the phase is the property exploited for depth extraction.
4.1.1 Phase recovery
If the phase of a signal is to be measured, a frequency-domain description of this signal is to be
used, since frequency is the derivative of the instantaneous phase. The most common frequency-
domain description of a signal is its Fourier transform. The frequency transform of an image
r(x) (the signal) is dened as:
R(!) = Ffr(x)g =
Z
1
 1
r(x)e
 j!x
dx (4.1)
where ! is the pulsation, related to frequency f by ! = 2f .
If r(x) were the scene as it is perceived by the right camera then, in accordance with the
discussion in chapter 3.2.2, in a simplied case (without any occlusions) the left image l(x) would
look like a shifted version of the right one:
l(x+ d) = r(x) (4.2)
with the constant shift d depending on the baseline distance and the depth of the object in
the scene. From equation 4.1 it follows that the Fourier transform of this image would be
L(!) = Ffl(x)g = Ffr(x+ d)g = e
j!d
R(!) (4.3)
The disparity d can be recovered from the phase dierence between L(!) and R(!).
For the particular problem that interests us, that of disparity detection, the Fourier trans-
form has a fundamental weakness: it furnishes a global description of the image. If the shift
is not constant, i.e., we have r(x) = l(x + d(x)), the Fourier transform does not provide any
information about where (in spatial domain) does the particular shift happen. It yields an av-
erage disparity, because the Fourier transform only deals with stationary signals. The Fourier
transform has no spatial localization (the \where") and precise frequency-domain localization
(the \what"). A signal as precisely dened in space as a pulse has a Fourier transform of the
form sinc(!) that spreads all over the frequency spectrum, as seen in gure 4.1. Inversely, a
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constant signal has a Fourier transform Æ(w) that is precisely located in the frequency domain.
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Figure 4.1: Heisenberg's Uncertainty Principle in signal processing: A signal well-
localized (with limited spread) in the spatial domain (A) is completely delocalized
in the frequency domain (B), and vice versa (C and D).
This signal-processing version of Heisenberg's Uncertainty Principle [Gab46] states that the
signal length x and its frequency bandwidth ! follow the relation
x !  0:5 (4.4)
where the width and length are measured as the normalized variance of the energy distribu-
tions both in the spatial and spatial-frequency domains [Blo97]:
(x)
2
=
R
1
 1
x
2
kr(x)k
2
dx
R
1
 1
kr(x)k
2
dx
(4.5)
(!)
2
=
R
1
 1
!
2
kR(!)k
2
d!
R
1
 1
kR(!)k
2
d!
(4.6)
In terms of the recovery of depth from phase, w is the inverse of accuracy in the measure-
ment of the frequency and hence of the phase
1
and therefore is inversely proportional to the
1
frequency being the derivative of the instantaneous phase.
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accuracy in depth perception. Correspondingly, x is the accuracy in determining the position
of the point, that is, its cyclopean angle . Thus, for stereoscopic vision, equation 4.4 states
 z  k (4.7)
where z is the depth as dened in page 40 and k is a positive constant.
4.1.2 Gabor function
The uncertainties discussed in the previous section can not be eliminated, but they can be
minimized. In 1946 Dennis Gabor , 1971 Nobel Laureate for the development of holography,
demonstrated that the lower uncertainty bound in equation 4.4 was reached for a complex
function that has been since known as Gabor function [Gab46]. This function is a harmonic
function that modulates a Gaussian envelope, and its 1-D version is
g(x) = e
 
x
2
2
2
 e
j!
o
x
= gaus

(x)  e
j!
o
x
(4.8)
where !
o
is the spatial pulsation (proportional to the spatial frequency) of the harmonic
function and  is the variance (spatial spread) of the Gaussian envelope. Its corresponding
Fourier transform is a Gaussian
G(w) = Ffg(x)g =
p
2 e
 

2
(! !
o
)
2
2
=
p
2 gau
1

(!   !
o
) (4.9)
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Figure 4.2: The real (solid) and imaginary (dotted) parts of the Gabor function,
a Gaussian envelope modulated by a carrier.
Therefore, by using a kernel based on the Gabor function, a more accurate description of the
signal, both in the spatial and spatial-frequency domains, can be obtained. To do so, it suÆces
to convolve the signal s(x) with the Gabor function g
!
o
of pulsation !
o
and variance 
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s(x)  g
!
o
(x) =
Z
1
 1
s()g(x   ) d (4.10)
=
Z
1
 1
s()gau(x   )e
j!
o
(x )
d
=
Z
1
 1
s()gau(x   )e
j!
o
x
e
 j!
o

d
= e
j!
o
x
Z
1
 1
s()gau(x  )e
 j!
o

d
= e
j!
o
x
Z
1
 1
h(; x)e
 j!
o

d
= e
j!
o
x
Ffh(; x)g
j
!=!
o
= e
j!
o
x
H(!
o
; x) (4.11)
where h(; x)  s()gau(x   ).
By applying the following properties of the Fourier transform
x(t)y(t)
F
 !
1
2
X(!)  Y (!) (4.12)
x(t  t
o
)
F
 ! X(!)e
 j!t
o
(4.13)
x( t)
F
 ! X( !) (4.14)
x(t)y(t  t
o
)
F
 ! X(!)  (Y (!)e
j!t
o
) (4.15)
gau

(t)
F
 !
p
2 gau
1

(!) (4.16)
the function H(!
o
; x) is found to be
H(!
o
; x) =

p
2
S(!)  (gau
1

(!)e
j!x
)
j
!=!
o
(4.17)
and therefore, inserting equation 4.17 into eq. 4.10 we obtain
s(x)  g
!
o
(x) =

p
2
e
j!
o
x
S(!)  (gau
1

(!)e
j!x
)
j
!=!
o
(4.18)
Interpretation. Eliminating the phase terms from equation 4.18, it can be seen that the
convolution of a function s(x) with a Gabor function of frequency !
o
is identical to the corre-
sponding Fourier transform S(!), smoothed out with a Gaussian function, and evaluated at the
frequency ! = !
o
.
As discussed in the opening of section 4.1.1, a widening in the spatial-frequency domain, as
it would be brought by a Gaussian smoothing, implies a thinning in the spatial domain, that is
a more accurate localization in space.
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Figure 4.3: A signal (A), its Fourier transform (B), the same signal convolved
with a Gabor function (C) and its Fourier transform (D). The eect of the Gabor
function can be clearly seen: the space-domain signal is spread, reducing its local-
ization, but in contrast, its spatial-frequency representation is narrowed, concen-
trating the energy of the signal in a smaller bandwidth.
4.2 Algorithm I
With this justication of the use of Gabor functions to measure the spectrum of a signal, we
can set forth to recover the spectral phase of the two images l(x) and r(x), related by equation
4.19, as discussed in section 3.2.2.
r(x) = l(x+ d(x)) (4.19)
Because of the epipolar constraint (cf. section 3.2.1), the matching of two stereo images
takes place on a line by line basis. For the calculations that follow, images will refer to linear or
1-D images, as in the raster lines on a screen.
By convolving the left and right images with a given Gabor function we obtain the complex
functions
c
l
(x) = l(x)  g(x)
!
o
;
= jc
l
(x)je
j'
l
(x)
(4.20)
c
r
(x) = r(x)  g(x)
!
o
;
= jc
r
(x)je
j'
r
(x)
(4.21)
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where '
l
(x) and '
r
(x) are the phases of complex functions c
l
(x) and c
r
(x) respectively.
By replacing equation 4.19 into 4.21 we have that
c
r
(x) = r(x)  g(x) =
Z
1
 1
r(t)e
 
(x t)
2
2
2
e
j!
o
(x t)
dt
=
Z
1
 1
l(t+ d)e
 
(x t)
2
2
2
e
j!
o
(x t)
dt (4.22)
A change of variables t
0
= t+ d yields
c
r
(x) =
Z
1
 1
l(t
0
)e
 
(x (t
0
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2
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2
e
j!
o
(x t
0
)
e
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o
d
dt
0
= e
j!
o
d(x)
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 
d
2
2
2
Z
1
 1
l(t
0
)e
 
(x t
0
)
2
2
2
e
 
2d(x t
0
)
2
2
e
j!
o
(x t
0
)
dt
0
(4.23)
When the disparity d is smaller than the variance  of the Gabor function, equation 4.23
can approximated by
c
r
(x)  e
j!
o
d(x)
e
 
d
2
2
2
c
l
(x) (4.24)
Therefore the disparity d(x) can be recovered from the phase dierence, as
!
o
d(x) = '
r
(x)  '
l
(x)) d(x) =
'
r
(x)  '
l
(x)
!
o
(4.25)
Equation 4.25 shows some of the key properties and limitations of this algorithm:
1. d(x) is continuous. This implies that the algorithm has stereo hyperacuity, i.e., its disparity
resolution is higher than the individual retinal resolutions. If both resolutions were the
same, only discrete values of d(x) could be obtained, since the cameras are discrete.
2. d(x) is dened for all x, although of course, not with the same degree of accuracy. Thus
the algorithm produces a smooth disparity solution that may partially solve the occlusion
problem.
3. There is a relationship between d(x) and the modulating frequency !
o
. Indeed, the phase
dierence '
r
(x)   '
l
(x) can only be in the [ ; ) range, and therefore the range of
detectable disparities, called Panum's fusional area is
d(x) 2 [ 

!
o
;

!
o
) (4.26)
When the optic axes are parallel, as it is the case in the vision systems that have been
developed in this project (cf. chapter 7), disparity is always positive, and therefore the
phase range can be shifted to [0; 2). In this case, the maximum disparity that can be
recovered by a Gabor function of frequency !
o
is
2
!
o
.
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In both cases, the modulating frequency !
o
will be chosen so as to adjust Panum's area to
the actual scene. Otherwise, because of the phase wrapping, points that are slightly closer
than d
max
will appear to be at the outer limit of the Panum's area.
4. The inuence of  does not appear explicitly in this equation, but it can be reasoned from
equations 4.10, 4.20 and 4.21. Since the phase of c
l
and c
r
is compared for each pixel x
in the image, and knowing that the pixel l(x
o
) does not necessarily correspond to r(x
o
)
because of the disparity, it follows that the corresponding coeÆcients c
l
(x
o
) and c
r
(x
o
)
must contain some information about neighboring pixels. The inclusion of neighboring
pixels is done through a Gaussian windowing, as shown in eq. 4.10, and  controls the
spread of the Gaussian function.
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Figure 4.4: The inuence of : If the Gaussian envelope of the Gabor function
is too narrow, two corresponding values c
l
(40) and c
r
(40) (cf. eqs. 4.20 and 4.21)
will not contain information about matching points in the image.
Therefore, to produce meaningful results the Gaussian window must contain the corre-
sponding pixel, or in other words, the Gaussian width
2
must be more than twice the
expected disparity.
5. There is not an explicit feature extraction stage. The Gabor lter is applied to all points
in the image, irrespective of their saliency. There is however an implicit feature extraction,
since the output functions c
l
and c
r
have their power concentrated around the edges in the
image, as it can be perceived in gure 4.5. The algorithm based on the phase of Gabor
functions can be said to favor edges, as the phase is diÆcult to determine at points of low
power
3
.
2
The width of a Gaussian function can be considered to be 6, because at gau(3) the amplitude is approx-
imately 1% of the maximum.
3
Much as the direction of the wind is diÆcult to determine when it barely blows.
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Figure 4.5: The power of the convolved signal c(x) = s(x)g(x) is concentrated
around the edges of the original signal s(x).
4.2.1 Condence value
From the points 4 and 2 it can be understood that, even if  is too small for the Gabor function
to encompass the corresponding information on both images, the algorithm will still produce a
given phase '(x) that will necessarily be false. Therefore a need for measure of the condence
in the algorithm's solution arises. Most researchers using Gabor functions [NAM95], [San88],
[Tra98] use some kind of condence value obtained as a function of the magnitudes of the left
and right convolved images jc
l
(x)j and jc
r
j.
Since ideally, that is if they were Fourier transforms, the convolved images c
l
(x) and c
r
(x)
are supposed to contain the same information (i.e., magnitude) but with dierent phase (i.e.,
disparity), a situation where jc
l
(x
o
)j  jc
r
(x
o
)j would indicate that indeed corresponding infor-
mation has been matched and a high condence value for that pixel x
o
would be warranted.
Similarly, if the magnitudes of c
l
(x
o
) and c
r
(x
o
) dier widely, a low condence value can be
assigned to the pixel.
For the experiments that follow, the condence value is computed as in [San88], because of
its simplicity, which enables its implementation in analog VLSI as well as better performance
in digital systems. The condence value q(x) is set to vary between 0 (no condence) and 1
(absolute condence) by dening
q(x) = min(
jc
l
(x)j
jc
r
(x)j
;
jc
r
(x)j
jc
l
(x)j
) 2 [0; 1] (4.27)
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4.2.2 Power threshold
Still, as indicated in point 5 in page 76, the algorithm will produce a phase '(x) =
6
c(x) for
each pixel x. However, the phase can not be condently determined when the magnitude jc(x)j
is almost zero. And yet, equation 4.27 would yield a high condence value if both jc
l
(x)j and
jc
r
(x)j are equal and close to zero.
To mitigate this problem, the actual value has to be taken into account. As in [NAM95]
and [Sav99], a condence threshold can be determined, based on the power p(x)
p
2
(x) = jc
l
(x)j
2
+ jc
r
(x)j
2
(4.28)
If the power p(x
i
) of a certain pixel x
i
in the image is below a certain level, the disparity
measure at that point can be assigned a condence level q(x) = 0.
4.2.3 Experiment I
Recapitulating, the algorithm described in the previous lines can be written as
Algorithm 4.1 Algorithm for the recovery of disparity d in the left and right images from their
Gabor phase (Algorithm Gabor I)
[d] = gaborstereo(left,right)
g = gabor(w,sigma);
cl = convolution(left,g); /* Eq. 4.20*/
cr = convolution(right,g); /* Eq. 4.21*/
eps = 1e-6;
qa = (eps+abs(cl))./(eps+abs(cr));
qb = (eps+abs(cr))./(eps+abs(cl));
q = min(qa,qb); /* Eq. 4.27*/
fl = unwrap(angle(cl)); /* Eq. 4.20*/
fr = unwrap(angle(cr)); /* Eq. 4.21*/
dx = fr - fl; /* Eq. 4.25*/
dx = dx + 2*pi*(dx<0);
d = dx/omega; /* Eq. 4.25*/
return d;
where eps is a small positive constant that is added to avoid a division by zero, unwrap()
is a procedure to \unfold" the phase so that it runs in the [0;1) range, instead of [0; 2), and
a 2 correction is added to set the disparity to positive values only, which supposes that optic
axes are parallel.
Test image
The rst experiment was performed on a test stereoimage that has been synthetically generated.
It consists of two sinc() functions with disparities 5 (leftmost peak) and 10 (rightmost peak).
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Figure 4.6: Stereomatching of two test images using the Gabor phase to recover
disparity (algorithm I).
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Figure 4.7: Stereomatching of two noisy test images (SNR = 20 dB) using the
Gabor phase (algorithm I).
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Figure 4.6 shows a screen shot of the gabordemo Matlab function that allows the user to
interactively modify the Gabor function parameters to nd a satisfying solution. The tunable
parameters are the frequency !
o
and K, a constant relating frequency !
o
and deviation 
according to equation 4.29.
K =
!
o

2
(4.29)
The lower right corner of gure 4.6 shows the current values of !
o
and K, as well as the
maximum disparity measurable with that frequency. The input images are shown on the upper
left corner, and the resulting disparity in the lower left quarter. The upper right corner shows
the condence value q(x) (cf. eq. 4.27), as well as the power p(x) (cf. eq. 4.28).
Beyond the fact that the algorithm succeeds in recovering the two disparities in the image,
gure 4.6 shows clearly the main characteristics of the algorithm, as discussed in page 75. The
resulting disparity function d(x) is continuous, smoothly varying from a disparity of 5 on the
left to a disparity of 10 in the right, thus \lling" the disparity values in between the two peaks.
The condence value is lower in the center, where there is a transition from one \sinc" to the
\other", as it is indeed the place where the information on the left and right images is more
incoherent. Finally, the power signal has its maxima at the position of the \sinc" peaks, as it is
the place where the biggest contrast in the original images can be found.
Figure 4.7 shows the result of the same Gabor function when applied to a noisy version of
the same test images (with additive noise of 20 dB SNR.) The algorithm is robust enough to
nd the correct disparity.
4.2.4 Experiment II: A door
In the second experiment carried out using the stereo algorithm based on the Gabor phase (here
referred to as algorithm I) a Khepera robot equipped with a gemini stereovision turret (cf.
section 7.2) is placed in front of a wall with a small passage or door. The wall and the surface
behind the door are marked with similar black stripes 2 cm wide, as seen in gure 4.8. The
robot can use the disparity to nd out the existence of a passage.
When applying the images to the Matlab implementation of the algorithm I, the optimal
parameters are found to be !
o
= 0:328 and K = 0:5. The result (see gure 4.9) shows that the
door is detected as a \valley" in the center of the disparity image. The saturation of the input
images has certainly had a benecial eect, by eliminating the noise in the image. The disparity
measurements on the borders of the image should be rejected altogether. They correspond to
monocular views (i.e., they are only seen by one of the retinas) and therefore they produce
false matches. Moreover, as it can be seen in the original images, the lens in the optic system
attenuates the images on the borders, making the measurement even less accurate.
On-Khepera processing
The Gabor I algorithm has also been applied on the Khepera robot, that is, the computation
is actually performed on the ext331 turret, equipped with a MC68331 microprocessor. To do
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Figure 4.8: The Khepera robot, equipped with the gemini turret (cf. sec 7.2)
tries to nd out a passage in a wall covered with black stripes.
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Figure 4.9: The stereo algorithm based on the Gabor phase nds the disparity
(i.e., depth) in the scene seen in gure 4.8.
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of the xed-point version of Gabor I algorithm with the
oating-point one. The oating-point one is the smoothest, but the xed-point
version approximate a discretization of the oating-point one. Two xed-point
versions have been tried, with unwrap() and without unwrap(), and the results
coincide everywhere except at the right of the image.
RS-232
Figure 4.11: The Khepera robot, equipped with the gemini stereovision turret
acquires two images and computes disparity on the ext331 turret. The resulting
disparity is sent to the workstation via serial cable for displaying purposes.
Figure 4.12: Screen shot showing the input images (top) and the calculated
disparity as computed on the Khepera robot (bottom).
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so, the algorithm described in page 78 has been coded in C, using x-point notation to make
it as fast as possible (see [Sav99] for the details.) To further reduce the computation time, the
phase is not unwrapped. Figure 4.10 compares the results of the oating-point, xed-point with
unwrap() and xed-point without unwrap() versions of the Gabor I algorithm for a test image.
Besides small dierences due to the phase wrapping, the xed-point version compares favorably
with the oating-point one.
The resulting disparity is sent through the serial cable to workstation, where it is displayed
(see diagram 4.11).
Figure 4.12 shows the screen shot with the input images (upper two windows) and the re-
sulting disparity (lower window). As it can be seen, it does not dier greatly from the Matlab
(i.e., oating-point) version shown in gure 4.9.
4.2.5 Experiment III: a slanted surface
A third experiment has been conducted with the gemini turret facing a slanted surface with
periodic grating, as shown on the left of gure 4.13. The grating consists of a superposition of
several spatial frequencies, with a maximal contrast of 57%.
Using gabordemo, the optimal parameters are found to be !
o
= 0:42 and K = 0:92. The
right half of gure 4.13 shows the two input images that are obtained under those conditions.
The two bottom-right images show the resulting disparity and depth, compared with the true
disparity and depth (indicated with dotted lines).
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Figure 4.13: On the left, the gemini turret is facing a slanted grating at
around 30 cm. On the right, the corresponding input images (top) and the
calculated disparity and depth (bottom), together with the true (measured)
depth and disparity, shown in dotted lines.
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Depth has been computed from the resulting disparity by applying equation 3.13 with the
focal length and base line corresponding to the gemini turret (see table 7.1). Disparity d is
multiplied by the pixel pitch (85 m) to render equation 3.13 homogeneous. True depth has
been computed by measuring the setup in gure 4.13, with a 2 mm accuracy.
As it can be seen, the Gabor algorithm succeeds in recovering a disparity function that is
fairly correct. There is a certain oset between the true disparity and the computed one, but
then again, the true depth has been measured with limited accuracy. The important result
shown in the image is that the Gabor algorithm is able to perceive the surface and that the
actual angle of inclination of the surface is correctly recovered.
4.2.6 Inuence of image contrast
To study the inuence of contrast on the disparity recovery of the Gabor algorithm, the contrast
in the input images has been modied by scaling and the Gabor algorithm has been applied on
the resulting images with the same frequency and spatial spread .
Figure 4.14 shows the result of the contrast variation on the door image (cf. g. 4.8 and 4.9).
The left half shows the disparity maps for dierent contrast levels, measured as the ratio
c =
I
max
  I
min
I
max
+ I
min
The original image, as shown in gure 4.8, is drawn in solid line, and it has a 48% contrast.
The relative error, shown on the right half of gure 4.14 is measured as the dierence be-
tween the disparity and the disparity obtained for the original, 48%-contrast image. The errors
on the right border of the image have not been taken into account, because it is an area without
overlap between the left and right images.
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Figure 4.14: On the left, variations in disparity recovery as a function of the
input image contrast, for the door image (cf. 4.9). On the right, the mean-
square relative error is plotted against the image contrast.
Figure 4.15 shows the result of the same experiment on the slanted-surface image (cf.
g. 4.13). the left half shows the disparity computation for each contrast level, and the right
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Figure 4.15: On the left, variations in disparity recovery as a function of
the contrast levels in the image. Results on the image of the slanted surface
(g. 4.13). On the right, the mean-square relative error is plotted against the
image contrast.
half shows the mean-square relative error, as compared to the true disparity.
The disparity estimation in the central region, which corresponds to the area of overlap be-
tween left and right images, does not change with contrast. Variations are concentrated on the
left and right borders, where condence is lower.
These results show that the Gabor algorithm is robust with respect to changes in contrast.
Although low-contrast images introduce an error in the estimated depth, this error is small, and
it does not aect the a posteriori interpretation of the image. For low contrast levels, a door
can still be seen in gure 4.14 and a slanted surface can be distinguished in gure 4.15.
4.2.7 Eects of occlusions
Equation 4.19, which supposes that the left and right images contain the same information, has
been used as a starting hypothesis in the Gabor algorithm. This hypothesis is not true in the
presence of occlusions and heavy noise. It is therefore convenient to test the robustness of the
algorithm when facing occlusions.
To that end, the images obtained by placing the gemini turret in front of a slanted grating
(g. 4.13) have been taken, and an articial occlusion has been introduced. As it can be seen in
gure 4.16 one of the pulses on the left image has been completely eliminated and replaced by
a constant value. In principle, this would aect the matching with the corresponding projection
on the right image.
In the lower half of gure 4.16 the recovered disparity and corresponding depth are shown
and compared with the original disparity and depth (indicated with dotted lines.) The correct
disparity is recovered, inasmuch as the presence of a slanted surface at a distance of around
30 cm is detected. In other words, the resulting disparity map would provide the same interpre-
tation of the scene.
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Figure 4.16: Eects of occlusions on the disparity recovery.
As already advanced in page 75 item 2, the algorithm provides a continuous disparity func-
tion. This implies that, in case of occlusions, disparity is estimated by interpolation.
4.3 Algorithm II
The previous experiments have shown that the Gabor phase is indeed capable of recovering the
disparity in a pair of stereo images. It suÆces to tune the algorithm to the right parameters
!
o
and  (or K). However, there is not a single combination (!
o
; ) that will t all possible
images for a given stereoscopic system (e.g., the gemini turret). Firstly because the modulating
frequency !
o
is related to the maximum disparity, and hence it will be somehow dependent on
the contents of the scene. Secondly because  is related to the amount of smoothing, that is,
the amount of noise and disparity interpolation. Therefore, it can be expected that dierent
regions in the scene will be better processed with dierent combinations (!
o
; ).
We can not generate a Gabor function which is made of dierent combinations of (!
o
; ),
but we can certainly try to combine the outputs of the algorithm for dierent combinations of
frequency and variance. To do so we naturally take advantage of the condence value q(x) (see
eq. 4.27). One of the possibilities, which has been tried in [Sav99] is that of taking, for each
pixel, the disparity of the (!
o
; ) combination that yields the highest condence value at that
pixel. If there are i Gabor lters that are applied, the resulting disparity is taken as
d(x) = fd
i
(x) j q
i
(x) > q
j
(x)8i 6= jg (4.30)
A weighted average of disparities has been used, as in [San88]. In this case, each disparity is
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weighted by its condence factor, so that disparities with low condence have a smaller inuence
on the nal result. The actual formula for the calculation of the nal disparity is
d(x) =
P
N
i=0
d
i
(x)q
i
(x)
P
N
i=0
q
i
(x)
(4.31)
where d
i
(x) is the disparity computation (according to eq. 4.25) for the i
th
combination, q
i
(x)
is its corresponding condence level (cf. eq. 4.27) and N is the number of (!
o
; ) combinations
that are applied on the stereo pair of images.
If most d
i
(x) seem to be in agreement, it can be inferred that the resulting disparity d(x)
is most probably right, or correspondingly, that there is a high condence in the resulting
value. The standard deviation being a good measure of the agreement among dierent values,
a combined condence level can be dened as
s(x) =
1
1 +
P
N
i=0
(d
i
(x) d(x))
2
q
i
(x)
P
N
i=0
q
i
(x)
2 [0; 1] (4.32)
Therefore, the algorithm (referred to as Gabor II) for the combined disparity can be written
as in algorithm 4.2, page 88.
4.3.1 Experiment IV: Multifrequency Gabor
The multiple-frequency Gabor algorithm, referred to as Gabor II algorithm, has been tested
on the same image as experiment II (cf. page 81). A set of 5 frequencies around the optimum
frequency used in experiment II has been dened, and the parameterK is kept constant, ( varies
according to eq. 4.29) so that each Gabor function sweeps a constant number of octaves.
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Figure 4.17: Gabor II: On the left, the 5 individual disparities and corresponding
condence values. On the right, the combined disparity function and condence
value.
For this experiment the values that have been chosen are
!
o
0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5
K 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
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Algorithm 4.2 Algorithm for the recovery of disparity d in the left and right images using several
Gabor functions (Algorithm Gabor II)
[d] = gabormulti(left,right)
{
for i=0:N,
g = gabor(w(i),sigma(i));
cl = convolution(left,g);
cr = convolution(right,g);
eps = 1e-6;
qa = (eps+abs(cl))./(eps+abs(cr));
qb = (eps+abs(cr))./(eps+abs(cl));
q(i) = min(qa,qb);
fl = unwrap(angle(cl));
fr = unwrap(angle(cr));
dx = fr - fl;
dx = dx + 2*pi*(dx<0);
d(i) = dx/omega;
end;
for i=0:N,
d = d + d(i)*q(i);
a = a + q(i);
end;
d = d/a;
for i=0:N,
s = s + (d(i)-d)^2*q(i);
end;
s = 1/(1+s/a);
return d;
}
Figure 4.17 shows the resulting disparity image when several Gabor lters are used as de-
scribed in page 88. The resulting disparity is not better than the optimum disparity found
in gure 4.9, as it is simply an average of sub-optimal disparity solutions. Still the resulting
disparity is mostly correct and the Gabor algorithm eliminates the need for ad-hoc tuning. It
suÆces to sweep the space of (!
o
;K) to obtain a satisfactory result. Of course, computation
time increases linearly with the number of (!
o
;K) combinations that are considered.
4.4 Gaussian expansion
The Gabor function has simple mathematical expression, but still it is a complicated function
to generate in some simple systems, particularly in analog VLSI circuits and other physical
realizations, because of the negative lobes. Therefore it would be highly desirable to recreate
the Gabor function in a simpler way, or at least to reproduce the results of the Gabor I and
II algorithms. A very convenient equivalent function would be an expansion into Gaussian
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elementary signals. Such an approach has been proposed in [Gab46] and proved in [Bas80]
for the exact reproduction of the original signal. Unfortunately, the Gaussian elementary sig-
nals are not orthonormal and therefore the determination of the expansion coeÆcients is diÆcult.
In the frame of this project however, a high-delity expansion is not needed, and a simple
approximation would be suÆcient because
1. Only a particular function needs to be approximated. A general method for the approxi-
mation of any function is not needed, as we are only concerned with the Gabor function.
2. The approximation does not require the utmost precision because it is not intended for
the reconstruction of the original signal. In our case we are mostly interested in recovering
the phase at the output, and therefore small changes in magnitude are not too important.
3. The approximation is part of a noisy processing system. The error introduced by the
approximation may be smaller than the noise in the acquired images. Furthermore, if it
were implemented in an analog system whose output is to be digitized at some point
4
,
it must be borne in mind that precision in this systems is limited to 8 to 10 bits (cf.
section 2.2.2).
4. Out of the whole family of Gabor functions, the algorithm described above (sec. 4.2)
seems to work more eÆciently with simple Gabor functions, that is, functions with a small
number of lobes. For instance, the optimum Gabor function found in experiment II (cf.
page 80), shown in gure 4.18a, has only 5 lobes.
With these premises, the Gabor function g(x) can be approximated by a limited number of
Gaussian functions according to :
g
!
o
;
(x) 

g
(x) =
N
X
n= N
( 1)
n
a
n
 gau(x  c
n
; 
s
)+ j
M
X
m= M
( 1)
m
b
m
 gau(x d
m
; 
s
) (4.33)
where a
n
; b
m
; c
n
; d
m
and 
s
are real coeÆcients.
Each lobe of the Gabor function is approximated by a Gaussian function. The width of
the Gabor lobes depends on the modulating frequency, and it is therefore equal to the distance
between two zero-crossings, that is, x = =!
o
. The width of a Gaussian function is in turn ap-
proximated by x = 4
s
, because erf(2) = 0:995
5
. Thus, all the elementary Gaussian functions
are found to have the same standard deviation 
s
.
The coeÆcients a
n
and b
m
are then easy to determine, as they are the value of the Gaussian
envelope of the Gabor function, evaluated at the peaks of the modulating sine and cosine, which
happen at x = n for the real part and x = (2m + 1)

2
for the imaginary part. Similarly,
the coeÆcients c
n
and d
m
correspond to the same maxima of the sine and cosine modulating
functions.
4
In almost all small mobile robots motors are controlled by a digital microprocessor, so an A/D conversion is
to be expected at some stage.
5
The error function is dened as erf(x) =
2
p

R
x
0
e
 t
2
dt
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The last parameters to determine are N and M , the number of Gaussian elementary func-
tions. As in the lines above, the Gaussian envelope of the Gabor function can be considered to
vanish at a distance of two times the standard deviation from the maximum, and therefore the
last term is for c
N
 d
M
= 4. To summarize, the parameters are calculated as follows:

s
=

4!
o
(4.34)
N =
4!
o

= 8K (4.35)
M =
1
2
(
8!
o

  1)  8K (4.36)
a
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= e
 
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2

2
2
2
!
2
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= e
 
n
2
8K
2
(4.37)
c
n
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n
!
o
(4.38)
b
m
= e
 
(2m+1)
2

2
8!
2
o

2
= e
 
(2m+1)
2
32K
2
(4.39)
d
m
= (2m+ 1)

2!
o
(4.40)
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Figure 4.18: (A) The original Gabor function (real and imaginary parts). (B)
The same function approximated by Gaussian expansion.
The benets of such a simple expansion can be clearly seen when applied to the Gabor phase
stereo algorithm. If the expansion in equation 4.33 is written in a more general way as

g
(x) =
K
X
k= K
a
k
 gau(x  b
k
; 
s
) (4.41)
with a
k
being a complex coeÆcient, and this approximation is applied to equations 4.20 and
4.21 we obtain

c
(x) = s(x)

g
(x) =
K
X
k= K
a
k
s(x)  gau(x  b
k
; 
s
) =
K
X
k= K
a
k
m(x  b
k
) (4.42)
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Thus, the desired output

c
(x)  c(x) is a series of shifted and scaled functions m(x), where
m(x) = s(x)  gau(x  b
k
; 
s
) (4.43)
Notice that equation 4.43 is the smoothing of the input signal s(x) (i.e., the image) with a
Gaussian kernel, an operation that is easier to implement on physical systems. Moreover, if s(x)
is positive and real, so is m(x).
4.4.1 Experiment V
To compare the results of the Gaussian approximation with the original Gabor function, an
experiment has been carried out on the same stereo pair as the previous experiments. The steps
described in the Gabor I algorithm (cf. page 78) are followed, except that instead of using c(x),
the images are convolved with a Gaussian basic function and the resulting m
l
(x) and m
r
(x)
functions are shifted and added according to eq. 4.42 to produce

c
(x). Because of the discrete
nature of the spatial coordinates of the image, all shifts b
k
have been rounded to the nearest
integer. A more precise reconstruction could be obtained if, by interpolating the m
l
and m
r
intermediate images, subpixel shifts were possible. The introduction of an interpolation stage
would increase the computation time, while results have shown that the discretization of b
k
does
not reduce noticeably the performance of the algorithm. In the last step, as in the previous
algorithms, the phase of

c
(x) is recovered to measure the disparity.
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Figure 4.19: Result of the application of the Gaussian expansion shown in g-
ure 4.18b to the disparity calculation in image 4.8. To be compared with the result
of the actual Gabor function shown in gure 4.9.
Figure 4.19 shows the result of applying the Gaussian expansion of the Gabor function seen
in gure 4.18b to the images taken with the Khepera robot facing a passage in a wall, as shown
in gure 4.8. Although noisier than the disparity calculation obtained with a Gabor function,
the approximation is eective enough to show a region of lower disparity that betrays a passage
in the wall.
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Figure 4.20: Comparison of disparity results for the original Gabor function with
that of a Gaussian expansion with subpixel shifts and with integer shifts.
4.5 Exponential expansion
For a realization of these algorithms in analog VLSI the rst obstacle to be solved is the imple-
mentation of a lter with a Gaussian impulse-response. A Gaussian lter can be implemented
as a resistive grid where each node is connected to its immediate neighbors with a weight (i.e., a
conductance) of 1 and to second-nearest-neighbors with a weight of -4. In [Kob91] such a nega-
tive conductance is implemented with a negative impedance converter (NIC), a circuit of limited
stability range that increases the area per pixel. However, as we have seen in section 2.4.4,
diusion networks can easily produce a bilateral, exponentially-decaying function, and such a
function resembles the Gaussian function.
The exponential function f(x; ) = e
 
jxj

that best approximates the Gaussian g(x; 
s
) in
the least square error sense is the exponential with
 = 1:312
s
(4.44)
A proof for equation 4.44 can be found in appendix 8.2 at page 149.
The expansion of the Gabor function into Gaussians (cf. eq. 4.41) can be written as series
expansion of bilateral exponentials

g
(x) =
K
X
k= K
a
k
 e
 
jx b
k
j
1:312
s
(4.45)
and the same procedure described in equation 4.42 applied to the new function
m(x) = s(x)  e
 
jxj
1:312
s
(4.46)
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Such a function m(x) can be seen as the result of the application of a diusion lter on the
input image s(x).
4.5.1 Experiment VI
To test the eectiveness of the bilateral exponential expansion a test was conducted on the same
input image as experiment IV. The coeÆcients of the expansion (a
k
,b
k
) were calculated as for
the Gaussian expansion that is, according to equations 4.35 through 4.40. The input images
were convolved with an exponentially-decaying kernel of 
s
= 1:312
s
, and the

c
l
(x) and

c
r
(x)
function were obtained by shifting and scaling the convolutions m
l
(x) and m
r
(x) according to
equation 4.42. Eventually, the Gabor phase was recovered as in the previous cases.
The resulting disparity calculation is plotted in gure 4.21 together with the reference dispar-
ity (i.e., calculated with the actual Gabor function). The disparity result using the exponential
expansion (shown in solid line) compares favorably with the disparities obtained with the Gaus-
sian expansion (dashed line) and the actual Gabor function (dash-dotted line).
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Figure 4.21: Disparity result using an exponential expansion to approximate the
Gabor function. The result is comparable to the Gaussian expansion and the actual
Gabor function.
4.6 Pseudogabor function
Gabor functions, either in the original formulation (eq. 4.8) or as a Gaussian expansion (eq. 4.33)
have the inconvenient of being complex-valued functions. At best this means that all convo-
lutions must be performed twice: one for the real part and one for the imaginary one. In a
hardware implementation, such an approach requires twice as much area in analog circuits or
twice the time and memory in digital circuits [Blo97].
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It would be very convenient to nd a way of operating exclusively with real functions. Such
a function could be the real part of a Gabor function of arbitrary phase, called Gabor cosine
function [Blo97]
h(x) = e
 
x
2
2
cos(!
o
x+ ') (4.47)
or better yet for the purpose of a hardware implementation, its exponential approximation
[Raf98], the pseudogabor function
f(x) = e
 
jxj

cos(!
o
x+ ') (4.48)
with  = 1:312 (see appendix 8.2, page 149, for a proof of this approximation). Since both
functions are fundamentally equivalent, the developments that follow will use the exponential
approximation. Thus all results will be true for f(x) to a certain approximation error, and
correct for h(x).
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Figure 4.22: A pseudogabor function of arbitrary phase.
Relationship with the Gabor function
The pseudogabor function has no phase (or it has zero phase, since it is real), and therefore
the algorithms discussed in section 4.2 is not applicable anymore. It is therefore necessary to
adapt or modify the algorithm for use with pseudogabor functions. To do so, let us rst discuss
the relationship between pseudogabor and Gabor functions, and next introduce the new stereo
algorithm.
The relationship with the Gabor function is straightforward, as equation 4.48 can be devel-
oped as
f(x) = e
 
jxj

cos(!
o
x+ ') = e
 
jxj

cos(') cos(!
o
x)  e
 
jxj

sin(') sin(!
o
x) (4.49)
 cos(')Refg(x)g   sin(')Imfg(x)g = cos(')g
R
(x)  sin(')g
I
(x) (4.50)
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where the Gabor function g(x) (cf. eq. 4.8) is written as
g(x) = g
R
(x) + j g
I
(x) = e
 
x
2
2
cos(!
o
x) + j e
 
x
2
2
sin(!
o
x) (4.51)
With these equivalences in hand, we can set forth to analyze the Gabor algorithm as set in
equations 4.20 and 4.21. For the left image we compute
c
l
(x) = g(x)  l(x) = (g
R
(x)  l(x)) + j (g
I
(x)  l(x)) (4.52)
whereas for the right image we have
c
r
(x) = g(x)  r(x) = jc
r
je
j'
r
(x)
 jc
l
je
j('
l
(x)+!
o
d)
= jc
l
je
j'
l
(x)
e
j!
o
d
(4.53)
as it was already shown in equation 4.24. This in turn can be developed into
c
r
(x) = c
l
(x)fcos(!
o
d) + j sin(!
o
d)g
= f(g
R
(x)  l(x)) + j (g
I
(x)  l(x))gfcos(!
o
d) + j sin(!
o
d)g
= (g
R
(x)  l(x)) cos(!
o
d)  (g
I
(x)  l(x)) sin(!
o
d)
+j f(g
I
(x)  l(x)) cos(!
o
d) + (g
R
(x)  l(x)) sin(!
o
d) (4.54)
 (g
R
(x)  r(x)) + j (g
I
(x)  r(x)) (4.55)
By taking the real part of the equivalence between equations 4.54 and 4.55 we obtain
(g
R
(x)  r(x)) = (g
R
(x)  l(x)) cos(!
o
d)  (g
I
(x)  l(x)) sin(!
o
d) (4.56)
and applying equation 4.50 into 4.56 we obtain
(f(x)  r(x))
j
'=0
= (f(x)  l(x))
j
'=!
o
d
(4.57)
Equation 4.57 indicates that for each pixel x in the image, the convolution of a pseudogabor
function f(x) with the right image matches with the convolution of the left image with a pseu-
dogabor function whose phase is !
o
d(x). In other words, the disparity d(x) at pixel x is such
that it minimizes the error function
E = [(f(x)  r(x))
j
'=0
  (f(x)  l(x))
j
'=!
o
d(x)
]
2
(4.58)
Experiment VII
This experimental set was carried out with the interactive Matlab function gabordemo3, which
lets the user modify the three free parameters in equation 4.58: !
o
,  and '
l
. Figures 4.23
through 4.26 show the screen shot of two such sessions. The upper left corner of the image
displays the input images. The lower left corner shows the result of the convolutions c
l
(x) =
f(x; ')  l(x) and c
r
(x) = f(x; 0)  r(x). On the upper right the normalized error and the power
are shown. Normalized error is dened as
e(x) =
jc
l
(x)j
2
  jc
r
(x)j
2
jc
l
(x)j
2
+ jc
r
(x)j
2
(4.59)
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Figure 4.23: Disparity computation with pseudogabor functions: When setting
the phase to 4.8 rad, a perfect match is found for the left peaks. Disparity there
is estimated to be 4.8 pixels. Notice how the error in the left half of the image is
low. Continues on gure 4.24
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Figure 4.24: When setting the phase to 5.2 rad, a perfect match is found for
the right peaks. Disparity there is estimated to be 9.9 pixels and warranted by a
low error on the right half of the image.
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Figure 4.25: Disparity calculation on a real image: By setting the phase to 1.7
rad, a good match is found in the central region of the image (pixels 40 to 50),
where the door is expected to be. Disparity is estimated at 3.4 pixels.
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Figure 4.26: A phase of 4.6 rad produces a good match (low error) on the outer
regions of the image (pixels 70 to 80 and around 20). Disparity there is estimated
at 9.3 pixels.
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The lower right corner shows the current values for !
o
,  and '. It also displays the disparity
estimated from the current frequency and phase.
The rst test is conducted on a test image consisting of two peaks at disparities 5 (left peak)
and 10 (right peak). Figures 4.23 and 4.24 show that the two disparities were recovered.
The second test was performed on a real image taken by the Khepera robot. The robot is
facing a passage in a wall (cf. gure 4.8), and therefore a region of smaller disparity (i.e., greater
depth) is to be expected in the center of the image. Figures 4.25 and 4.26 show the recovery of
the disparity in the passage (d  5 pixels) and around it (d  10 pixels).
4.7 On the circuit implementation of the Gabor algorithms
An analog-circuit implementation of the Gabor phase algorithms requires solving the problem
of convolving the image |in this case with a Gabor function| and recovering the phase.
As discussed in section 2.4.4, resistive networks can be used to lter the images with convo-
lution masks. Filters with Gabor-like impulse responses can be obtained with these techniques
too. Rao et al. [Raf96] [Raf98] have shown that a resistive network with second-neighbor
connections can be combined to generate a Gabor impulse-response lter.
Vdd Vdd Vdd Vdd Vdd Vdd
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Iout
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Figure 4.27: A second-order resistive networks, which can be used to obtain a
Gabor impulse-response.
A second-order resistive network as in gure 4.27, where the second-neighbor connections
are inhibitory (i.e., R
2
< 0 ), has an impulse response that resembles the real part of a Gabor
function. Each node in the network obeys to equation 4.60
I
out
(x) = I
in
(x) +GI
out
(x  1) +GI
out
(x+ 1) K I
out
(x  2) K I
out
(x+ 2) (4.60)
where I
in
(x) is the input image at the x
th
pixel, I
out
is the output current (measured on the
R
0
resistors) and G and K are gains that depend on R
1
=R
0
and R
2
=R
0
. The result I
out
is a
convolution of the input image I
in
with a kernel of the form [Raf98]
h(x) = Ce
 
jxj

[(1 + e
 
2

)sin(!
o
)cos(!
o
x) + (1  e
 
2

)cos(!
o
)sin(!
o
jxj) ] (4.61)
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The analog VLSI circuit proposed by Rao et al. to implement equation 4.60 does not use
resistors, but rather current mirrors with xed gains (cf. 2.4.2). Since currents on a node can
be positive and negative, the circuit is split into two symmetric halves that process positive and
negative currents separately. Figure 4.28 shows the positive-half circuit in such a node [Bis97].
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GIout(x-1) GIout(x+1)
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Figure 4.28: A positive-current half of a node in the Gabor network. From [Bis97]
4.7.1 Gabor function
To generate the real and imaginary parts of a Gabor function g(x), the outputs of the network
must be combined according to
Refg(x)g =  b
1
h(x  1) + b
0
h(x)  b
1
h(x+ 1) (4.62)
Imfg(x)g = b
1
h(x  1)  b
1
h(x+ 1) (4.63)
where parameters b
0
and b
1
control the frequency and spread of the Gabor function [Raf98].
A circuit based on such Gabor networks can be used to convolve the input currents (i.e.,
the images) with a Gabor kernel. A single such circuit capable of generating the h(x) kernel
(cf. eq. 4.61) is necessary for each image and Gabor function. By combining the outputs of this
network, the resulting coeÆcients c
l
(x) and c
r
(x) can be obtained.
The next step to be solved is the computation of the phase at each pixel. A phase-recovery
computation, directly based on the arctan( ) function is not feasible in analog VLSI, because of
the intrinsic periodicity and asymptotic behavior of the function.
A solution would be for a digital microprocessor to read the convolution output and perform
the phase-recovery operation in the digital domain.
4.7.2 Pseudogabor function
Equation 4.61 describes a function very similar to the pseudogabor function dened in eq 4.48.
By combining three such functions, a pseudogabor function of arbitrary phase can be produced
by the appropriate choice of parameters b
 1
, b
0
and b
1
according to equation 4.64 [Raf98].
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f(x; ') = b
1
h(x  1) + b
0
h(x) + b
 1
h(x+ 1) (4.64)
The circuit previously discussed can therefore be applied to the stereo algorithm based on
the pseudogabor function (cf. section 4.6). A population of pseudogabor circuits of dierent
phases can be used to test all of them against the zero-phase circuit, nally choosing the phase
that minimizes equation 4.58. Such approach of course increases the circuit size, since a whole
population of functions needs to be considered.
Alternatively, an adaptive matching mechanism based on a digital processor could be devised
to match the phase, as in the circuit proposed by Rao et al. [Raf95] [Bis96] to solve a similar
stereo algorithm.
4.8 Summary
In this chapter the application of Gabor functions to the computation of disparity has been
discussed. The relationship between Gabor functions and the Fourier transform have been un-
derscored to justify if not prove their use in measuring the spectral phase-shift. Convolving
an image with a Gabor function yields an approximation of the Fourier transform of the image
evaluated at the Gabor function modulating frequency, and this property is exploited to measure
the disparity between two images as a phase shift in the frequency domain.
A simple procedure for this calculation has been outlined and tested on a workstation and on
a small mobile robot. The algorithm has been shown to eÆciently recover the disparity between
images and hence the depth in the scene.
The tests have conrmed the advantages of the Gabor phase algorithm as outlined in the
theoretical discussion (cf. section 4.2). The algorithm provides a continuous disparity for all
pixels, eectively interpolating at pixels of ambiguous disparity and in case of occlusions. It also
avoids an explicit feature-extraction stage, thereby avoiding the diÆcult task of dening what
is a feature, although both theory and tests have shown that there is an underlying preference
for edges. Results have shown the robustness of this algorithm in front of occlusions and low
contrast levels.
The use of local information is among the key advantages of Gabor functions and the main
one when it comes to consider a VLSI implementation of such algorithm. Disparity is calculated
based on the phase of each pixel and its correspondent one on the other image, and the pixel
phase is dependent on the pixel input and that of its closer neighbors (neighborhood being de-
ned by the Gabor function spatial spread. Therefore there is a reduced number of interpixel
connections and this facilitates its implementation on silicon substrate, where connectivity is
costly.
Limitations of the Gabor algorithm have also been studied and remedial solutions proposed.
The algorithm produces a disparity measure for each pixel, although the accuracy of the measure
is not uniform throughout the image. Hence a condence value q(x) has been dened, and the
use of a power threshold recommended. Similarly, the algorithm is very sensitive to the choice
of the modulating frequency and the spatial variance of the Gabor function, and a procedure
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(cf. section 4.3) has been described to reduce the sensitivity by combining the results of several
Gabor functions.
To simplify the implementation of the Gabor algorithms in digital and analog systems, the
Gaussian and exponential expansions of the Gabor function have been proposed and tested,
obtaining satisfying results. Similarly, a modied algorithm based on pseudogabor functions has
been presented too, although its analog implementation remains to be developed.
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A dierential stereoscopic algorithm
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5.1 Introduction
This chapter will introduce a simple algorithm that can recover disparity using simple, feed-
forward calculations. The simplicity of the algorithm aords a straightforward implementation
as an analog VLSI circuit.
5.2 Algorithm
The dierential algorithm is an intensity-based algorithm that matches regions on two images
by using purely local information, stemming from the image intensities and their derivatives.
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The algorithm was introduced by Lucas and Kanade [Luc81] as an \iterative image registration
technique" for the matching of image regions of constant disparity. I have preferred to give it
the name of \dierential stereo", a variation on the name proposed by Haralick et al. [Har93]
(dierential matching) for a similar algorithm.
5.2.1 Principle
The two 1-D images to be matched, l(x) and r(x), generally contain the same information (the
same objects appear in both images) placed at slightly dierent positions. Mathematically this
could be expressed as
r(x) = l(x+ d) (5.1)
where d is the spatial shift or disparity that has to be recovered, because it is inversely
proportional to the distance from the object to the viewer.
For relatively small disparities d, we can apply the Taylor expansion to the right-hand side
of equation 5.1 and obtain
l(x+ d)  l(x) + d 
@l(x)
@x
= l(x) + d  J(x) (5.2)
When plugging equation 5.2 into 5.1 and solving for the disparity we obtain
d(x) =
r(x)  l(x)
J(x)
(5.3)
with
J(x) =
@l(x)
@x
(5.4)
l(x)r(x)
d
dl(x)/dx
r(x)-l(x)
Figure 5.1: A geometric description of equation 5.3: Disparity d can be recovered
from the image intensity dierence r(x)   l(x) and the derivative of the intensity.
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5.2.2 Limitations
Some limitations on the applicability of the dierential stereo algorithm stem from equations 5.2
and 5.3.
 The error in the Taylor expansion (eq. 5.2) is proportional to the second derivative of
the image intensity. Smoothing the images eliminates higher frequencies and reduces the
second-order derivatives. The amount of smoothing will depend on the image content and
the desired error level.
Lucas and Kanade [Luc81] use the inverse of the second derivative as a weight in the
disparity calculation. In the case that concerns us, however, disparity is not constant and
the second derivative can be only used as a condence value.
 The Taylor expansion is only valid for small disparities d. Such a condition can be imposed
in two ways. The images can be lowpass ltered and subsampled, obtaining an initial coarse
value of disparity that is iteratively rened at ner scales [Luc81]. Or else the images can
be shifted by a known amount, eectively introducing a known vergence, and the disparity
around this new value can be calculated.
 Disparity can not be recovered in constant-intensity areas. When the image derivative J(x)
is zero equation 5.3 has no solution. Therefore, disparities measures are more accurate
around steeper edges.
 Disparity depends on the dierence of image intensities. Therefore a dierence in average
luminance between images would produce an error in the disparity measure. To eliminate
this additive error, images could be bandpass-ltered, so that the average intensity is
subtracted.
 A false \zero-disparity" measure appears at pixels i where l(i) = r(i). Disparity can
not be solved at those points unless the disparity from neighboring pixels can be used to
interpolate a value.
In spite of these limitations, the dierential stereo algorithm has two interesting features.
It has stereo hyperacuity, because the disparity can be measure to subpixel accuracy. And it is
a feed-forward calculation that only requires local information: the image intensities and their
rst (and eventually second) derivatives.
5.3 Experiment
To verify the functioning and the limitations of the dierential stereo algorithm, it has been
tested in a Matlab interactive program. The input images are smoothed out with a lter of
bilateral exponential impulse-response. The derivatives of the left and right images are taken
by convolving the smoothed out signals with a [ 1 0 1] mask.
The result of the Matlab simulation is shown in gure 5.2. The upper left corner shows the
left and right input images. On the upper right corner the image derivatives and the lowpass
versions are shown. The graphic on top shows the derivatives of the lowpass versions and their
average, which is actually used to calculate the disparity. The amount of smoothing produced by
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the exponential lter is controlled by the lambda constant, which can be interactively modied
on the lower right section of the image. The disparity, calculated as the ratio of the dierence
to the average derivative of the smoothed images, appears on the lower left corner of the image.
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Figure 5.2: Disparity computation on two images shifted by 5 pixels, applying
the dierential stereo algorithm.
Figure 5.2 shows the disparity calculation for a simple stereo image pair consisting of two
pulses of equal width and amplitude with a spatial shift of 5 pixels. As it can be seen, the simple
dierential stereo algorithm calculates the correct disparity with the exception of some points
where the average derivative is smaller. These points produce the central peaks in the disparity
image.
Figure 5.3 shows the eects of a gain dierence between the left and right image. The left
image (the right pulse) has a smaller amplitude than the right one. The disparity is still cor-
rectly recovered.
Figure 5.4 shows the ability of the dierential stereo algorithm to recover the disparities in
the stereo pair when the disparity is not constant. The leftmost pulses have a disparity of 5
pixels, and the right ones have a 3-pixel shift. Except at the transition, disparity is correctly
recovered. However, when the two disparity regions are closer (i.e., the disparity gradient is
greater) the algorithm can not recover the disparity correctly because of the smoothing.
5.4 Circuit
The division in equation 5.3 in a VLSI substrate is diÆcult. But the problem can be redened
as a multiplication whose error is to be minimized [Tan89] [Bai91]. In our case, equation 5.3
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Figure 5.3: Disparity computation on two images of dierent average intensity,
shifted by 5 pixels, applying the dierential stereo algorithm. Despite being an
intensity-based algorithm, it can recover disparity in images with moderate dier-
ences in light intensity.
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Figure 5.4: Disparity computation on two images with nonuniform disparity. The
left pulses have a disparity of 5 and those on the right a disparity of 3.
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can be rewritten as
[r(x)  l(x)]  d(x)  J(x) = ! 0 (5.5)
Equation 5.5 is easier to realize, since it involves two subtractions and one multiplication;
all of them are simple operation in A-VLSI. Subtraction is carried out in a wire junction, by
applying Kirchho's current law. Multiplication can implemented by a transconductance am-
plier, if one of the terms, a current signal, is always positive or zero. In general, disparity d(x)
can be negative (uncrossed disparity) or positive (crossed disparity). J(x), the derivative of the
image, can also have negative values, whenever there is a light-to-dark transition.
A Gilbert multiplier, described in page 2.4.2, carries out fully-signed multiplication by split-
ting the signals into two symmetric channels: one for positive signals and one for negative signals.
The output signal is obtained by subtracting the two channels [Sto98] [Bis97] [Mea89]. For
instance, signal J(x) is decomposed into two channels J
a
(x) > 0 and J
b
(x) > 0 according to
equation 5.6.
J(x) = J
a
(x)   J
b
(x) (5.6)
This decomposition into symmetric channels ts naturally equation 5.5, because the input
images r(x) and l(x), are positive, and their dierence [r(x)  l(x)] is a signal that also partici-
pates in the equation.
5.4.1 Single cell
By splitting all signals into two channels and using a Gilbert multiplier, equation 5.5 can be
solved, i.e., the error is minimized, by the circuit shown in gure 5.5.
Vdd Vdd Vdd Vdd
I leftI right
Vd
Io-
Io+
Id
I1 I2 I3 I4
Vd+ Vd-
JaJb
Figure 5.5: Disparity cell: A single cell of the circuit that solves equation 5.5 for each pixel.
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Proof The following equations can be identied in circuit 5.5:
 Kirchho's equation on the right half of the circuit:
I
+
o
= I
right
  I
d
I
 
o
= I
left
+ I
d
 The two current mirrors at the bottom of the circuit:
I
+
o
= I
1
+ I
3
I
 
o
= I
2
+ I
4
 The two dierential pairs
I
1
  I
2
=  J
b
 k  (V
+
d
  V
 
d
)
I
3
  I
4
= J
a
 k  (V
+
d
  V
 
d
)
with k =
1
2nU
T
(see section 2.4.2). By operating on the equations above we can obtain
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  V
 
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  2C
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(V
+
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  V
 
d
)
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dt
(V
+
d
  V
 
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) = (I
right
  I
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)  (J
a
  J
b
)k(V
+
d
  V
 
d
) (5.7)
2C
dV
d
dt
= (I
right
  I
left
)  J  k  V
d
(5.8)
In steady-state,
dV
d
dt
= 0, and equation 5.8 becomes identical to equation 5.5. The disparity
d(x) is coded as the voltage signal V
d
.
5.4.2 Circuit inputs
Input signals to the disparity cells are currents that code the ltered intensity at the left and
right images (I
left
(x) and I
right
(x)) and the derivative of the left image J(x). The left and right
images have to be bandpass-ltered to both subtract the average intensity and to eliminate the
highest spatial frequencies. Further, the left bandpass-ltered image has to be dierentiated. All
of these operations can be performed on an analog VLSI circuit, further increasing the system
integration.
Two resistive networks of dierent cuto frequencies can be combined to obtain a bandpass-
ltered version of the input currents, in a way similar to the highpass lter discussed in sec-
tion 2.4.4. Figure 5.6 shows a pixel element of such a bandpass network. The horizontal
pseudoresistors controlled by V
r1
and V
r2
connect the pixel cell to the neighboring cells. The
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Vg1
Vg2
Vr1
Vr2
Vr1
Vdd Vdd Vdd
Vr2
I light
Vdd
I
Vdd
I1 2
left/rightI
Figure 5.6: A section of a bandpass-ltering resistive network. The photocur-
rent is smoothed out with two dierent cuto frequencies, and the output is the
dierence of the two lters.
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Figure 5.7: Impulse response of two unilateral diusion networks. Their dierence
yields the derivative of the lowpass version of the input currents.
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Figure 5.8: Two anisotropic networks produce the derivative of the lowpass of
the image. The positive (J
a
) and negative (J
b
) parts of the derivative can be
obtained separately.
ratio
V
g
V
r
controls the amount of smoothing.
The derivative of an image is more diÆcult to obtain. But the derivative of the lowpass-
ltered version of the image can be computed with special diusion networks [Lan96]. An
unilateral impulse response as shown in gure 5.7 can be obtained by diusing in only one
direction. Figure 5.8 shows an element of the derivative circuit. A fraction of the input current
is injected into the neighboring pixels, according to
J
a
(n) = I
1
(n) + k J
a
(n  1) (5.9)
J
b
(n) = I
2
(n) + k J
b
(n+ 1) (5.10)
where 0 < k < 1 is the fraction of current injected on the neighboring cell. The Z-transform
of equations 5.9 and 5.10 is
J
a
(z) =
I
1
(z)
1  k z
 1
(5.11)
J
b
(z) =
I
2
(z)
1  k z
(5.12)
Equations 5.11 and 5.12 show that J
a
and J
b
are smoothed versions of the input currents
I
1
 I
2
 I
light
, ltered with a convolution kernel the impulse response of which is a unilateral
exponential function, as in gure 5.7. The amount of smoothing is controlled by the factor k in
equations 5.9 and 5.10. The dierence J(n) = J
a
(n)  J
b
(n) would therefore yield the "deriva-
tive of lowpass" version of the input image. In this case however, it is not necessary to subtract
them, because the disparity cell (g. 5.5) requires separate inputs with the negative and the
positive parts of the image derivatives.
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In the circuit shown in gure 5.8, the fraction k J
i
(n) that is injected on the neighboring
cell is obtained by a translinear loop (cf. section 2.4.2). The variable factor k is controlled by
the external |and common to all cells in the derivative circuit| current sources I
num
and I
den
according to
k =
I
num
I
den
(5.13)
Therefore, the circuit in gure 5.6 makes two copies (I
1
and I
2
) of the photocurrents that
are in turn injected into the derivative networks shown in gure 5.8 to produce the currents J
a
and J
b
that yield the image derivative according to equation 5.6.
5.4.3 Circuit response
Figure 5.9 shows the disparity cell output V
d
as a function of the inputs I
right
, I
light
, J
a
and J
b
,
as obtained on the AnaLOG simulator [Laz86]. The voltage response for constant derivative J is
linear in I
right
  I
left
, as indicated by equation 5.3 and shown in gure 5.9a. Conversely, when
the image dierence I
right
  I
left
is kept constant and the derivative J is varied, the theoretical
response is a hyperbola. Figure 5.9b shows the response on the simulator. The saturation that
appears for low values of the derivative current J avoids the \division by zero" condition in
smooth areas. The error that this saturation introduces can be partially corrected by collective
computation among neighboring cells.
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Figure 5.9: Responses of a single cell: (A) Evolution of voltage V
d
for a constant
derivative J(x), showing the desirable linear response. (B) Evolution of V
d
for a
constant image dierence I
right
  I
left
, showing an almost hyperbolic response.
The saturation for low values of J avoids the \division by zero" condition.
5.4.4 Precision in the dierential stereo circuit
As mentioned in chapter 2, the main drawback of analog VLSI circuits is their limited precision,
or rather the huge amount of silicon area that is needed to obtain high precision. It is therefore
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convenient to estimate the level of precision that could be achieved with the dierential stereo
circuit, in particular in the disparity cells.
The most important sources of inaccuracy in analog VLSI circuits are transistor parameter
mismatch, leakage currents, thermal noise and 1=f noise. Thermal noise is produced by the
uncoordinated electron motions due to thermal uctuations, and 1=f noise is due to the interface
eects between gate oxide and silicon. They both manifest themselves as time-varying, zero-
mean, additive errors.
Leakage currents appear as oset errors in the dierential stereo circuit. They are space-
varying and constant in time.
Transistor mismatch is the error introduced by the fact that transistors do not have exactly
the same operating conditions or intrinsic parameters. They manifest as spatially-varying, static
errors. Since the dierential stereo circuit is made of several disparity cells, there will be a spa-
tial variation between the disparity measures. It is these variations that will be characterized in
the next subsection.
Mismatch among transistors can be characterized by the threshold voltage (V
T0
) mismatch
and by the mismatch of the transfer parameter  = C
ox
W
L
. The threshold voltage mismatch
is the dominating factor. In the next subsection, the eects of the threshold voltage variations
on the building blocks of the disparity cells will be analyzed, and next section will focus on the
total eect of V
T0
mismatch.
Mismatch in dierential pairs
Let it be a dierential pair (cf. sec. 2.4.2) where the two transistors have slightly dierent
threshold voltages. The resulting output current would be
I
o
= I
b
tanh(
v V
T
1
V
T
2
2nU
T
) (5.14)
which for small values of V =
v
nU
T
can be linearized as
I
o
 I
b
v V
T
1
V
T
2
2nU
T
=
I
b
2
(V + ) (5.15)
The error  thus dened has the following statistical properties
<> = <
V
T
1
nU
T
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V
T
2
nU
T
>= 0
<
2
> = 
2
() = 2
2
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V
T
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() =
p
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nU
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)
Mismatch in current mirrors
If the transistors in a current mirror have dierent threshold voltages the current mirror equation
(eq. 2.9) becomes
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where Æ is a small error with statistics
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Mismatch in the disparity cells
Applying equations 5.15 and 5.16 to the equations in section 5.4.1, describing the functioning
of the disparity cell, and supposing a steady-state condition (I
d
= 0) we obtain
I
+
o
= I
right
(5.17)
I
 
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= I
left
(5.18)
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By adding eqs. 5.21 and 5.22 we obtain
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By replacing eqs. 5.19 and 5.20 into equation 5.23 we obtain
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Isolating the disparity voltage V
d
yields
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=
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where d is the correct disparity signal d =
I
right
 I
left
1
2
(J
a
 J
b
)
and e is the relative error
d
d
such that
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Equation 5.29 shows the eect of the threshold voltage variations (
V
T
nU
T
) on the relative
error e =
d
d
of the disparity voltage V
d
. They are related by the constant
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Because depth z is inversely proportional to disparity (cf. eq. 3.13), the relative error in
disparity and depth measurement is the same:
d = d
0
(1 + e)
z =
1
d
=
1
d
0
(1 + e)
=
1
d
0
1
1 + e
 z
0
(1  e)
Therefore, we obtain the following relationship among depth error, disparity error and thresh-
old voltage variations:
(
d
d
) = (
z
z
) = (e) = C  (
V
T
nU
T
) (5.31)
Precision in disparity or depth measurement
The precision obtained in the disparity cell will be evaluated for a test image consisting of a
single object which produces a luminance ramp, as in gure 5.10. For this image the following
currents would be obtained:
L(x) = mx
R(x) = m(x+ d)
I
right
jx
o
= m(x
o
+ d) (5.32)
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(5.33)
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)
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= m (5.34)
x
d
m
R(x) L(x)
Figure 5.10: Test images, showing a surface of constant luminance gradient
m placed at a depth corresponding to disparity d.
Setting the proportionality constant  (cf. eqs. 5.32, 5.33 and 5.34) to a value placing the
currents in the subthreshold range, the variance ratio C can be calculated for dierent values of
disparity d. The resulting plot can be seen in gure 5.11.
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Figure 5.11: The proportionality constant C =
(d=d)
(V
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)
plotted as a
function of the disparity (left) and depth (right), corresponding to the image
in gure 5.10.
Figure 5.11 indicates that, for an object producing a disparity of 6 pixels, the constant C = 2
and therefore
(
d
d
) = (
z
z
) = (e) = C  (
V
T
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) = 2(
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T
nU
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) (5.35)
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which means that the standard deviation of the relative error in the depth measurement will
be twice as big as the standard deviation in relative threshold voltage
V
T
nU
T
.
Thus, a technology providing a 2 mV tolerance for the threshold voltage ((V
T
) = 2 mV ),
the relative error at a disparity of 6 pixels would be 11%. The actual depth at which this would
happen depends on the intrinsic parameters of the vision system, namely the baseline, focal
length and pixel pitch. For example, in a system such as the gemini turret (see chapter 7) it
would take place at 60 cm from the robot.
Discussion
The right half of gure 5.11 plots the evolution of the constant C as a function of 1=d which is
proportional to the depth. The actual depth depends on the parameters of the vision system
(which is independent from the dierential stereo circuit), but the plot shows clearly that the
relative error
z
z
increases linearly with depth.
This section has only analyzed the inuence of the mismatches in a single parameter of the
transistors: the threshold voltage V
T
. Although it is the most important source of errors, other
parameters, such as the channel width and length, are subject to similar variations. Parameter
mismatches produce constant errors which, in principle, can be eliminated by a calibration
procedure.
This calibration, which could be performed on the analog or digital domain, would tune the
gain for each pixel based on the measurements on a test image.
There are other noise sources that limit the performance of analog circuits, but these factors
have not been considered here, because their inuence is smaller. They produce nonconstant
errors and therefore cannot be eliminated by calibration. To limit the inuence of these noise
sources, power consumption and area have to be traded o.
The current analysis has been conducted under the assumption that the input currents are
perturbation-free. It must be borne in mind that threshold-voltage mismatches have also a
negative eect on the bandpass and derivative circuits. Mismatch produces scaling errors in
both pseudoresistors, current mirrors and translinear loops, on which these circuits are based.
However the error analysis of these circuits is more complicated because of their collective
computation nature.
The accumulation of all these eects may make the circuit useless in the actual form.
5.4.5 Collective computation
Using the circuit in gure 5.5 would simply yield the disparity for each pixel. But a-VLSI oers
the possibility of collectively computing the disparity at all pixel sites. Resistive networks and
other collective computation circuits can be applied to make the disparity at a given pixel de-
pendent on the other pixels in the image.
The continuity constraint (cf. section 3.4.1) implies that disparity varies smoothly across
the image. A smoothing can be applied on the output voltages V
d
by a resistive network, as dis-
cussed in section 2.4.4. The individual cells (gure 5.5) are therefore interconnected by resistors
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(better implemented as pseudoconductances) as shown in gure 5.12.
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Figure 5.12: Diagram showing the interconnections among the disparity cells
(cf. gure 5.5) to obtain a smoothed out disparity measure.
With such an interconnected structure, equation 5.8 becomes
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where R is the pseudoresistance connecting the cells. The solution to equation 5.36 is a
function
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and A(i) depends on the initial conditions.
After a transient time, the disparity voltage V
d
(i; t) reaches a steady-state solution (cf.
eq. 5.40) that depends on the individual cell's input and its neighbors' output. The resis-
tors R modulate the inuence of neighboring cells. When R ! 1 the cells are isolated, and
equation 5.40 becomes equation 5.8. In the opposite sense, when R ! 0, the terms in eq. 5.40
that do not depend on
1
R
are negligible and the steady-state value is
V
dj
SS
(i) =
V
d
(i+ 1) + V
d
(i  1)
2
(5.41)
the average of the two neighbor cells' outputs.
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The benets of connecting the disparity cells with a resistive network are best observed when
R has an intermediate value. In that case, if the derivative of the image function J( ) is zero at
a given pixel, the steady-state is kept at a value close to the average of the neighboring outputs
V
dj
SS
(i) =
R
2
(I
right
(i)   I
left
(i)) +
V
d
(i+ 1) + V
d
(i  1)
2
(5.42)
Similarly, when I
right
(i) = I
left
(i) a false \zero-disparity" measure is avoided because of the
neighbors' output average in the numerator of equation 5.40.
5.5 Summary
A simple stereo algorithm based on image dierences and dierentials has been described in this
chapter. Under some constraints, the disparity between images can be recovered as the ratio of
image dierences to their average spatial derivative. The main constraint is that the image be
lowpass ltered with a spatial cuto smaller than the inverse of the smallest disparity.
The dierence between the left and right images can be computed on a pixel by pixel basis;
the spatial derivative at a given pixel requires only the participation of neighboring pixels. The
computation of disparity can take place at a pixel level, because the disparity at a certain pixel
(i.e., cyclopean angle) depends only on the corresponding left and right pixels and their immedi-
ate neighbors. Such an algorithm with a reduced number of interconnections is very convenient
for an analog VLSI implementation, because connections are costly (surface is a cost and so is
routing) in silicon.
An analog VLSI implementation of the algorithm has been proposed. Resistive networks are
used to smooth the images and compute their spatial derivatives. These signals, stemming from
the left and right retinas are fed into the disparity cells. These individual cells compute the
aforementioned ratio as a multiplication within a feedback loop, bringing the error to a mini-
mum. Furthermore, a resistive network is used to connect the disparity cells to their neighboring
cells. In this way, a continuity constraint is imposed on the disparity, adding robustness to the
algorithm and avoiding some singular cases in the algorithm.
\Nothing is perfect, said the fox" [SEx91]. The spatial constant of the smoothing lter must
be greater than the measured disparity, and too much smoothing hides the possible disparity
changes. The disparity gradient that can be resolved is therefore very low. Furthermore, to
works properly the algorithm needs images with regions of high contrast, where the spatial
derivative is nonzero.
As for the circuit implementation, the error analysis has shown that the overall precision
will be severely limited by the mismatch among transistors.
Although the dierential stereo can be used with success on robots and articial systems,
there is no proof that the biological mechanism of stereoscopy is based on such simple compu-
tation. On the contrary, the aforementioned limitations and psychophysical evidence [Nak85]
indicate that stereoscopy (and motion detection) do not rely on the raw image intensities.
Independently of its biological relevance some aspects of a VLSI implementation of the
algorithm could be explored. The algorithm's equation (cf. 5.3) is the spatial-domain analogue of
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Figure 5.13: Circuit schematic showing three disparity cells (cf. g. 5.5) inter-
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the optical ow constraint equation [Bea95], and several analog VLSI circuits [Sto98] [Tan89]
have been proposed for the resolution of the latter equation. An adaptation of these circuits
to the spatial domain could provide a more robust implementation of the dierential stereo
algorithm.
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6.1 Introduction
A simulation of an articial retina has been developed in the frame of this project. This obeys
to two objectives: to gain a better knowledge of the structure and functioning of an articial
retina and to provide a tool for mobile robotics research.
Simulators have always been used in mobile robotics [Mil95] [Gam94] [Mat90] [Ver96] .
They allow researchers to develop complex algorithms without having to suer from unreliable
and sometimes expensive hardware. Recently the possibility of working with simple and yet re-
liable mobile robots, such as the Khepera [Mon94] and Nomad [Nom96], has allowed a greater
part of the mobile-robotics research community to switch from simulators to real platforms.
However, some areas still benet from the use of mobile-robotics simulators. For instance,
multiple-partner projects in which the research tasks are distributed among several partners
while having a single robotic platform on which to test. In these situations, robot simulators
are a practical solution to exibly test the robot in dierent environments, but they should
be realistic enough to allow the developed algorithms to be used on the real robot. Another
area that benets from robotic simulators is Evolutionary Robotics and Robot Learning. Ex-
periments based on the adaptation capabilities that evolution provides (Genetic Algorithms) or
simple learning by an individual robot (Reinforcement Learning) can run for several days or
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weeks. That can easily be above the mean time between failures (MTBF) of the hardware and
it can be very arduous to supervise by a human if his intervention is needed. Therefore, many
works on learning and adaptation have been developed on simulated robots [Ver96],[Gam94].
Mobile-robotics simulators can be roughly classied into two classes which we have dened
as processor-based simulators and sensor-based simulators. In the former, the robots usually
move in a discrete workspace where the surrounding obstacles occupy cells in the grid [Tom97].
The robot receives inputs from neighboring cells, and these inputs are often of symbolic nature,
such as \a person is in the front cell". The processing capabilities of the mobile robot are well
simulated, but not the sensory ones. These simulators are very fast and they aord to develop
complex algorithms. However, the algorithms are diÆcult to test on real robots. On the other
hand, sensor-based simulators try to mimic the response of the sensors to the surrounding en-
vironment [Nom96]. This requires a geometric and physical model of the environment, as well
as adequate modeling of the physical processes on which the sensors are based. The simulated
robot moves in continuous space, interpreting the sensor signals and deciding the actions to be
taken based on this information.
The Webots simulator [Mic98] is a recent example of such sensor-based simulators for mo-
bile robotics. It uses an extension of VRML (Virtual Reality Modeling Language) to store a
description of the robot and its environment, and a rendered image of the scene can be obtained
by using an OpenGL-compatible graphics library. This in turn allows to simulate vision sensors,
which have always been diÆcult to introduce in robotic simulators. This chapter presents the
simulation of a particular vision sensor, the EDI articial retina, within the Webots simulator.
Section 6.2 introduces the articial retina, and section 6.3 discusses its functional simulation.
6.2 The Panoramic, Linear, Articial Retina EDI
The EDI
1
panoramic, linear, articial retina is an analog-VLSI vision chip designed by Olivier
Landolt, at CSEM (Neucha^tel, Switzerland), intended to evaluate the capabilities of such bioin-
spired sensors. The Microprocessor Laboratory (LAMI) of the EPFL is currently working on
the application of such sensors to mobile robotics, and most particularly, on a Khepera robot.
The EDI retina has a linear array of 150 photodiodes lying on an arc that covers 240 degrees
of view. But as its name suggests, the EDI is more than a simple vision sensor capable of trans-
ducing light. As in most animal retinas, some simple signal processing takes place in the vicinity
of the photodetectors, still in the analog domain. This local processing has the eect of ltering
the information, reducing its bandwidth, and providing the next stage with a more relevant
information. In EDI's case, 3 resistive grids [Vit97] can be combined to apply a lowpass, a
bandpass or a highpass lter on the image. An odd-impulse-response lter can also be applied,
producing the derivative of the image. The lter output can be accessed by a microprocessor
thanks to the internal A/D converter present on the retina. In this way, a 64-gray-level image
can be used by the robot for any further processing.
The EDI retina has been mounted on a Khepera turret known as Panoramic turret, together
with the necessary ancillary devices and bias circuits. The Panoramic turret has been included
1
EDI is a shorthand for ED084V2A, the CSEM's device number.
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Figure 6.1: Block diagram of the EDI articial, linear retina.
as a plug-in module in the current distribution of the Webots simulator [LdM98]. The Steredi
turret, described in section 7.3, is a stereo vision turret based on two EDI retinas. The following
section discusses the simulation of the EDI retina and the Steredi turret.
6.3 The Steredi Turret on the Webots Simulator
The simulation of the EDI retina follows its functional blocks, which comprise the optics, the
photodetectors, the lters and the digital conversion. Each block will be briey discussed in the
subsections that follow. A nal subsection will cover the software interface and its compatibility
with the real retina.
6.3.1 Optics
The rst step of the simulation is to calculate the incident light intensity on each photodetec-
tor. We will consider the pixel values of the OpenGL rendering engine as the light intensity
falling on the pixel surface. The real EDI retina has a spheric mirror and a lens that focus
the image on the photosensors, which lie on the chip as seen in gure 6.2. Ideally, the incident
light that reaches the silicon surface should be the same as the incident light that hits a ring
on the spheric mirror. Taking this hypothesis, we will try to obtain the incident light on this ring.
The OpenGL rendering engine produces the image of the scene as it would be seen by a at
screen camera. However, the EDI retina is spherical, as it sees an image on 240 degrees in az-
imuth and 11 degrees in elevation. To solve this problem, on the Panoramic turret [LdM98] the
240-degree view is obtained from two 120-degree (azimuth) by 11 degrees (elevation) projections
on a at surface. For the Steredi turret only 164 degrees are needed for stereoscopic vision, and
therefore, to reduce the simulation time, only the 102 pixels that cover this angle are simulated.
A 164-degree (azimuth) by 11 degree (elevation) image on a at surface is projected on a 102 x
7 pixel array.
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Figure 6.2: The optics of the EDI retina
Next, the array is warped by using the transformations as it can be inferred from gure 6.3.
The at-screen coordinates x,y are transformed into the cylindrical coordinates  and  as a
function of the focal distance f , which is equal to the radius of the cylinder:
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Finally the vertical pixels are averaged to obtain a 102 x 1 pixel vectors.
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Figure 6.3: Projection of a world in spherical coordinates on to a at screen
6.3.2 Photodetectors and Normalization Circuit
The image obtained in the previous subsection is considered as a measure of the incident light
intensity on each of the 150 photodetectors. The RGB image is converted to gray scale by
using the RGB to Y (luminance) transformation of the PAL TV standard. This transformation
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gives a certain weight to each color channel. A better modelization could be achieved if the
spectral response of the photodetectors were used to generate the luminance. The luminance
thus generated is considered as the photocurrent on each photodiode. Next, a normalization
circuit divides each pixel's photocurrent by the average current of the whole array. This aords
to obtain an illumination-invariant image, that is, an image that will not be perturbed by changes
in the global illumination settings of the scene. The normalized current is stored in the model's
analog[ ] array.
6.3.3 Filtering Layer
The ltering layer simulates the ltering capabilities of the articial retina. These are imple-
mented with VLSI resistive diusion networks [Vit97] (cf. sec. 2.4.4) that can be combined
to enhance the image and to extract some characteristic features from it. A simple resistive
diusion network has a spatial-lowpass characteristic that can be used to reduce noise in the
image and detect uniform regions. Other lters are generated by combining such networks. For
instance, the highpass or edge-enhancing lter is obtained by subtracting from the original im-
age its lowpass version. The odd impulse-response lter is generated by subtracting the output
from two unidirectional diusion networks. It produces the derivative of the input image, and
it can be used to detect sharp edges in the scene.
1-D resistive diusion networks behave as low-pass lters of exponential impulse response in
the spatial and spatial-frequency domains:
h(n) = e
 jnj

F
() H(!) =



1
1+(!)
2
Resistive diusion networks are parallel, locally-connected systems, that perform computa-
tions on a real-time basis. This makes it diÆcult to recreate on a single processor. However,
since the system is made out of resistors, that is, linear devices, it can be shown that the output
is the convolution of the input signal with a kernel or impulse response of the forms that can be
seen in gure 6.4.
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Figure 6.4: Impulse responses of the lowpass (-), highpass (- -) and odd (-.) lters.
The result of convolving the analog[ ] array with the resistive network impulse response is
stored in the filtered[ ] array.
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6.3.4 Digital Conversion
The EDI retina has a 6-bit successive-approximation A/D converter, that digitizes the output
current from the resistive grid into 64 gray levels. Since the analog lters can produce negative
values, the higher bit is used as a sign bit. The conversion, dened by the formula digital[] =
31:5  (1 +
filtered[ ]
I
bda
) depends on the variable I
bda
, which represents a bias current on the EDI
chip. In the simulator this variable has been set to a value that makes the output barely saturate
when there is a single maximally illuminated photodetector.
6.3.5 The turret
The Steredi turret combines two such simulated EDI retinas. The simulated turret contains the
corresponding geometric description of the simulated retinas' position and orientation and the
necessary interface calls to access both of them.
Figure 6.5: (A) View of the Steredi turret and Khepera robot on the Webots
simulator. (B) The simulated Khepera facing three black cylinders.
6.3.6 Software Interface: The Khepera API
The benets of such a sensor-based simulator would be lost if the algorithms developed on a We-
bots simulated robot cannot be easily applied on a real robot. To that end, a common interface
for the real and simulated robot and turrets has been developed, in the form of an Application
Program Interface: the Khepera API [API98]. Such a common interface allows the user to use
the same C source code, without having to change a single comma, on both platforms. Two
dierent libraries, one for the real robot and one for the virtual one are provided with the We-
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Figure 6.6: Webots window showing, on the right, the output of the simulated
Steredi turret and, on the left, the infrared activation levels of the simulated Khep-
era robot. The Khepera is facing three black cylinders, as shown in gure 6.5b.
bots simulator.
The Khepera API contains several functions to access the Steredi and Panoramic turrets.
Some functions allow the user to enable or disable a given lter and other functions are used to
read the output of the desired lter from the desired retina. The conguration functions allow
the user to set the lter spatial cuto-frequency and the gray-scale resolution.
6.4 Summary
The modeling of a vision sensor within the frame of the Webots mobile-robotics simulator has
been described. Great care has been given to model the physical processes underlying the sensor
to obtain a realistic sensor reading. The sensor presented in this chapter is a very particular one,
since the EDI articial retina is a linear, panoramic (i.e., spheric) sensor with signal processing
capabilities. However, the same principles can be applied to simulate other vision sensors and
standard cameras. The Khepera's commercially available K213 vision turret has been developed
in the Webots simulator following the same structure.
The second concern in developing the simulated retina and turret was software compatibility.
Simulators are seen as a tool for the time-consuming development of complex algorithms and for
sharing data and results among dierent research teams. In both cases it is highly desirable to
be able to test the algorithm on a real robot, and to easily do so, the code should be compatible.
For the Webots simulator, an application program interface (API) has been dened, allowing to
interface the real and simulated Khepera robot and its turrets with the same C source code.
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7.1 Introduction
This chapter describes some of the stereo vision systems that have been developed within the
frame of this project. The description of the turrets will help the reader to understand the
characteristics of some images shown in the previous chapters. The eld of view, the resolu-
tion and the baseline are important data necessary for the subsequent analysis of the disparity
calculations. The reader interested in developing his own miniature vision system may also be
interested in learning the decisions that were taken, the components that were chosen and the
structure that was used.
The vision systems have been created for the Khepera robot [Mon94], a small, autonomous,
mobile robot developed at the LAMI-EPFL and commercialized by K-TEAM SA, Lausanne,
Switzerland. This small robot of 55 cm in diameter and 4 cm in height is equipped with two
wheels, 8 infrared sensors and a Motorola 68331 microprocessor. One of the key features of the
Khepera robot is its extensibility; new modules, called \turrets" in the Khepera jargon, can be
plugged on top of the robot and connected with the Khepera's processor via a serial or a parallel
bus.
7.2 The Gemini Turret
The gemini turret is a digital vision system based on two linear sensors and two parallel A/D
converters. It is plugged on top of the 68331 universal extension turret (ext331 turret) of the
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Khepera robot, so that the turret's microprocessor interfaces the converter through its data
lines, as shown in the diagram 7.1.
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Figure 7.1: Structure of the gemini turret, mounted on the ext331 turret of the Khepera robot.
7.2.1 Optics and sensing
The optics for the gemini turret have been fabricated at the Microprocessor Systems Lab (LAMI)
of the EPFL. Two plastic blocks protect the sensors from extraneous light and hold the spheric
lenses on a screw thread so that they can be focused.
Figure 7.2 shows a picture of the gemini turret; the black cylinders on the vertical circuit
board contain the optic system and the sensors. The circuit below it contains the two A/D
converters and miscellaneous glue logic. The circuit just below, sitting on top of the Khepera is
the ext331 turret.
The sensors that have been chosen are Texas Instruments TSL 1301 Linear Sensor Arrays.
Each array consists of 102 photodiodes that feed a charge amplier. After a certain integration
time, the charge ampliers are sequentially read, obtaining an analog voltage between 0 and 2.2
volts.
These sensors have been used because of their low cost, relatively good resolution and their
ease of interface. Only 2 inputs lines are needed (one for the \start integration" pulses, and
another for the \next pixel" pulses). The analog image intensities are sequentially output on a
single line.
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Figure 7.2: The gemini turret, mounted on the ext331 turret of the Khepera robot.
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7.2.2 Conversion
The output voltage from each sensor is sent to two 8-bit, parallel ADC 0820 A/D converters
1
.
The converters are controlled by the microprocessor, using the RD-WR mode of the ADC 0820.
In this mode, the microprocessor signals the beginning of conversion by issuing a WR pulse and
reads the digital output 1.4 s later by issuing a RD pulse.
The images are stored on the ext331 turret's memory, and they can be further processed
(feature extraction, stereo matching) or sent via serial line to a workstation to be displayed (see
gure 4.11).
Optics
Vergence angle 0
Field of view  57 deg.
Focal length 7 mm
Baseline 43 mm
Sensing
Sensor type Photodiodes
Number of pixels 2 x 102
Resolution (pitch) 85 m
Integration time min. 8 ms
Processing None
Conversion
Access sequential
A/D conversion parallel
Gray levels 256 (8 bits)
Maximum level 216
Scan rate max. 120 Hz
Table 7.1: System characteristics of the gemini turret.
7.3 The Steredi Turret
The steredi turret is based on two analog, articial retinas EDI, developed by the Swiss Center
for Electronics and Microtechnics, (CSEM SA), Neucha^tel, Switzerland. These retinas, devel-
oped by Olivier Landolt, are described in section 6.2. The pages that follow will describe their
use in a stereo vision turret, the steredi turret, shown in gure 7.3.
The EDI articial retinas used in the turret are equipped with their own optic systems (cf.
section 6.2) that allow them to have a linear, panoramic view of their environment. The retinas
themselves perform the image sensing, normalization, processing and A/D conversion.
1
The converters can be obtained from dierent sources under the common code ADC 0820.
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Figure 7.3: The steredi turret, containing two EDI articial retinas, mounted
on top of an ext331 turret on the Khepera robot.
The EDI retinas have 150 pixels covering 240 degrees, but for stereo applications the stereo
eld of view, that is, the eld that is covered by both eyes, is limited to 164 degrees or equiv-
alently, 102 pixels (see gure 7.4. Therefore, when reading, the rst (leftmost) 24 pixels are
skipped and only the following 102 pixels are read.
The steredi turret is mounted on the ext331 turret of the Khepera robot. Four micro-
processor data lines per retina are used to congure them. A lowpass lter, bandpass lter or
derivative lter can be selected, and their cuto frequencies set. The retinas contain a 6-bit
sequential A/D converter; one of the data lines is used to read out the pixels bit by bit.
The block structure of the steredi turret is shown in gure 7.5.
The turret contains other components that are necessary for the correct functioning of the
EDI retinas. Several resistors running into the megaohms generate the necessary bias currents
that control several internal parameters of the retina. Only one of these parameters, the A/D
converter reference current, can be modied at run time. To do so, two LTC 1257 D/A converters
have been added to the turret, allowing the microprocessor to modify a reference voltage by
sending a 12-bit stream to the converter. A detailed description of the bias currents appears in
[Lan96].
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164 deg
Figure 7.4: Top view of the steredi turret, showing the stereoscopic eld of view.
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Figure 7.5: Block diagram of the steredi turret.
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Optics
Vergence angle 0
Field of view 164 deg.
Focal length N/A
Baseline 36.1 mm
Sensing
Sensor type Photodiodes
Number of pixels 2 x 102
Resolution (pitch) 1.6 deg.
Processing Lowpass, bandpass, derivative
Conversion
Access sequential
A/D conversion serial
Gray levels 64 (6 bits)
Scan rate |
Table 7.2: System characteristics of the steredi turret.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
This dissertation addresses the problem of endowing small, autonomous, mobile robots with
depth perception. Although depth perception can be obtained by other means |motion paral-
lax, depth from focus, cognitive cues| stereoscopy is found to be the most robust and adequate
for such robots.
Analog VLSI circuits can advantageously solve some sensory problems for autonomous, mo-
bile robots. The advantages stem from the sensing and processing integration, real-time com-
putation, limited power consumption and small size of analog VLSI circuits.
An analysis of several analog VLSI circuits has identied the principles and basic elements of
analog VLSI circuits. Algorithms that are easy to implement in analog VLSI have to satisfy two
major conditions. First, they must be decomposed into numerous, parallel, simple, computation
units. Although the computational units are simple, highly complex and nonlinear behaviors
can still be obtained by establishing interactions among units and between units and common
signals. Second, the intercommunication among these units must be limited. It should be noted
that these two conditions can also benet sequential, digital implementations of the algorithm,
because they simplify the programming and reduce the memory required.
Two stereoscopic algorithms have been proposed to solve this necessary task in autonomous,
mobile robot navigation: depth perception. Several stereoscopic algorithms have been proposed
by Computer Vision researchers and implemented in analog VLSI. However this dissertation
concentrates on developing even simpler algorithms that follow the aforementioned conditions.
They are based on simple elementary computations that only require local information stem-
ming from the neighboring computation cells.
The rst algorithm that has been discussed exploits the phase properties of the Gabor
functions to recover the disparity in a stereo pair of images. Disparity can be computed at each
position based on information from the corresponding retinal positions and their immediate
neighbors. Such a structure aords a decomposition into multiple, parallel units that simplify
an analog VLSI implementation as well as a digital one. A contribution has been made by
proposing two approximations, based on a Gaussian and exponential expansion that further
simplify the application on analog and digital systems.
Emphasis has been put into solving an engineering problem |providing a small, mobile
robot with depth perception by stereo vision| rather than modeling the functioning of the
brain. Although the Gabor function has been found to model the receptive eld of some cells in
the visual cortex, it is not likely that the brain computes disparity as in this algorithm. More
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biologically-plausible algorithms could be obtained based on the pseudogabor function.
A second stereo algorithm, also based on local, dierential computations, has been analyzed
and tested. An analog VLSI circuit exploits this local processing, similar to optical ow com-
putation, to solve the disparity. In spite of its inherent limitations, the algorithm is found to be
robust and eÆcient in constrained images.
The overall contribution of this dissertation is in focusing on a mobile robotics problem and
propose solutions that can be implemented in both analog VLSI circuits |bringing forth the
advantages of this medium| and simple, digital systems.
8.1 Towards an analog VLSI implementation
The problems and solutions discussed in this dissertation open a number of questions that should
be addressed before actually implementing the algorithms in analog VLSI. The study of these
questions should improve the circuit implementation and system design.
Stereoscopic vision raises the question of communication between analog circuits. The base-
line distance of the vision system has to be suÆciently long to have a good and accurate depth
perception, making it very diÆcult to integrate both retinas on the same silicon die. It is there-
fore necessary to provide a means of communicating between retinas (if the stereo matching
takes place on the retinas) or between retinas and a stereo matching chip. Establishing a wire
connection for each pixel is out of question because of lack of space. Therefore some kind of
multiplexing will be necessary.
One solution could be to digitize the visual information and use a microprocessor to send
the data to the stereo chip. Since most robots use digital microprocessors this is a reasonable
solution, but some of the advantages of analog VLSI circuits would be lost.
Another solution would be the use of an asynchronous, analog, pulse-based communication
scheme as proposed in [Mah92] and [Mor94]. Such a solution would require the use of retinas
and stereomatching chips based on the Address-Event Representation, an analog pulse-coding
technique. The AER coding would simplify the introduction of new features such as software
vergence |an articial shift in the images| and multiscale processing |processing the image
at several resolution levels.
8.2 Future work
A subject to be explored is the deeper integration of stereoscopic vision into the sensorimotor
loop. Mobile robots are not static platforms; stereo vision algorithms can benet from the
mobility of the platform on which they are mounted, particularly to solve mismatches due to
occlusions.
One way to realize this integration is through active stereovision, the modication of the
parameters that control the vision mechanisms, based on the information from the image, the
current goal of the vision system and the motion of the platform. In the stereo algorithms
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described in this dissertation the parameters that can be modied are the modulating frequency
and the amount of smoothing, but others |vergence, xation point| could be added. Analog
VLSI oers a good medium to realize active vision, because it has proved to be very eective in
integrating sensors, processors and even actuators such as the micro electromechanical systems
(MEMS).
In the near future, autonomous mobile robots will become a common item in our lives. They
are already the spearhead of planetary exploration and they are becoming household items
such as maintenance robots and toys. Tight sensorimotor loops based on bioinspired, smart
sensors will oer these robots with a greater energetic and decisional autonomy. Conversely,
experimentation with robotic sensorimotor loops will allow biologists to gain insights on the
sensorimotor mechanisms found in animals.
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Appendices

Calculation of the horopter
In the situation described in gure 3.2 the coordinates of the point of interest P was
x =
B
2

tan(+ ) + tan( + Æ)
tan(+ )  tan( + Æ)
(1)
z =
B
tan(+ )  tan( + Æ)
(2)
The latter can be rewritten as
z =
B
2

cos(+  +  + Æ) + cos(+       Æ)
sin(+       Æ)
(3)
and equation 1 as
x =
B
2

sin(+  +  + Æ)
sin(+       Æ)
(4)
Dening the variable  =   , the vergence angle, and an auxiliary one  = +  +  + Æ,
equation 1 becomes
x =
B
2

sin()
sin()
(5)
and equation 3 becomes
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)
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)
(6)
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From equations 7 and 5 we have that

z  
B
2 tan()

2
+ x
2
=

B
2 sin()

2
(8)
which is the equation of a circle that depends only on the vergence angle . The cercle has
a radius
r() =
B
2 sin()
(9)
and its center is at
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) = (0;
B
2 tan()
) (10)
Approximation of a Gaussian
function by an exponential one
In order to approximate a Gaussian function
g(x; ) = e
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2
(11)
by a bilateral decaying exponential
f(x; ) = e
 
jxj

(12)
it is necessary to know what is the  that produces the best approximation in the least-
squares sense for a given .
We therefore dene the approximation error as
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which can be found in table books [Gra94] as
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with erf(x) dened as
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In the case of equation 17 the constants are
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and therefore equation 17 can be rewritten as
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Therefore the approximation error is
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The  that minimizes the error is such that
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By dening the ratio n =


which is the ratio we are actually looking for, equation 25 can
be written as
1 +
p
8 n
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[1  erf(
n
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Equation 26 is nonlinear and therefore an analytic solution can not be found. Nonetheless
it can be solved by numerical means or plotted (see gure 1) and the solution is found to be
n
opt
= 0:762.
Therefore, the best approximation of the Gaussian function of variance  with a bilateral,
exponentially-decaying function of decay constant  is the one where
 =

n
opt
= 1:312 (27)
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Derivative of approximation error
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Figure 1: The optimum


ratio is found to be n
opt
= 0:762.
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Glossary
A-VLSI: Analog, Very Large Scale Integrated circuits: Continuous-valued electronic circuits
manufactured in Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) technology. This technology
aords the integration of about 50,000 transistors (elementary computation units)
per mm
2
.
Above threshold: A CMOS transistor operating region, also called strong inversion. In this
region the currents owing into and out of the transistor follow a square law.
Acuity: The reciprocal of the minimum angular separation between two points that can be
resolved by a vision system. Vernier acuity refers to the resolvable dierence in
angle or retinal position and stereoacuity refers to the resolvable dierence in depth.
Often expressed in angle units or linear units on the focal plane. See stereoacuity.
Address-Event Representation: An analog VLSI signal coding technique whereby each ele-
ment or 'cell' reacts to a certain event (e.g., the passage of an edge in front of
a photodetector) by asynchronously sending its address on a common bus with a
ring rate proportional to the intensity of the event. Such technique aords a band-
pass reduction, simplies interchip communications, allows data multiplexing and
dynamic routing and facilitates multiscale processing.
APS: Active Pixel Sensor: a CMOS photosensor with in-pixel current ampliers, as op-
posed to standard CMOS sensors, where the output amplier is shared among the
pixel columns. See CMOS.
Area-based methods: Image Processing algorithms where the information to be processed or
analyzed is obtained from an area around a given pixel instead of the pixel itself.
Baseline distance: In stereoscopy it is the distance separating the two eyes or image sensors,
usually measured from the point where the optic axis intersects the focal plane, i.e.,
the retinal position (0,0).
CCD: Charge-Coupled Device: The most common photosensor technology, whereby the
phototransduced charges are shifted through the pixel lines to a charge-sensitive
amplier.
CDS: Correlated Double-Sampling: An acquisition technique whereby the rst sample
(takes after the photodetector reset) is subtracted from the nal sample (after inte-
gration), thereby eliminating the DC oset and reset noise.
Center on-surround o: A neural response whereby stimuli in the center of the receptive eld
increase the neuron activity (excitatory connection) and those in the periphery
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decrease the neuron activity (inhibitory response). The opposite structure is the
center-o-surround-on.
CMD: Charge-Modulated Device: A hybrid technology between CCD and CMOS photo-
sensors that produces a high ll-factor with low dark current. It is a type of APS.
See APS, CCD.
CMOS: Complementary Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor: An integrated-circuit fabrication tech-
nology whereby transistors devices are obtained at the interfaces of 3 layers of metal,
insulator (silicon dioxide) and semiconductor. This process has a particularly advan-
tageous power consumption and it has become the most widely available. A variant
of the CMOS process is used to produce photosensor arrays, and these sensors are
referred to as CMOS photosensors.
Coherence principle: A weaker version of the continuity constraint in stereoscopic vision. Pro-
posed by Prazdny, it states that a disparity discontinuity may appear as a result of
the superposition of several continuous disparities, e.g., in the presence of transpar-
ent surfaces. See continuity constraint.
Collective computation: An analog computation technique whereby the result is calculated
by continuous interaction between simple, elementary computational units.
Compatibility constraint: In stereoscopic vision this constraint states that features in one im-
age can only match the same class of features in the other image.
Continuity constraint: In stereoscopic vision this constraint states that the resulting disparity
must be a continuous function, except at the object boundaries.
Contralateral: In systems with a symmetric structure such as the human body, it refers to
connections coming from the opposite side. For instance, contralateral connections
bring the nerves of the left hand to the right hemisphere of the brain. Opposite:
ipsilateral.
Cooperative stereo: A class of stereovision algorithms whereby the resulting disparity is com-
puted by cooperation among individual computation units, each responsible for a
single disparity at a given position.
Correspondence problem: In stereoscopic vision, it is the process of identifying the projection
on the left image of certain points (features) in the scene and their corresponding
projections on the right image.
Crossed disparity: In stereoscopy, when in order to xate on a point the vergence has to be
increased, i.e., the optic axes need to be further crossed, the given point is said to
be at a crossed disparity with respect to the current xation point, that is closer to
the observer. See xation point, horopter.
Current conveyor: An analog circuit that copies (conveys) the input current to the output
node therefore isolating the output voltage from the input one.
Current mirror: A two-transistor analog circuit that produces an output current proportional
to the input current. The input and output voltages are not independent as in the
current conveyor.
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Current mode: A class of circuits, analog or digital, where signals are coded as currents.
Cyclopean angle: In stereoscopy, the angle under which an object would be seen by a virtual
eye or camera placed at the center of the baseline with its optic axis aligned with
the baseline median. See baseline.
Decussation: In anatomy, an X-shaped crossing especially of nerve bers connecting corre-
sponding parts on opposite sides of the brain or spinal chord.
Depth: In stereoscopy the depth of a given point is the minimum distance from that point
to the baseline, the line between the two eyes or cameras. It is the projection of the
object distance along an axis perpendicular to the baseline. See baseline.
Depth of eld: The range of focal lengths for which a lens can keep the image in focus.
Diusion length: In resistive networks and other physical systems based on diusion equations,
it is the exponential decay constant tau that expresses the inuence of an input
source on neighboring nodes.
Disparity: In stereoscopy it is the relative dierence in retinal projections of the same point on
the left and right eyes or cameras. The disparity is a direct measure of the object
depth: a faraway object has a lower disparity than a closer one. See depth.
Disparity at cells: Cells in the visual cortex that respond with equal strength to stimuli lying
at any disparity.
Disparity gradient: In stereoscopy, the variation of perceived depth along the cyclopean angle.
EDA: Electronic Design Automation: refers to the set of CAD software tools used to
automate or simplify the design and verication of integrated electronic circuits.
These tools comprise schematic editors, mask layout editors, device simulators and
verication tools.
EMD: Elementary Motion-Detectors: Each of the elementary cells capable of detecting
motion by correlating a photodetector output with a delayed version of a neighboring
photodetector output.
Epipolar constraint: A geometric constraint in stereoscopy that states that the points lying
on a line on one eye or camera have their projections on the other eye or camera
on the corresponding epipolar line. This constraint reduces the search space to nd
corresponding points. See correspondence problem.
Epipolar lines: In stereoscopy, for a given point in the scene, the epipolar lines are the pro-
jection on the right eye of the line connecting the point to the left-eye focus and
the projection on the left eye of the line connecting the point to the right-eye fo-
cus. Thus, any point lying on one of the epipolar lines will nd its corresponding
projection on the other epipolar line. See correspondence problem.
Far cells: Cells in the visual cortex that respond maximally to binocular visual stimuli with
low disparity, i.e., stimuli lying far away.
Feature extraction: In image processing it is the step whereby the most relevant points in a
scene are identied. The relevance of a point depends on the particular application.
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FET: Field-Eect Transistor: A type of transistor device based on the ow of current
through a variable-width channel. It comes in two avors: metal-oxide-semiconductor
FET (MOSFET) (see CMOS) and junction FET (JFET).
Fixation point: In stereoscopy it is the point where both optic axes intersect. It is considered
to be the point where the viewer's attention is focused.
Follower aggregation: An analog circuit that aggregates the output current of a number of
voltage-followers to compute a weighted average. See collective computation, voltage
follower.
Fovea: The high-resolution, central area of the retina.
FPGA: Field-Programmable Gate Array: A standard, commercially-available, digital VLSI
circuit that contains many transistors (gates) whose interconnection can be electri-
cally modied to generate any boolean logic function that can be produced with the
available number of gates.
Fusion: In stereoscopy, it is the ability to create a single image, called cyclopean image, from
a stereo pair of images.
Gabor function: A harmonic function with a Gaussian envelope, g(x) = e
 
x
2
2
 e
j!
o
x
, with
the key property of simultaneously minimizing the spatial and spatial-frequency
uncertainties. Proposed by Dennis Gabor.
Gaussian lter: A lowpass lter with a Gaussian-shaped impulse response.
Gilbert multiplier: An analog circuit whose output is proportional to the product of its two
dierential voltage inputs. It is also referred to as four-quadrant multiplier because
both inputs can be positive or negative. From B. Gilbert, who rst proposed such
circuit.
Horopter: In stereoscopy, it is the locus of zero disparity, that is, the surface whose points are
projected on both eyes at the same retinal coordinates. See Vieth-Muller circle.
Hyperacuity: When a vision system has an acuity beyond the spatial resolution of its photode-
tectors, it is said to be endowed with hyperacuity. See acuity.
Implant optimization: A manufacturing procedure that has to be added to produce good-
quality CMOS photosensors using standard CMOS processes. See CMOS.
Ipsilateral: In systems with a symmetric structure such as the human body, it refers to connec-
tions coming from the same side. For instance, ipsilateral connections bring some
nerves of the left eye to the left hemisphere of the brain. Opposite: contralateral.
Laplacian of Gaussian: Refers to a lter whose impulse response has the shape of the Laplacian
(second derivative) of a Gaussian function. This shape can be approximated by a
dierence of Gaussians (DOG).
Lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN): A six-layered nucleus in the brain (in the thalamus) that
receives the optic bers coming from the retinal ganglion cells. The LGN is retino-
topically organized, with layers 1, 4 and 6 receiving inputs from the contralateral
eye and layers 2, 3 and 5 from the ipsilateral eye.
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Motion parallax: An apparent dierence in the perceived motion depending on the target
distance. Closer objects appear to move faster than faraway ones.
Near cells: Cells in the visual cortex that respond maximally to binocular visual stimuli with
high disparity, i.e., stimuli lying nearby.
Negative impedance converter: A circuit based on a negative-gain amplier that simulates
"negative resistors" by producing a negative voltage to current ratio.
Occlusion: In stereoscopy, it is the blocking of one eye's line of sight by an object in the scene.
Occlusions happen at object boundaries, and they are problematic because occluded
areas can not be correctly matched. See correspondence problem.
Ocular dominance columns: Areas of the visual cortex that react mostly to stimuli from one
eye, which is said to 'dominate'.
Optic chiasm: Point in the mammalian brain where the optic bers coming from the eyes
cross. See decussation, contralateral, ipsilateral.
Ordering constraint: In stereoscopy, it states that excluding occlusions, the ordering of points
in the scene is conserved in the left and right eye projections.
Panum's fusional area: The range of disparities around the horopter where points can be
correctly fused. Expressed in angle units. See horopter, fusion.
Photodiode: A class of photodetector based on a diode, i.e., a junction of donor-doped semi-
conductor with acceptor-doped semiconductor, that transforms the incoming light
(photons) into current.
Phototransducer: A device capable of converting light intensity into electric magnitudes such
as current or voltage. Phototransistors, photodiodes and CCDs are examples of such
transducers.
Phototransistors: A class of photodetectors based on transistors, either bipolar or CMOS.
Pinch-o voltage: The voltage threshold between the strong inversion and weak-inversion
zones of CMOS transistor operation.
Place coding: A coding technique whereby the value of interest is coded as the weighted av-
erage of a distribution of values.
Pseudoconductance: The conductance, that is the
I
V
ratio, of a transistor seen as a two-port
pseudodevice by considering only its drain and source for a given gate voltage.
Random-dot stereogram: A psychophysical experiment consisting in two images of randomly
place dots where some of them are drawn at a relative shift (disparity). When trying
to fuse both images, the dots will be perceived as lying at dierent depths. Invented
by B. Julesz. See fusion.
Saturation: A CMOS transistor operating mode whereby the current owing through it is
independent of either the gate or drain voltage.
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Standard cells: A set of circuits commonly used in electronic circuit that need not be re-
designed and tested but rather can be taken from a standard-cell library and inserted
in the current design.
Stereo correspondence: The processing stage of stereoscopy whereby for each retinal projec-
tion of a point in the scene its corresponding projection on the other retina is found.
Stereoacuity: The reciprocal of the minimum depth dierence that can be resolved by a stereo-
scopic vision system. See acuity.
Stereopsis: The perception of depth through the processing of two or more images of the scene
taken simultaneously and from dierent points of view. Also known as stereoscopy.
Strong inversion: A CMOS transistor operating region, also called above threshold. In this
region the currents owing into and out of the transistor follow a quadratic law.
Subthreshold region: A CMOS transistor operating region, also called weak inversion. In this
region the currents owing into and out of the transistor follow an exponential law.
Symbolic matching: In Computer Vision and Articial Intelligence, it refers to the class of
matching algorithms that operate on symbolic information as opposed to numerical
information.
Symmetry constraint: In stereoscopy, it states that, if a point A on the left image corresponds
to point B on the right image, point B should also correspond to point A.
Time-to-contact: For an object moving at a constant relative speed V to an obstacle, it the
distance/speed ratio, which yields the time to collision.
Transconductance: In electronics, it is the
I
out
V
in
ratio for a 4-port physical device.
Translinear element: In electronics, it is a device with a linear relationship between transcon-
ductance and current.
Translinear loop: In electronics, it is a closed loop containing an equal number of opposite
connected translinear elements. See translinear element.
Tuned cells: Cells in the visual cortex that maximally respond to stimuli lying at a particular
disparity.
Uncrossed disparity: In stereoscopy, when in order to xate on a point the vergence has to be
decreased, i.e., the optic axes need to be further uncrossed, the given point is said
to be at an uncrossed disparity with respect to the current xation point, that is
farther away from the observer. See xation point, horopter.
Uniqueness constraint: In stereoscopy, it states that a point on the left image can correspond
with one and only one point on the right image.
V1: An area of the visual cortex through which most of the connections from the lateral
geniculate nucleus (LGN) enter the cortex. It is also called striate cortex and primary
visual cortex. See cortex.
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Vergence angle: In stereoscopy, it is the angle at which the optic axes of the two eyes or
cameras cross. See xation point.
Vernier acuity: The reciprocal of the minimum angular separation between two points that
can be resolved by a vision system. Often expressed in angle units or linear units
on the focal plane.
VHDL: Very high-speed integrated circuit Hardware Description Language: A programming
language that can be used to describe the behavior of digital circuit elements to help
in validating circuit designs.
Vieth-Muller circle: The intersection of the horopter (a 3D surface) with the plane of the optic
axes has a circular shape and it is called Vieth-Muller circle.
Visual cortex: An area of the brain, found on the outer layers of the occipital lobes, that is
responsible for most of the visual processing in humans and upper vertebrates.
Voltage follower: An analog circuit, a kind of voltage amplier with unity gain that is used
to separate two circuit stages.
Weak inversion: A CMOS transistor operating region, also called subthreshold region. In this
region the currents owing into and out of the transistor follow an exponential law.
Winner-take-all: A multiple-input, analog, collective-computation circuit that identies the
input with the highest value. See collective computation.
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